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I. IRCODUCION:

In eliting the proceedings of any group meeting, the editor usually
trieb first to choose, from among posstble alternatives of presentation,
that which gives a literal and true picture of the discuscion. And
secondly, he wishes also to achieve consistency of style and format. Like
Martin Luther's drunken peasant, who insisted on falling off his horse,
now frcm the left side and now from the right, it is difficult to achieve
both the form-r and the latter objectives vith the same degree of effec-
tIveness.

In this proceedings the editor, vith the aid of a little tequila,
bas chosen to fall off that side of policy which gives the literal
picture. Yet even this he cannot achieve consistently, because the avail-
able logistics did not permit the recording of all 5 panels in the same
degree of detail. Hence, the reader is cautioned to not assue that panels
1 and 2, by the length of their parts i. the proceedings, vere models of
prolixity, while panels 3, -A, and 5 were models of comparative taciturnity.
There was no lack of talk in any of the panels. Librarians, at least tlio5s
present on this occasion, were not 1ing~lly inh Lbited to any noticeable
degree.

Feyond this explanation the editor would like it known and clear

thfrt anything vhich was said or done and , 't unreported Is his lapsus
caiemi alone. Lapsi linguat and memoriae also are not excluded.

Th'e sequence format of the proceedings is as follows:

T. Introduction
I1. The Program Plan

TII. The Panel Discussions
1V. 7he Panel Leaders' Discussion with Program Chairman
V. The Finea Session of the Whole Workshop

V1. ('onclusions
V,,.,. Reccxendationn
"vIll. Letter of Transmittal to U.S. Civil Service Commission.

So I:o



PFRcDING PAGE BLAWI- NOT FIIMD.

IL THE F'uRARA PIA.I.

A Irogram Committee, which consi,ted of:

Miss Marian Bonniwell, Chief, Technlcal Information Branch,
Bureau of Ships, U.S. Navy.

Mr. Paul Burnette, Director, The Army Library.
Mr. Harry F. Cook, Library Services, Directorate of Military

Personnel Headquarters, U.S. Air Force.
Mrs. Catherine Q, Hetrick, Libraxlan, Office of Scientific

Research, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. 0. Willard hollovay, Librarian, Defense Supply Agency.
Mr. Logan 0. Cowgill, Chief Librarian, Corps of Engineers,

';o S. Army; Chairman.

silected the program topic: personnel practices and procedures as they
affect military library management. This topic was selected as being
one of immediate interest across the board of library size or type to
any military librarian, whether he be in a large or smal organization,
or in a general school, or technical library. Obviously with such a
topic, there would be no lack of experienco, personal or otherwise, as
a basis for discussion. The major problem was expected to be one of
relating given experiences and the discussions to relevant points and
to draw practicable conclusions which could be turn-d into recommenda-
tIons that would command attention in personnel quqrterq.

Thus to enhance the reality of the discussions, it was decided to
directly relate discussion to the personnel "facts of life" which are
controlling; that is, to the Qualification and Classification Standards
of the Civil Service Commission and the proc,-dural manuals of the Mili-
tary Services. Furthermore, to avoid hearing in d1scussions only the
echo of oiw own thoughts .s librarimns, the Coavittee proposed tae
presence of perqcnn-l specialists, so that oui ideas might be tumpered
by a degree of operating reality.

The QC=Ittee then implemented theie basic decisions with a program
-3chedide which would Include:

q, Six succesaive sessi.ns, composed of four panels with ten
members each, plus the leader, to meet con-urrently. (1^ter
enlarged to fi,,e)

b. A panel leaders aesslon to reet at the conclusion of the

individual panel sesdions.

c. A final e,,,•!on o1' all Workshop participants,



In addition, ,he Committee drew up a list of instructions for the guidance
oi" the participants. These were:

a. Phogrim Schedule: The schedule has been timed to allow the
panels some leeway in their coverage of the subjects to be discussed;
however all panels stlI *u.d attempt to cover ae many aspects of the
Standards as vossibl,

b. Suggested Topic;: The furnzished lilt should be suggestive only.
Participants ebould be able to supply others.

c, Case Problem Illustrations: The helpfulness of havirg real life
cases as the basis for dircussion naed not be emphasized.

d. Personnel Regulations: The furnishei sets of Civil Service
qualification and position clasitif!iatio:r standards in the GS-1.410
and 1411 series as well as the approprinla sections of the Service
po'rsonnel manuals, are the basic "facts cof life" to which the
discussions should be continually rtlated.

At its final meeting, the Comittee selected the penel leaders (from the
Washington area to simplify ccunicationa) and prepared a list of panel
bhsignments which was made up from the total number of acceptees shuffled,
and reshuffled arbitrarily to secure for each panel a reasonable mix of
representatives of all three Milite~cy Services and of all types of
libraries.



* ThE iANEL DISCWSIONS:

Pane. 1

Wrs. Catherine Q. Hetrick, leader
U.S. Air Force, Office Scientific
Research, Washington, D.C.

Panel MIembers:
Mr. Arthur L. Carrol, U.S. Army Engineer School, Fort Belvoir,

Virginia

Mr. Michael A. qostello, U.,. Army, Ptcatinny Ar.:'nal, Dover,
Nev Jersey

Mr. George R. Luckett, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California

Mr. Robert L. Martin, U.S. Army Research and Engineering Cer'er,
Natick, Massachusetts

Mr. Paul KlInefelter, Defense Docuentation Center, Arlington,
Virginia

Mr. Richard Mountain, U.S. Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu,
California

Mrs. Margaret P. Papesch, U.S. Air lbrce, Office of Aerospace
Research, European Office, brussels,
Belgium

Mr. George J. StansfIeld, National War College, Washington, D.C.
ýL.es Eunice V. Salisbury, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and

Engineering laboratory, Hanover, Noe
Hampshire

7buzrinlay, Sept 27, 1962
W•nlto.. Sands Missile Range

No-trick: Claesification factors are tools or systems of analysis
to be used as means of identi1y1nn &'or discuselon points which are Impor-
tant in setting up the qualificAtion standards requirod. There are a
number of ,oasible vaym of defining for the purpos* of analysis. Not all
.st.ndards use the same breakdovn of posltionm or factors. Hovever, the
following set of eight basic points represents a ccwplat. w of classl-
cation factors:

1. Nature and variety of vorit.
2. Needs of position.
3. Nature of guidelines.
4. Originality required.
5. Nature and scope of reco mendations.
6. Nature and extent of supervision.
T. Exercise of supervision.
8. Qualificationa required.

fKdoo



Stansfield: Our big problem ts not so much with the position itself
or with standards but with Interpretation. For some time ve have bad to
deal with persons who admittedly knew nothIng of librarianship. This has
been w:t with intelligent persons who knev not much but are willing to
learn. Our problem Is centered vith matching Pft with standards.

Hetrick: I think one questioni Hoy do we present ourselves? Is it
our fault? Why is it persomnel people don't know about us?

Luckett: I don't think we are unique. I think personnel doesn't
take advantage of available help. It would help having classifers call
in as advisors persons in similar libraries.

Coitello: George., would you be in position to give this advice your-
self? In our experience, the classifier will talk to me and we will go
dmn each and every Job and very often Indicate any changes that I may have
generated since the last audit. I am the one who Is educating the classi-
fier.

Luckett: Boy often are you having a meting of the minds?

Costello: I must s&y that the recent trend has been very much In
our favor. Very often the classifier talks to each individual and sits
dovn and audits each position.

Carrol: I don't think we can blame the classifier tco much. I
think we can blam ourselves rather than the classifier. A classifier
in our work is faced with vlassitfying Jobs. A librarian is a unique
animal so the question of educating the classifier, on our part, depends
on the Job of selling we can do. It is relative. There are good librar-
ians and good and bad classifiers. This shouldn't be but it has been our
experience. We try to time our surveys with the grade of the classifier
that is ca'.

Coetello: ow do you know this?

Carrol: It is not easy. The first thing I do Is ask the classi-
fier--the first rquire•wnt is a classifier who Is not in a hurry. The
first thing is to have a classifier come without a time limit. You
spend the first day taking him around educating him. 7his was our
experience last time and we had a good survey. He didn't know there
was so much to it.

Costello: Generally speaking, we know in advance when we are going
to have a general audit or a special audit. I think what will alwa
help is to do the la-vork yourself. Have an organization chart and
indicate what are the right job descriptions with not only standards but
other material--do a little research. The AIA publications--one on
position qualiflcations and another on beneficial and non-beneficial
classification of Jobs--will give you a pattern or format.

6



Hetrick: If you can give them, subtly perhaps, what they consider
Informatiun, they are very apt to take it. They are more than happy to
grasp at what you offer them.

Costello: I think the classifiers know the expert is the one running
the organization and Is willing to accept that information.

Samuels: I have been wondering whether the standards are adequate.
Presumably you know in your own mind that the job which is now classified
as a 9 is an 11 job. What were the factors which led you Into this
position?

Costello: I would like to see the librarians go along somewhat with
the way the technical editors did their ttandards. About a year ago, they
established a new series for editors. They have a general series and they
have a technical series which covers people such as us. We must have
people with some experience or education--education or experience backgr ,und.
It is my opinion if we establish a technical series recognizing the neoL we
have for people with experience which we cannot get unless we get them up
on the grade level. We write a series slanted for technical librarians and
recognition of the need for some people with technical backgrounds for
technical libraries and you can get Uls.

Betrick: Reccaendations came out that technical librarians are
entirely a different breed of cat from the general run of librarians.
Rather than the usual material found in general libraries, we have some
of the extremely complicated technical and complex material.

Sutmels: One of the criteria we have met is transferability of
people from one job to another. Would it be possibLe for a technical
librarian to transfer into a gener-1 purpose library without additional
training?

Mnuntain: Not vice veria--last year ; hired a temporary for the
iumer, and according to standards, there is ft requirement for one year's
experience In any one of the technical libraries. She was a school
librarian in Torrance, where she was making an equivalent of GS-11, yet
I could only hire her as a 0S-7. She could not ousaify on paper or in
doing the work. If you get a GS-7 just out of Library school, It takes a
year to train them for they have never even seen a report. It depends
a Sreat deal on the mind and ixperience of the subject. If you are in
research, you are fortunate if you c n get a person with a chemicsl back-
ground.

Samuels: Could a person qualify in an engineering library and
transfer to a chemical library?

t-wstello: They could do this.

7



Samuels: Without a los" of grade?

Costello: Yes, probably in a legal library.

Mountain: Another factor--aU.1 the 5T7 that come off the register are
graded by l.ibrarians. We have two navy librarians who rate these people.
The Civil Service people at San Francisco have power to change the rating.

Samuels: Does everybody agree that the librarians are interchangeable?

Costello: In the technical writings and editing, the primary basic
requirement is literary skill and a good knowledge of those skills. Any-
body that. is an engineer does not belong in vriting and editing series.

Samuels: Are you not in danger of getting a failing chemist or
engineer?

Costello: Yes, you are. All three men I had who were chemists were
librarians but knew little about librarians' work. They want to be known
as specialists.

Mountain: I don't agree with what is said here. Do you feel it is
possible to step--that I could step--from a public library to specialized
or technical? I am particularly speaking about administration. After all,
I am an administrator, I have subjecrt specialists who take care of the
technical aspects. i don't quite agree that there is a blanket distinction
to make. I don't think you can draw a line and say "no."

Martin: I had to index and catalog 50,000 reports, and I knew
nothing at all about engineering background*, but I was told I could spend
one year's work with shops and engineers, and I did. I worked with them
for one year before I did any cataloging.

Seauels: Had you gone into a general purpose library, could it have
been different?

Martin: I had no idea that I was going into a special library.

Hetrick: I think some of this should be tied In with a degree and
with a specialty field. Some libraries are very general and others are
extremely specialized. Like Mountain's--in some of these places people
have a special language. There is a great difference between a general
and a specialized library.

Semuels: I think I am going eventually to decide, maybe just auto-
cratically, whether the basic requirement is library science or training
In the subject. zatter. Which is the fundamental one?

Hetrick: A doctor may be a specialist but first he learns medicine
in general.



uosteI1o: First. mumt be library science.

AJ :nbur- They werm Inclined to emphasize librarian tzalning and
v, .ire to absorb Kooledge of your speciality on the Job. Asham

p,•1A1shod something on this about ten years ago--University of Chicago.

Klinefelter: Essentially, we have always tried to get technical
training and build on that. This has been very successful except that
you never find them together or that kind of people. Yle used people
with experience in libraries to start with or vice versa. We tried to
get a science background and train for librarian. The kinds of service
we furnish are much more highly specialized. We promote them enough to
keep them. Pit some technical qualifleations into the standards but
still rank the level high enough to keep the people. We tried new classi-
fications and that didn't work. To get technical speclilists we need, we
are now going into the 1300 series. But the scientists and scientist
sadinistrators didn't grow fast enough and large enough to take care of
the problim. They vill never be large enough to allow then to.

Samuel,: How large can it get?

Klinefelter: We used the librarian series for a long time and
found we couldn't get people-4nto libraries vithout libr.,xian experierce
in higher grades. You start at a 5 or 7 level with people who may be
at a much higher level in a laborstory.

Samuels: If the standard A wrong, then the qualification standard
should be changed on the librarian. We could point to it and say what
you wish.

Jlinefelter: In my way of thinking, much of the technical experience
ur bti•Kgro.ind you need you cannot get In i 5 or 7 level even though in the
librari an 8erles they do not have llbrarianbhip requirements.

Mountain: We are special libr'ulans in a sense that we fit special
needs of the organization we serve. We decided that the information
should not be put on tape. We have the type of users who want to kncw
right now all the information they can get. We decided on an automation
system that would print out a source catalog or subject catalog and we
use a computer for sorting and printing device. The computer will put
out only what you give it. I hired as a cataloger a lady vht !.as a GS-U1.
.-he had a Tot of experience with autm"-tion prograuning. I wrote for an
11 and it come back as a 9. She appeoi.ad it for she had a chemist back-
ground. Since I cannot get her an 11, T feel that I can't expect to keep
her.

Samuels: Why can't you get her an 117



Mountain. We are dealing with a difficult job of cataloging. The
classifer t' inks of the report as a catalog. We have only research anti
devwtopw~nt reports. When a cataloger sits Jd.aa Zu ;atalog a report,
she doesn't have the tools you have because she has no subject authority
list

'amuels. Wlen you say this to yor classifier, what does he say?

Mourttain. I explained it to him but he says it is just the same as
cataloging. I think I convinced him.

Samuels: I am making a technical :.uggestion. You make the hair on
the back of their neck rise tip when ycu say you are going to lose her.
But I weu!d like to ask another question. I have tried t3 get 4iat
are the essentiai differences between 9 librarians and 11 librarians?
What are the factors when you look at a librarian's job, that make you
know that this job is a 9 and that an 11? How dc you know it?

Mountain: It is a level of difficulty. It is the addin. of
functions. We felt that particularly with autcmation-subject analysis
couldn't exist in a vacuum. We havw the same people now doing indexing
who do referencing and who answer the telephone in any particular techni-
cal area. They are librarians in the 7 sense. They do specific direct
referencing as subject specialist. The 11 should be journey-man level.
It is recognized in engineering.

Costello: I think the consenses is, if I recall correctly, that
the jcurneymaui is not lower than 9.

Klinefelter: If you start with technical education as a require-
ment, 5 is too low. Actually most professionals know very well that it
begins with a PhD. at 11.

Mountain- (Reads qualifications for S. 5 from Standards)

Klinefelter I think one of the things we 1,ave mi:;sed--we are
talking about professional librariar' who h..se not ocen exposed to
education in the sciences- The di..erentiation goes all the way back
to undergraduate level.

Costello I think you need a gene-'al educational background.

Klinefelt,!r. It is very small percentage of the librarians hired
that have a scientific or technical background,

Costello. How many people do you have that have a good scientific
or technical background who will face up to a l.brarian school?

K I



YIdinefelter: I don't expect a science or engineering backgrcmd
degree. ath and pbysics are the whole background of an electrician and
we can get any of those.

Het rick: I am also a history major. I probably picked up as
much matnemaics in my work.

Costello: At what level d:d you go into this work?

fHetrick: Very low.

Costello: HRo can you get people of this kind to do catalogirng?

Mountain: A major or a minor would be helpful?

demuels: I hope you can all explore this and come wo some agree-
ment on the problem. Almost alwa~s occupatione are surrounded by grey
areas. The most troublesome is at low levels. My asaignment will not
only cove- the librarian series but alio the library assistant.

Kllnefelter: I think that this has been the moat long-standing
of problem. We have recently gotten approved by CSC a plan whe-e a
person has taken a corollary position and they can get into IIi by
experience or schooling or & combination of both vith a training program.

Samuels: Would it be feasible for me to write a library technician
series beginning at 4 or 5 and going at least as ligh as a 9--a person
skilled in cataloging but not familiar with other duties so that you
could develop a cataloger into a librarian?

Mountain: We have a gill in the documents branch, and I would
put her up against any library school graduate. The technician, how.-
ever would never go into a ilbrdrlano

amueie: 4iy not.,

Mo;itain: lhis is a poesib11ll.y. It mnans chagoes In the educa-
tional requirement for librarian and 1 might say, doing thts is going to
dilute the profebtsinal nature of the job This wouLd be une of the
resultb.

Klinefse±ter: I am opposed to that. Our problem is that (1) The
,n t 111ty tc. nire ,aaly a l1orary tasist~ant. (i) The inability to
ttansfer t,he t tarlt I. t.nother library it'reji.

.Aun,'i.I - Defi'ne the dpiw'nct.lon betwe'en this technicln--whel
A,.et h, ,top being a technic ,un and st.tut being a librarian?

ILI



Kilne-felter: Onre i aptitude. They have to pass the JADE or oEE.
Another is standards. They havy. to have four yesars college or three years
,ýxper ienceo

Sami-ls: What are the distinctions between assignments?

Kilnefelter: For instance, the biology technician series. They used
technicians on manual techniques. A good laboratory technician you gr..
I "an't get him above a 6. 1 can't make a biologlit out of him He doesn't
have the theory. What I do 15 to provide room for him to go on up to the
top at a technician. But he will never be a biologist. Technicians grow
and t-ecome highly valuable. A supervisoi starts pressuring to get the
technician classified as a professional ac aa to give him more money, etc.
He makes an individual a professional Orade Ii, The individual Is not a
profeeslonal and l as created a future personnel problem for the individual.
The individual has to ccwpete In a RIF beyond his depth. The person who
goes on and gains the education does become a professional.

Martin: You can ume this as a needle to encourage good people to go
on and qualify themselves as profeesion~la.

Mountain: One whom I have is good and dependable. We made her a
GS-11 librarian but she 1i no librarian. She has certain limitations.
She is not a professional.

Klinefelter: I am afraid it Is a peper difference. I see your point.
Ax a specialist, he can go anywhere.

Samuela. i am suggesting a new 6eries with a new ceiling.

Costello: Do you propose to fix 'it 4o that the technicians can trins-
fer at the same level in the prpfeeional aerleO?

Samue'l: The librarlan aerie6 functiona, it oeems to me, do al
tb1,i in nrie field. I am not !ýure exactly what a librarian is. I am g-,ina

have to find ovt ,rim someone. I don't know how long I will be here nor
how long this meeting will last. You can reach me by mail or by phone--
Area Code No. 120, Extension 5002., Write " at the Main CivJl Service
Buliding, Washington 25, D.C. I vii1 be happy to hear anytning anyone has
to s'iy &nce I have done what I do, whicn may take another six months, it
will be distributed liberally to perionnel and down to operating people.
You will be helpful in being as critical as you can,, Every coent we get
has to be answered. We have to either adopt it or make a nrte why it was
not Kdopted,

K ,
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Hetrick: There seesm to be a feeling that there is a difference
between a special and a gene:ai library, And under special, there is a
difference between technical and non-technical. Mrs. Samuels says she
is still not quite sure what a librarian is. Is this something we can do?

Mountain: Ask for a copy of the standards on special librarianship.

Klinefelter: T am sure I zould inswer your question as to any
differences in a special librarian as far as the degree of technical or
special services. I bellrve that special librarians vary so much. From
Mr. Mountain's library that covers a very ,).imted amount, we specialize
in a particular subject area.

Hetrick: We have thrown around technical ant special librarian.
Do iue mean the same thing7 We have to differentiate between specialized
and technical.

Stansfield: I wouldn t probably want ter' nical librarians to havt
to do descriptive cataloging. You need to have two sets of ways to hire
them.

Hetrick: When you are talking about librarians, are special and
technical the same? Do you have the concept of technical in -,he sense
of biology, etc?

Standfield: The content of my library is a mixt.ure of general and
special subject areas--scientific.

Costello: Our requirements call for a general background of the
social iciences and htummnltieso My problem is that the grade level for
this group 1- Identical with the general group

Luckett: Tne subject matter 1peci1allit3 under the standards
ehoAlc be considered at a level higher than the general. One problem ls
finding pecple who are qualified without experience as against librarians.
We have difficulty with both sides in graduate librarians or gradu..-te
speclisti but no library experience.

(Arrol: Couldn't yo': have re~ruited better peoplr. with higher
levels?

L[ckett: I can't say In this cm-..e. If the grade utructure Is low
and they pay badly, this problem Is not recognized In the library field.

Stansfield: One problem ,i th.,t *vu can't hire ,zn engineer for the
librarian job since he ct,. make mure as ain engineer. W,, are looking for
people with backgrounds of this nature.

K !i



Mountain: I had the opportunity to hire a woan with 15 years
experience but she was making $8*,000 a year In private industry. We
could offer only a grade 9 level. You do meet those who meet the
technical GS-9 requirements but ho are completely Incapable of doing
the work. Industry wiii hire an engineer or scientist to be the infor-
mation specialist and not a librarian. 7his is another problm in
classification.

Salisbury: Mhat goes back to scmething said earlier, letting
people know you and what we are. It happens everywhere because branch
heads don't realize the importance of our job.

Hetrick: What Is a librarian? Men ccm in for example in our
little library and they are far better and wiser in their subject
speclell~y. What Is it that we do? We have bibliography tools and
use them in the collection of Information.

Carrol: A library technician 6 or 5 without much education
can have a professional attitude and can go up. Some people have neither
,ducation nor aptitude to do the job.

Hetrick: A definition brought up at lunch is that a special librarian
is one whose miatlon to deteroined by the parent agency by which he is
employed. It was also inil thaQt a special library had a selfish interest
in that it was nc• edu',it tonal.

Carrol: Can't ve I iok It up?

Salisbury: The •'jvclal Librarian Association gives a definition.
(Definition read.)

Luckett: Isn't lore a problem of unique aspect with the pgrent
agency?

Hetrick: We would be in danger of boxing ourselves in if we get
too specific about our problems. Can we afford to get this specific?
Pecaune as military librarians we are only tied together because we work
for it common boss.

Ai.ckett" Each one of us has a particular or special clientele for
depth in a particular field and this calls for more depth of field and
service in a special field.

Hetrick: Sometimes the smal. library requires more depth of
knawl,!dge on the part of the librarian.

Cobtello: Which are the general libraries of the military?

M4ountain: The Navy has recreational libraries.



1-.ckett: I have gotten the impres4lon that they do. We have more than

et general librarian need.

Mountain: Military people art alvays taking courses and seeking to

ozt ter themselves.

LAckett: You stili have the Chief of Staff's reading list.

Mountain- Any of the libraries represented In this group would fall
in the category of the special library.

Hstrick: Do we want In this 1410 series soething written in that

vlli set oi:r particular requirements apart from the genera! librarian

category?

Mountain: If we take a portion of that and divorce it from the 1410

generalist group and call It special series and make it a different se- es,
a specialist series.

Hetrick: Are you in agreement with this, Mike?

Costello: I really don't know. Just want to throw out one more

thing. I don't know whether the standards are the problem or the inter-

pretation of the standards. DAt we have years ago one of the things that

made it difficult for us to get certain changes in our grade figure. It

is the fact that the analyst thought that having a specialist librarian

was too restrictive and would not carry the weight that a general library

would call for. The fact remains that they ... Ierpreted it to mean that

a person who had a general library which inciudea science and technology

had a bigger responsibility and a more difficult Job than one who had a

sPe',.;11st library. We even vent to our files and took a sampling to

prove that we had a general collection as well as a specialized collection.
Howev.r. in this last audit we had, in writing up our jobs, I stressed that
we had a specialized and a general collection. We convinced the analyst.

Hetrick: It seems to me that if you had a special collection that

your depth would Increase. I am sure that your people were right that a
general collection carried more responsibility.

Mrtin: A post library 1n a general libr.ry.

Lurkett: Ionsider the diseusslon you hdve with the specialist you

are serving and see tro the depth you havp to go.

If.trI':K' 7hiLs i. probftt'ly vh#re wo ,,utld icore most heavily.

twucKett: Under 14v1 ynu cannot. prove a shortage of librarians. But

it' 1 tI n broken uv Into *ap%.Lte serlnt-, yna canr prove a .hortage.

.1 .



Hetrick: Would we agree that a reeomendation to split
the 1410 into a general and into a specialized group is feasible?

Costello: Would your class!fication lean on the specialist back-

ground?

Luckett: The librarian should come first and then the other next.

Hetrick: In librarian acquisitiona, acquiring same of the technical
material become. more difficult than g~neral or standArd vorks. This Is
also again true in librarivi cataloging. I am not sure that it is as
appearently difficult In administration, but It would again be true in
referencing. Administration would be more mobile.

Klinefelter: What do they wear, by descrlptive cataloging?

Hetrick: (Reading from Btandard.) Utablishing cataloging and
c 1 

qfication categories In where you can ,m into tronble.

muckett T Uhder the two series you would have the similar break-
downs.

Hetrick: If they should decide to accept any or ail partr of our
recomendation that a group of librarians be cLUed upon to help sepwate
and identify the various--

Carrol: They could not in sn,;- a short time.

Stansfield: Is this queutica :,f special libraries and vhat they
involve actually the question? T, con"ept that there is not a great
difference between sow of these c•ecial libraries an%! general libraries
end Individuals occupying the same relative position arm not actually
different, is the real probIem in eetting up a clearer description of the
collectlon service.

Luckett: It has to be a aeparatr• . U.

Stansfleld: I an t, inking about the cilases. My question was:
Is this something we need, o set up a new subject matter clissificatlon
te lhnique?

Hetrick: What would not be covered in pbysical sciences?

Luckett: We can't accomplish everything except by setting up a
sepearate series.
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Hetrick: You wculd have a parallel group.

Luckett: You would have a parallel group but In special services.

Stan-ifield: What would you have in the general series?

Carrol: Instead of the generae. librarian you would have a highly
technical librarian.

Hetrick: I have never seen thcse used anywhere.

Luckett: Now the point here, when you are recruiting and there is
a group in general librarian, you are not able to offer adequnlve salaries.

Costello: When we have had a person with 3 or 4 ),*ars' expertenee,
it Is difficult to hire this person at a OS-11.

Mountain: It is easier to define a librarian specialist in a hA. vr
level than it is a general librarian.

Carrol: Your problem Is that you are looking for a 12 instead of
anl1.

Costello: This special series only goes to a 12 in editing. The
original idea in this was the same thing I would say. We are something
new in the government which has developed. Same with editors and writers.

Jllnefelter: It goes to a 14.

Martin: Before this series was split and the new came out, what
was the highest? Did you find anything about a 9?

Costello: Yes. We had a 10 and 11.

Mountain: The head of the division was an 11. I have a cataloger
whom I hired about 6 months ego--a GS-i1 out in the desert. I could only
hire her as a 9. She haa a chemist background--an 11 doing referencing
and cataloging together. She came back as a 9. She had experience with
automation.

Costello: Organiational. structure has something to do with it.
When I wanted a hire a librarian fresh out of school,, al I could offer
was a T. Yet in order to hire someone who had a chemistry background--
Chemistry Backelor's degree--so insAtead of hiring es a librarian we
hired as C (hemist GS-9.



iLuckett: I propose hiring primarily as a librarian but giving some
reoognitlon to the background.

Klinefelter: (Reads letter from NAC to Civil Service Comission,
written in 1955 by Robert J. Iacklen.)

Costello: You can take a specialist and train him to be a librarian
but iot a librarian and train am a specialist.

Luckett: Let us create the breed and then seek to get the people.

Klinefelter: A specialist could not operate as a general librarian
and you could protect the general in the event the technical series is
created. It would be to their advantage to restrict and transfer into a
general litrary field.

D•TITION: A special library (librarian) acquires, organizes
systewically and disaminates information to assist the organization
which it (he) serves, fulfifling the specific function of its (his)
mission.

Mountain: It Is a general description, I would like to have 'is

teex it up and makeeit a specialist.

Luckett- We should carry the "special" throughouc the definition.

Mounte in: We should carry out vhat type of inforxaslon. The
claasifier passes the report off as a manual change which is a primary
source.

Hetrick: I suppose specialized information would fit in there.

Carrol: Specialized Information in depth. Disamina'•se information
in depth within subject discipline.

KIinefelter" Why can't you say technical? Even in the first sentence.

why can't you say technical?

L•ackett: We need to get away from the work "techtiiu"."

Cairol: I ti•nk the .1dea of the group io to .lock it clt so we can
add more wvtiglt. to a separate group.

Hetrick: How can we fix this?
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Mountain. Within the subject arPa--take out "1disclplines" substitute
within the subject area of'.* The word "ytemicilly" Is a distinguishing

mark of our service.

DEFINITION: A special librarian Is one tho acquires, organizes and
disseminates Information in depth within the subject areas of the organi-
zation which she serves.

Luckett: What 16 the Civil Service Deflnitlon?

Hetrick: (Reading) "This series Includes all classes of position,
the duties of which are to administer all library vorh," etc.

Mountain: We are more actively dlsseminating informai.ion than the
usual librarian.

Costello: Read that definition again.

Hetrick: (Repeats definition given In standards for librarian.)

Costello: Well, then, you could say a librarian is one who administers
a library, practices, administers, performs library work, such as ---------

Y-linefelter: This librarian must have competency in his specialty
tsnd go on and specify the specialty.

Hetrick: Oir definition is to separate the general librarian from
.ut specialist deflnltion."

Luckett: Tt is explicit thtt n special librarlan have sufficient
knowledge or training in his subject claaelfication.

Stansfleld: (Reading from page I1 of Standards). "*w***is a
ilbrary of limited scope designed to meet the needs of a group of a limited
scope.

Carrol: There is a dangee in 1a'vlng thl owt.

Mountilnjr It didn t prove so v'th the editors.

Clarrol: How does the group freL ;t we ttike It out, do you feel
there is a danger?

C•stello: When I cfme here today, ! bruught this because I favored
a separate series, but now I believe the o:urrent itandard can be expanded
tu cover it

Mountain: I don'-t think you ctrn d~vorre th.em as readily in the
jsme 4erles f in n .eparate 4e'rlei.
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Hetrick: These standards cover librarians in government in genera!. I
th nk.

Mountain: They are a different series.

K•iLnefelter: In the gene.al physical sciences series they break it
out,

Hetrick: Either we want a separate series or a super-series.

Mountain: I think we want a ccoplete break because of the classi-
fiere to deal with.

Stansfield: At pae 24 and 25 we have the 08-9 level. The deA.'inition
of a special library. At page 25 you have library operations and you've
got here on the level of responsibillty--it Is not spelled out ir Ietail.
T think Lhe problem actually involves the fact that a ared 9 libi -ian to
the level of responsibility of a 08-9 in a general library and ii 06- ,l
in a special library. I think if we don't go over that in Lerms pre-
paring a defense--I think it in how ýo spell this out. This Is written
primarily for general. I think one thing I read in here is this matter
In depth which doesn't appear.

Luckett: They limit special libraries in scope which is not true.

Hetrick: Whiat Is the difference between a limited scope and a
segment of a broader field?

Stansfield: We need to get the definition of special librarian
changed from what At appears to be In the standards.

C.,.rrol: I think we can add to It which may or may not be words
to the effect "in addition to a general library."

Stanefield: We ha;-e not only what is listed in here iv general but
a special field on top of it,

Lucfcett: You eold say in addition to general information, special
information In depth.

t'onteilo: Stress specialized information In addition to general
coverdge of these other areas which makes you more than just a technical
librarian.

Carrol' Now we are defining a special library instead ol special
1 , brr ian.
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Stanefield: In terms of maintaining a special library, do you always
require a special librarian.

Carrol: If we didn't need a special librarian, we certainly wouldn't
need a different series.

"Stansfield: One side Is to substitute and the other side is to set
qualifications high enough to get the people you need.

Hetrick: These people, well, there is more prestige to dealing in
their special subjects.

Klinefelter: In the field of programing and automated retrieval,
it has been necessary to start from the aptitude level.

Luckett: I could take a general librarian and with a year or two's
work, develop the librarian I needed. I think they should have recogni
tion for this.

Martin: I think if ye are not already covered by grade level S-11,
it should be expanded for librarian@ involved in expert work. I think
they have gone a little further for those under administration assigments
in charge of special libraries primarily covering a complex subject field.
Isn't that something that vould take care of people vith higher trairring?

Mountain: I can answer this with an answer to an appeal. Careful
consideration of the duties or respone-1bilitles of the appellant indicates
that the duties resemble those of cataloging of the W-12 level. These
dutli s exceed the level of GS4. Performance of these duties requires
extensive knowledge in reference sourc-s and tools. The nature and scope
of responsibilities of the appellant described fall short of 'he level of
GS-1.f. Our PD was weak in the fact that we did not establish enough work
on automation, programing, etc.

Mairtin We are, I think, always going to have those difficult people
to work with.

Luckett: We should point to the librarian who is rated as a GS•-•
and this to controlling becmuse he 1e directly responsible to the Superin.
tendent sand is recognized by the Library of Congress.

(Put on blackbooArd by Mr. Stanafleld)

Journeyman level: (, 1 experil-nLn- 1410-I1 General
tb) training 08-9

GS-l Special
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Gen~eral. + PpeTia! collection
General - nPecial collection

Library degree - experience vs,
Depth -level of clientele served Subject knowledge - experienice

Tranxfer of per-son tanotber pesflticn low

KS & H~

Med. & Bio.

(Put on blackboard by Mr. Kllrnefelter)

The nAture of this special librar~ian f'unction rp'quires subject matter
competency, acquired through education Dna/or experienct, in addition to
the basic capabl~tlem and requirements of librarianachip.

(It io feasible to prepare for the special librarian t'mnctirn either:

1. By acquiring pertinetnt subject knowledge tbirouA~h education eatu/
or e'vpwjience to supplement qualification an a librarie~n; or

2. By acquiring through on-the-job experience arid/or education,
6ufficlent capability and knowledge Of 1.' orarianship to auppleinent quuli-
ficati&on as a subject specialist.)

Hetrick: Are we mcre or leap Wgeed the* t'ds iv what -present?
What &re we going to cftll it- -definition of a opecial. .Lbrarianl

Klinefelter: This makes the library picture am a whole by includ-
Ing a lot of things in it.

Hnvt.rxk: is It your idea then, t'-iat with this as a definition,
there would follow ---

Klinefelter: I thin1. you could if you went at it from the subject
specialist end.. If you went at it the other way, the same thing would be
true.

Carrol! Where does your administrsition codie in nere? For example,
you are saying subject matter competency. That Is restrictive. Nov
where does an adm~inistraitor who can logically take over a special library
without the special subject matter competency stand?

Hetrick: Didn't we agree that. a good administratn~r would not
spec-irically need this subject ccowptency?

Cairrol: That io my point. Are we creating a special library adminis-
trator?
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K11nefelter: Had you administered dpeciallst library service, it
seems to me that you are eminently qualified.

Carrol: It seems to me this also Implies the administrative
i ibrari n.

Hetrick? On page 3 under library administration (reading).

roctello: The functions of acquisition and cataloging?

Hetrick: Experience at the higher levels where specialist tends
to merge with the administrative level.

Luckett: Why couldn't you have an adminietrative level where you
could move from general level without going through specialist mubjecte?

Hetrick: The standards Way you may.

bpickett: In other words, the route to the administrative level
might be in either direction. Should we present this to Mrs. Samuels
and see her reaction?

Hetrick: How does the group feel? Mr. Schaefer, hov does a

person from personnel feel about this?

Schaefer- I am nct sure Just what you are trying to accomplish.

(¼rIoL* we tre a•tempting to establish R tepTrrate meries.

Mount-'iir: Kra. Samuels asked is to lefine what "a a special

:ibrArlan.

;nf.ne:'#-r* lT•en. it 1-. y u.ir i•rt.@rL.t, t.i.,L you have a separaite

H-trlck: A eepttrqte number rather ths'. a sub-aection of 1410.

Schaefer: I dont see anything vrong with the making of such a
proposal I thlrdi It I1 evident thqt thoy kre going to have to rework
the whole aeries.

Costello: We are admittInR there is not enough difficulty in the
general librarian work t'el" without the technical approach to support
a GS-1I level. We should ýet erough nln•..t ito the standards to provide
the profedalonal aspect, of the speclai Llbrari-ln to oupport the grade
l:vel.



Hounttein: The present series doesn't give any recognition to auto-
mation or to importance of acquisition.

Luckett: Teachers are a good example. In elementary school and in
college. There is a different category here.

Costello: I am saying h same thing in the library field. We

shouldn't lean on special to support the grade level.

Luckett: I think we nave to. It is something added,

Hetrick: They are both performing the st.me functions but in a
diffferent depth.

Costello: The only thing I am saying is thaL the series with a re-
write with more imput developed around the professional aspects and
functions of librarianship ought to be able to support a series of grading
levels.

Luckett: The thing is that we. ere professionals plus.

Cerrol: I can see Mike's pclint and for the most part T agree with
him. I am willing to go along with the group, but it has been my experience
if you want to reach the mountain, you might as well reach for the moon.

Luckett: We are not downgrading librarianshi'. 1'e are trying to
get something in addition.

Mountain: It has worked with the editors and they are no nearly
as professional. We have a librarian who changed over to a techz.ical
writer and got an 11. This same former librarian, acting as a writer,
is an 11, bnt if she did it as a librarian, she would be a 9.

Costello: I have had them doing this as a librarian.

Klinefelter: We now have a basically Journeyman level 11 librarian
and alse 12 but we had to get a little acre siecific. However, there is
no restriction if they do that. This has nothing to do with administration.
Sthy can bm given a 12.

Hetrick: %or today at least, is the group in agreement that ,e will
consider this as our afternoon's work. We haven't touched on 1ll series
at ,all. Do we want to accept a librarian technician? We can do a little
polishing on this tomorrow.

(Adjourned for the day)
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Priday, Sept 28, 1962

El Paso, Texas

(SessIon opened with reading of definitions formulated preceding day.)

Hetrick: Are there any eomentel

Martin: We have been using the word special. Bio about scientific
librarians? What Is this going to do to law librarians?

Costello: If you are thinking of military--O.K.

Carrol: We hay, librarians outside of the military.

Salisbury: Special does cover all goveriment librarians.

Stansfield: A general goverUwnt library is a departmentalized
library. That is what ve are referring to.

Hetrick: Almost &11 goverment libraries have been developed a a
pretty special library. We cannot here narrow this field n changing
special.

Luckett: Mat there would be special (law), special (engineer), it
seems to me that we are going to have the special sections under the
special group.

Hetrick: Under each of these categories, we should have a break-
down according to funetion.

Ountz: We received a lot of criticism from some of the operating
personnel about the cmubersome and lengthy titles. I have no suggestion
a• to how you get around this but your titling of special librarian, when
you begin with supervisory special librarian, cataloging, law, you begin
to get a pretty complex title to write on different forms.

Mountain: Only addition you have Is to add the word "special."

Hetrick: I do think the word "special" would be the only addition.

koatello: It is too MDuch.

"1,hrrol" I think that is the leaet of our problems.



Mountain: We use just the PSE.

Guntz: 7 take It tbis gr3up was dlssatisfied with the definition as
it applies to qlmllflcations?

Hetrick: We feel that it does not represent the qualifications that
this group represents. That this is a general description of duties and
does not allow for the special type of librarian that exists today. AP
opposed to people who work in a general library, In post libraries.

Mountain: We are especildly unhappy vith this defisiltion of the
special li1rarian here on pege 19. We feel that all of Lu• libraries,
which we call special libraries, have general collections but we have
thre ,r four more subjects which we have in greater depth to meet the
,aLeds w' the people we serve.

Hetrick: The words "limited scope" hurt us. That wvP one.

Ountz: The words "limited scope" probably put you 2 or 3 grades
down right there.

Hetrick: It is the depth which we deal with in our subject.

Mountain: I would like to move that we accept the definit:on as it
was read.

Retrick: Mr. Mountain has moved that we accept the definition a£
It was read, and that we present it to Mrs. Semuels or to the group.

Carrol: You will point out that. as a group, on the whole, we
feel this Is only the beginning point or frame of reference on which the
new senre will be based. I second the motion or Mr. Mountain.

Hetrick: All agreed?

Carrol: We need a vote on our motion.

Hetrick: Do we have a vote? All in favor say "yes." (Unanimous
"yes"). All opposed? tNo "no" votes). Motion carried.

Hetrick: What else In thic serles or omy other aspects of the topic
vhich has been given us vomd it be profitable to explore?

Cerrol: The techir •Ia s¢rit.,

Hetrick: That would be the 1411 series. Currently called tl.e
library assistant series. It states that, at present (reeds frcm standards).



***and cLrculating library material where such work does not require full
training in library science."

C.rrol: I like the Idea of a library technician series mentioned by
Mrs. Samuels except once a technician, always a technician.

Hetrick: Unless you have additional education that met the qualifi-

cations.

Carrol- T want them V3 be able to eventually become a librarian.

Hetrick! They can.

Costello: I think most technician series do prohibit beyond grade 11.

Carrol: I am against precluding Librarian Technician 7 being able to
twitch over to librarian aerlea.

Lu,.ktt: I think experlenc* or education which was broadened to the
level needed--nothing could stop this person going on.

Hetrick: One of the other groups had same idea that if you vent
fram Library Technician 9, going to a librarian, one should go back to a
T level.

Martin: I think it is only fair for them to step down, because

they are campetlng with a professional in that case.

Hetrick* Would this mean in some cases a cut in salary?

Martin: I don't think so.

Oun*:: I think your problem is a little broader. I have listened
to thinge in other groups. The point was raised here about svitching
I'rom the tecrrniican series to the librarian series and whether this would
be or would not be posaIble and I think you agreed it would not be possible
unless you have acquired the equivalency of the professional grade. That
in order to operate as a librarian that you have the broad scope of the
knowledge of the operation of a library. You can go over at any grade
level, provided that you qualify yourself In the same manner that you
people have qualified yourself. You find a real problem If there Is a
provision for switching without this broad knowledge. A man perhaps knows
only the field in which he has been working; then he is lost If he takes
over the whole library. You have -any people who have precedents in the
other areas. You have many pei;ile vorkI'Jg as engineering aids and they
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moved up after years and years of experience but at that time there was
a limJL atiun of grade 8 or non-professional. These people are doing 11
grade work, Many Installations pulled strings to get thew classified w/
engineers. Too many times, your graduate engineer gets thrown out .'-
bad days while the non-graduate with more experience stays. Beyond a
certain point you must have a broad scientific knowledge in order to
qualify, Fortunately, you have some very good precedents to, go on. You
have accounting, engineering--it Is going to be much easier for you
peopl#%.

a'linefelter: It may be hard because of a requiremnt of the
librarian degree or if you use a combination of experience and hours in
library science.

Ountz: A broad knowledge enables you to work in any field. This
would tend to enable you to do more difficult work and if it is more
difficult work it would be reflected In the grade level.

Costello: There are two thing. I would like you to clear up.
(1) How meny here would have a library technician that, is supervising
one activity?. (2) In this technician series relating to what was
mentioned about engineer. They solved their problem within only the
last few years. So many times the young professionals pushed aside the
older people who had been there many years. Some of" these new elgineers
get a 13 or 14 grade within 4 or 6 yeaxr.

KA-nefelter: The librarian series has been liberaliz.d a little
in the last few years. Ma'kes qvliflcations acquired over tVe years
easier to use,

luntz: In your resolution, do you ýant to throw thi3 field open
to enyone or do you want to make It speclficý

Filnefelter: lt should be thrown open to anyone.

Quntz" There are discussions going on that would ask for positive
education requirements and no other acceptance. I don't know whether
this Is possible, What you want to recommend, whether or rot it is
adopted, would be to insure your future as a professional group. How
do you want this? There was a time you could go into a law office and
read the law. You have the protection of the grandfather ','I'se now in
library science but no new ones.

Klinefelter: A person I know who haeO excessive experience but did
not have a degree but had a f'ew courses in library science--in order to



get in the librarian series ahe had to take a test but she could not pass
it. She was a superior person but could not pass the tei.t.

I

Guntz: Generally speaking there is also another problem. In
workinp within u restricted field, if you do nothing to broaden your know-
ledge--sine people can', get out of college because they can't pass the
tests.

Stansfield: Also this FSEE. I think we have had occasions in the
past--if we hMd anyone who passed this examination he was sent over to beinterviewed. A p:sition requirIng a subject knowledge as well as some

librarianship ir required.

Ountz: T have no such thought In mind. In fact you can recommend
the establishment of whatever qualification requirements are necessary.
I have heard talk of 24 hours in library science in post-graduate work.
As long as you have in your organization enough professional librariani
to manage this library, you can use something else. This points up the
need for the library technician series. They can do a good job for you
but they are not librarians and you certainly wouldn't want to re"ire
from your library and have for your library someone of that kind .ake
over,

8tansfield: You do have a problem of selection. 2is would seem to
be a general problem. Mhe librarian profession has the problem of
shortage, On some of theee standards, you have bad a surplus and could
afford to set your standards higher. But in this case with a shortage
you can't find the people -.,ho c.r. j.•ub the barest requirements.

Hc.trick: If a library technician serlea could be set up, wc..id
there be a separate ex•iination?

G(urtz: GCround rules for h sgrleS tLhdt doean't exist at the present
time--the general concept is ttia' In yrur library technician group you
can take anyone who has a general aptitude. Starting at Orade J or 4.
The progresm within thl., arles would depend on the amount of on-the-job
training and/or courses this person tuook and Lhe general aptitud, show:i
by the pe.rson In vhe particular feld In which this person vorked. Here
is the way In which perhaps you can solve the pro'blem of shortages of
liorarlans. For much of the work, •oimething less than a librarian will
do.

Klinefel.ter: At the bottm of thi-i thlng, people come with the
requiremento but then theze are cther cl.ver people who can make it
by hard worx and experience. L think wi ItAng into it aome test to weed
out the people who are not %ble t: make it would help.



Guntz: It is hard to consider etthez one of these concerts •uithoutconal8lerrng a Carner program.
Carrol: I take it we are alI agreed that a library ;echnicia. aeriesshould be established,

fietrick: To go from the technician dories into !lbra*_,.aj series,that education and passing of n examination would be the factors to beconsidered.

Carrol: In the meantime, set up basic standards?
Hetrick: Which should we technically t,,'ke first--the classificationor the qualification?

Costello; 1irst, we should set the stanclard. We should make orSuggest that tLe technician should start at no lower than 4 and go upto the 11 level.

Hetrick: Should g:v from a 4 to a8-&l?
Stansfield: Would the aaaltants 4 and 5 &o out?
Hetrick: A libxarian tectnician series should be established totake or replace the present library assistant series.
Martin: If it supersedes, how would it stae-t at the 4 level?
Hetrick: If we ellminate a series and a new one is established,

then the nev one would do what It wanted to.
Luckett: Would you use the clerk-typlat to take care of the lowergrades?

Cootello: You have to bring them In (t a clerk-typist level.
Hetrick: Suppose this new series wert set up, what would hsppento existing library assistants at 08-3?
Ountz: They would not automatically be elevated. 7hey would have

to meet the qualfitcat: I,n. They would Aave to be reclass1itled in some
other serieg. What do you have against GS-3s? How are you going toget the one years' experience unless you take clerk-tyvplss and workthem into this series Thia is optional.

)JK
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Hetrick: Could we finish off the definition. "A library technician
Apries should be established to supersede, inccrporate and expend the
existing library assistant series."

Stansfield: It won't be neceusew'y to spell out experience, etc.,
requirements, vill it?

Chuntz: No, unless you want some epecific thing made.

Martin: ¶1wck on "with grades ranging from GS-3 to G0-11."

Guntz: Limit of time in lower grade will stay the same overall.
You can't violate the Whitten ride:.

Hetrick: Doew anyone have any• ideas to tack on any suggestions we
would like to have in the classification standards7

Luckett: Do we have to give a reason for this?

Costelic: I thought this was suggested by Mrs. Samuels.

Luckett: We have only to agree that we want it.

Hetrick: As Mr. Cuntz said, we have a sufficient number of precedents
in other series.

Guntz: Mrs. Samuels is here to gather knowledge which will help her
in creating the series and providing the qualification and classification
standards necessary. Her saying so, doesn't make it so. You people
are the ones who have to provide the reasons. These things don't come
out of the heads of personnel people. 7 think you should stnte reasons.

Mountain" Phrt of thli reason would be in view of the shortage of
trained librarians.

.ucket : That there are pnr'.ionr whicti can. be filled by technicians
which are not now provilfxi.

.riefelter: Do yiu fore-itp d 6ituation where librarians and library
technician6 would be doing the same worK side by side?

luntz: Yes. It is likely that you will have, not in units now
exitting, places where this happens. It is hard at this level to
diatingurth between the echnirian level and the professlonal level.
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Hetrick, We recognize that there are a nL~ber of' duties which doc
not requir'.! library training. The reason for this aeries is that there
are arý.as of functions where the Oiull professio'e-.J skill Is not required.

Mar'An: The present series doesn't recognize this.

Klinel'elter: It w not. aeur t~hat it's recesestry. Setting a defini
tion on prcfessioneal skill.

Carroll: There are specialized functions In the library which can
be performed by technicians rather than librarians.

Luckett: Or, you could eay that would be gained by experience.

ilinef'efl~t: Or, you could say, it could be gained by either.

Hletrick: These people would free the professiontl libr'arian.

Carroll: That's taken for granted in the library Assistants. The
prinary reason we are trying is t,- provido a nlew carer,* fba~d.

Mobuntain: Isn't this part of the background reasoning on all the
engineer development?

Ountz: There are two reasons -- the fact chere is a shortage and the
other is the fact that duties are to be performed- -that the time wid
work of professional people are being varted.

Hetrl~c: Shortage of traned personnel and waste and dissipation
of time aAd vork of train~ed Professional librarians. 'Third, to provide
career opportunities.

K(linefelter. Do you need to say th~aL ýhis new seriec id to serve
as a vehicle for training talented people In corolleary functions to
attain career stctus?

Guritzý. I would tend to decide that this In not a vehicle to
attain prof'essional ste~tus. Tt is a help.

Hetricki In a .enae, this work is on-the job training for a lot
of people.

(2'oatello: The transfer to professional training can't be done
by just on the-jc~b training.



He~.rick: No. 7hese people should not automatically be able to
leap over into the profeasionLI level.

Guntz" !ib give then a career and a status in the.•r own professional
field. 7b not have it chopped off and have it absorbed in your fild
vi thout the appropriate background.

Carroll: We might conclude in our stuary that r.-c-wnrations
are made subje t to the following qualifications.

He-trick: Would some qualifications here be appropriate? I mean
recoiendatlons and qualifications?

Luckett: to we need anything more than what is listed on the library
assistantl These are reasonably good, I think.

Hetrick: Neither type of general clerical or office experience.
Experience in a library. "7b be elVgtble at GS-3 level, the applicant
must shov experience (P.eRodng from standards) ***and ompetency
ccuparable to that of tht_ next lover grade. A written test is required."

Klinefelter: The aptitude test is good.

Luckett: Rov are you going to determine In the M.i-in process vho
is and vho Is not capable?

Hetrick: A GS-3 presently requires 3/- yvears general experience and
1/4 year of specialized experience.

Luckett: We recommended that Uhe specialized be eliminated at the
3 level.

Klinefelter: Is It worthvhlle to may at the level of 3, 4, or 5 an
aptitude test Is required?

Luckett: I vovld think you could come In, at auy level accordi:g
to your experience and that ary o uher level exce]Pt 3 would not have to
take an examination.

Outntz: I am considering this business you are talking about. I was
trying to think hm, you would handle taking a person who has experience
In a library. Would you be uilli•g to settle for a veri!Ied statement of
experi.ence?
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Luckett: You do that now at a certain level.

Guntz: All your induction won't take place at the 3 level.

Luckett: When you get up above the 5 level, hasn't the person
g&tten above the teats?

Ountz: I don't think you wvant it at the higher levels.

Hetrick: Men, the screening test should be at the GS 3 level.

Costello: What about the GS-3 test level?

Guntz: Gene-al level.

Costello: In addition to the general aptitude test, would thbe- also
give a typist teat? I would also like a typist.

Munmtsin: I have had two separate types of tests, e'cher typist oi
clerk- typist.

O(mtz: I can see this. In setting up your Job, assuming you had a
library tecbcielan, you can set up a library assitant (typing).

Hetrick* A screen'.ng test sho'ld be requ'red at the G0-3 level
and a typing teat may be required when neceeooz.y.

Klinefelter: Most useful thing to ri would be the prssibility of
college graduatt.s at GS-5 entrance level. If this Is ePAsured, this is
the best source of trainable personniel.

Costello- That woidd be prorided for in the r ubst.tution for college
in the experience.

Mountain: Your th_-ory eould be the next step in the procesr, that
they would take library training and become a librarian.

Uetrick: Any other qualifications that we would like to see reces

mended to then other than these two we have?

Luckett: You didn't spell out experience.

Hetrick: What do you vant? BrAw do you vaet that said?
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Luckett: At the beginning level of GS.3, no specialized experience
should be required.

Guntz: What about the intake of persons at the GS-5 level without
expez ience?

Hetrick: Change one year of education for 9 months of required
,xperience,

K.inefelter: That would be when education would be substituted
for experience.

detriek: Four years college for G8-5. Just a college graduate
wolJd come in as GF-5.

Klinefelter: We have found that these are excellent pecple, no
matter what their major. Just a bachelor's degree.

M*untain: Sometimes they can qualify as a 7. Particularly, if they

pass the FWfM.

Hetrick: How about the people coming out of Junior college.

Klinefelter" You could get them at a 4 level

Hetrick: Four years - 1 -ege, college grada,2tes, for 5 or 7.
What about the4e, non-qualifying experience or education?

Guntz: They will write those in anyway.

Luckett: I can think of nothing else that is necissary.

Hetrick: What else nc-. We have got the recommendation for the
series, the reasons for It Rnd four qualifications we should like to
have.

Coatello: In connection with the librarian series, they are working
with-°the series 1410 only, goes ur to the 13 level. I only know of the
13 level and If it is the professional series as expanded, wouild it
permit general higher grade level?

Hetrick: It goes to a 15.
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Costello: I mean the standard. an written only go to a 13. Is that
done for other professionals too?

Guntz: Most of these standards are written with ar open end at the
top. Different standards are vritten to cover different level grades.
Perhrmps at the time it was written, they couldn't find justification to
go higher.

Costello: Previous standards did go up higher.

Hetrick: The announcement doea say Grade 15.

Ountz: Different standards do cover different ranges. I don't know
why they stopped this one at 13. No additional accumulation of years
are rcquired at the higher level. I am unable to justify writing a
standard for 14 and 15, this is something that should be worked out with
Mrs. Smuels.

Hetrick: One of the things they mentioned it leadership in the Aceld
of library science. At those levels where they judge that sort of thing,
there are some grey areas.

Costello: Don't you t. ink this could be one of the reaions that
the grade levels stop at the 12 level in most of these levels?

Mountain: in other words, the standards should provide a little

more gu•idance for t`,. 15,

Hetrick: Don't you think this would be a good recommendation?

Ountz: Mrs. Samuels made a point of stating before the meeting to
different people the tools to put in the hands of clas~eifiLrs so that
they could better do their job. It will be up to you here to identify
status where. -

Hetrick: The standards for the library series 141O should be
developed up through the grade of 15.

Mountain: If you are going to have any parallel with the people
who are serving them, your librarian should be very close to the top man.

Klinefelter: We have some 15s in the administrative librarian.
The tendency nov In to put "hem In the technical grades.
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(DIScuSSIOh,

Hetrick: Are there any othec recomendationa or wiything that you
would like to disc,"ss here not necessary for the larger group-

(LUNCH NMK)
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DeWald: Mr. Cowgill has laid out what we want to do. As moderator,
I'd like to be as inactive as possible. Please direct your statements
to the group rather than to the moderator.

The first item for discussion Is on qualifications as they
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might affect recruitment, placement, promotions, transfers, etc.
We want to have a short summary of any recommendations or acceptances
of these standards for our final session. We need some sort of
summarization tomorrow from all panel leaders for prebvntation to the
final group.

I believe on the back of your schedule ar some suggested items
that we might use as a starting point. Shall we start with recruit-
ment qualifications?

Wesley: Wouldn't it be a good idea if they had separate rosters
for those who were interested in either technical or military school
librarians? I know we've had applicants, due to their experience and
education, obviously wouldn't have fitted in our library, but might
In a different type library.

Severance: Are you saying that a reference librarian or a techni-
cal librarian couldn't be a general librarian or vice versa?

Wesley: We've had applicants who stryed no longer than two years
on any job; they'd been everywhere in Zurope and Asia; they obviously
wanted to run a post library.

Severance: Yes, but in reference to the position standard, we
have special fields such as acquisition, cataloging, reference and so
on; actually isn't the cataloger, presumably qualified to catalog
In any kind of library?

Wesley: Well, I just don't know. We've lost some people mentally
capable of doing our work but just said that they couldn't bear it,
and went back to post library work.

Hollcn'ay: I've known a good many reference librarians who
couloun't catalog a book. My comment to this is regardless of the
desires of an employee, he or she may not be qualified for each
one of these categories. They want to be a cataloger but have no
ability along that line regardless of their background.

Wesley, Isn't it easier to use a good idea than to make a good
index?

Holloway, It is supposed to be, it has to be.

Etter: You're doing this then with in-service training or with
cross-training? When you are speaking of the reference people -oming
over Into cataloing?
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Holloway: That is one thing that has been tried at various places.
I just mean, I don't know how well it worked at the University after I
left there a number of years ago, but I know they were rying.

Canova: I have had experience in having my professionally trained
people do both cataloging and reference. It was not necessarily with
the intent of making a cataloger out of the person who preferred to do
reference work or vice versa, but they certainly did get a better under-
standing of the problems that were involved in the different fields.
They certainly had a better background for other positions and we
benefitted from it considerably. For example, we had an employee who
had a degree in physics as well as in library science; we had a two-
way chance to use that technical background. He seemed very well
satisfied.

Wesley: I agree. I think the cataloger should do reference and
the reference librarian should dc cataloging, Pven or a part time
basis.

DeWald: Do you find that some of your people who we'll say are
good catalogers possibly could be good referenrc• people but maybe
have a personality problem in dealing with the public?

Canova. Well, It could be personal, you also have your personal
dislikes. Some people prefer to w,'r.-with the pullic: other people
prefer to work with more peace and quiet and deal with inanimate
objects rather than t.he library patrons.

Severance; Isn't this very closely related to the size of the
ilbrary" If you have a small staff with one or two or even as many
as a half-dozen people, they have to do more than one kind of Job in
order for the jobs to be done. If you have a much larger library,
people necessarily become specallit: Tt'Z pretty difficult not to
become a specialist, and this iz my point. it seems to me that for
us to make progress in the outline here that the Idea of specialization
for librarians and type of library work is a good idea anri should b!
followed. The part that bothers me I- the qualification in this field.
If a person, let's say I. a GS-11 reference librarian, he can't
become a GS-11 cataloger. He has to go back and start at the bottom
of the ladder and go back up In that coreer field. I don't know what
the answer Is to that.

Liebermann: With appropriate training, 1e use people in both
reference and in cataloging. Some people thought they wotldn't like
It, but we iiave kept thei at It and It has worIed out very well.
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W .sley: Mr. Severance,--people do specialize in such fields within
the library, don't they? Don't you have them specialize in subject
fields even in the main library, taking care of one department, some-
thing like that?

Severance: Yes, but this is not part of career planning or career
progresston, and our people aren't really subject specialists in the
sense in which the standards tae about subject specialists. They are
all within the social sciences, let's say, or pretty much so.

Holloway, You say this question Abould be answered in the

affirmative then, in that these functional specialists are meaning-
ful as far as we are concerned?

Severance: Why put me on the spot? What do you think about it?

Holloway: I think they are, but I just wan,. to know if anybody
else agrees with me.

Quint: I would say yes they certainly are meaningful and peuple
developing a career field, as Mr. Severance has pointed out, it
becomes difficult for GS-11 reference to transfer to CPC-1i cataloging.
You also have the problem in the library like Cambridge Research
where the cataloging department has a very highly developed subject
aralyais and materials. I think the thing which you are underlining
is that as you become more specialized you shouldn't necessarily
become less interested in the problems of other sections; in fact you
should be more so. We did do some transfer of personnel on a k rt-
time basis between reference and cataloging. Tey met quite fre-
quently and discussed problems, especially in problems of monograph
series or 3eries cataloging, reports of coittee and proceedings
and convention materials which present problems.

Severance: But, Miss Quint, this does not qualify your reference
librarian with or as a cataloger.

Quint: No, It does not.

Severance: This carter progression, how do you become an admin-
istrator? Suppose you start out as a cataloger and you rise to
supervisor In the catalog section and you move at that level and
become an administrator, or I think we all agree that you zould not
move over into readers' services function at that level. The system
simply doesn't permit this.

Quint- No, it does not.
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DeWald- Isn't Wr. Schaefer %.Ith the Air Force?

Schaefer: Yes.

DeWald: Isn't it possible under the qualifications to move a
cataloger, as he is discussing it, in a GS-11 over to reference as-11?

Schaefer- Under my interpretation of the standards, it is possible,
depending on your other qualifications-if you're fully qualified to
start in cataloging.

DeWald: Is your question that he doesn't qualify or that you
don't think that he would be able to perform it?

Severance. Well, I want to be sure I understand Mr. Schaefer
Isn't it true to become a GS.-l reference librarian, your experience
must be in the reference field to meet the minimum !xperiencp, and r. t
in the cataloging field, and the cataloging experience is not qualit.,..ng
as reference experience?

Schaefer- I'm not aware that you have to be that specialized to
qualify.

DeWald: Doesn't the regulation permit moving a GS-11 reference
librarian to a GS-11 cataloger position or vice versa if the super-
visor believes the employee can perform this functicn in a reasonable
period (90- 120 days)?

Severance- It Isn't a question in my mind, it's the interpreta
tion of my own civilian personnel office The opinion I have expressed
is their position. Now whether or not their view could be broadened
would be subject to question. From what ' been said here, I'm going
back and look into this.

Def'ald* Mr Schaefer, are you in the qualifications or job
description standards field?

Schaefer: I'm the personnel officer The requirement It &or
experience in library work and T do not require they be specialized
to the point of where you couldn't move them from cataloging to
reference to acquisition and so on. If' someone has laid on you a
greater restriction than that, It vrould probably be internally gener
ated. It is not In the standarde
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Quint: If this interpretation is true and generally applicable,
there Is flexibility within the system to get the kind of varied back
ground you need for adminirtrative advancement.

DeWald Do -.ou have a problem in any library, whether it's school
or technical, in the Eub professional and professional series or place
ment and recruitment areas ro far as not havinZ personnel available
becaure of the qualifiration standard?

Liebermann: I had an applicant who had a college degree in
Chemistry and she was willing to start at GS 5, but had no library
experience. We found we couldn't get her more than a GS-3 salary,
yet we can bring a GS-3 person in with no more than a high school
eduction without library experience and start her off as a GS 3.
ffow we lost that person; we couldn't hire her because she wouldn't
start as a GS-3, buit my feeling is that she certainly had more
potential than the GS-3 directly from high school.

Canova: Did you have her take the FSEE?

Liebermann: I don't think it was offered at that time.

Severance: I have a question that maybe Mr. Schaefer can answer.
We're talking about 1411's now. Is it true that 14 11's progress
qualification-wise by experience only, or may they substitute educa-
tion for experience in qualifying for a higher grade?

Schaefer- As I understand your question as they are progressing
with their career they are taking college study and so on in addition
to gaining experience they are taking college work.

Severance- Let me uithdraw the question and restate that my
operational understanding ae an administrator is that a 1411 progresses
only by rxnerience. I'm not cure about the timing, but if you vant

novc rcr a 3-u a GS.-' ycu may move only after a certain period or
r, c,, as d .u can move from a GS-I4 to a GS-5 only aft-er

*ru tit ýf.alifled by experience on the job, and you can't take a
cource at night or any other time -hich would cut dovn on the length
of tine that yi.u have to rut in?

itY:l: IC that actually so?

Ko].ut.!:ay: Th7at'c tu",.

Can.v:," I h.ýve a copy of' the qua!drication standards here dated
A- r I I , 5 ,hirh sa.s tLr.cr quality of oxrerience, "to be eligible
S"', r Ltre'e or ol higher lrade, the applicant will chow six months
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or required experience at a level comparable to that In the next loIer
grade in federal service, and under that, substitution of successful
coa'plet.lon of educational courses may be substituted for experience as
follows- widergraduate studies, succes"fully completed at an accredited
college or university may be substituted on the basis of one year of
education for nine months required general exp.rience.

- •tudy In llbrary alence comp1atc In an 1nU_,jtvtn Above
figh rchool level may be substituted for a maximum or two years
speciaiizod experience on the basis of three semester hours of
library science. Substitution mr the same basis may also be made for
the general experience."

Spverance- This is 1411 series you are talking about?

Canova: This is 1411, GS-I thr, 7T, Library Assistant.

DeWald: Does this mean if you have an individual who has a half
year experience as a GS-3 and he has substituted so many credit hours.
sa: in this case three semester hours equal three months experience,
so if he gets six credit hours in some school in the evening, he then
would 4ualif:,' sooner, based on the education versus six months
experience?

Schaefer. If he is going to school during off-duty hours to an
accredited college or universit,,,, the answer to that is yes I just
didn't know what the amount.s were, bxit I hav- it here, of course

!everance: Well then Mrs Liebermann and I both, because of ignc-
rance, If you please, didn't solve our problems Your person pre-
sumably could have qualified for a GS-5.

Liebermann -r personnel people would not permit it.

DeWald- Doesn't it depend on the type of experience or education?

Severance! Yes, It would have to meet the .tandard.

Schaefer- The Federal Service Entrance Examination is given
tvice a year. It's now controlled by personnel people as such. it's
controlled by the Civil Service Commission The girl could have taken
that examination; had she passed It, she could have qualified for the
GS-5 job.

Severance: Would it haive been a 1410 then?
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Schaefer: They cani certi1fy It from the Irderal Service Entrance
Examination 1410 series, but -ou have to have a shred-out tbhe.-e; yo"
woUld require selective certificstlon where a person has aome !ibrar:
experience, but -. can use that examination for the 1410 serier.

Ftter: I didn't think they rould since the 1410 series and standard
have been establisted.

DeWald: Wouldn't they have to mee. the. basic qualification ztandards
,under 1L4.0?

Schaefer: it probably woald not 1e shredded out by :ýhe Ccurission
w.tftou, that, I dcn't know what their rules are. WTere .s the Federal
Ser-vi,-e Entrance Examination test for college equivalency. In order
to Tvlse that examination you have to have sibsttrntially the equivalent
of at least a college educatico or .rt least that level of native
intelligence and so on; core•euentiy the comuission feels that they
can certify frm that examinatlo:, to professional Jobe becnirse the
person Is truly at least ec ilvalent of a collere graduate and vnethe-
or not they can cei-tify the f;ve ur seten ar rAt.e level depends on hcw
much specialIzed experience they have in addition to passing the

examination.

DeWeLd. Wouldn't he also then be eiigible. depending or his
experience, to any professional series such as an ergineer, librarian.
or a mathemetic'.an.

SchIaefer: That's righ'.

eLeWald: In 'he case of Mrs idebernmann's example. of the college
graduate, in a fi.eld other than library, would he have qualified for
a GS 5, 1411 .eries, because of the nine months credi't tou'ard each
veer of education?

Schaefer: T1hat's right.

Quint" He's given us tbe basic difference of interpretation.
Being a civilian personnel office administrator, how would a situation
like Mrs. Liebermann's f a which there is an apparent difference of
a defirntion be resolve

Sc&aePer; I'm not so suro there u-., a differer."e of opinion there.
There rsay be in the line of couailviation in this prexticular instance.
I'm sure al personnel people know that people can apply foi Federal
,;ervice Ei t -ance Examination, Pnd if they attain high enough grade or
rating, they can be certified to grade five proficiency. Of course
there's mcre than Ji'st passing sometimes; they used to get high enought 46



score to be wxthln reacr of appointment. Cn the other hand, people
who are already employed with you, if they attain a passing score can
move noncompetitively, but the joker 1i to have taken the examination
at the right time to be within reach for the type of action which
;ou wished here, and my guess is that was not the case; the timing
was off. Is for the other question, when you have differences or
opinion with your personnel people, ' certainly can't speak for all
agencies bnt I think that I do, personnel people I think accept the
service concept as much as you people do in your library work, and
If you are not satisfied with the person that you are dealing with,
I don't think there would be any animosity if you were to consult with
another echelon within the personnel office. I've never found
reluctancy to dig up an old problem that was being discussed.

Holloway. Since you mentined the FSEE and this is no place to
criticize the FSEE, but last year i conducted a class for six people
who were going to take the FSEE, and for five nights a week we had
classes on arithmetic, spelling, and greamnar. Now I got all six of
them through the examination, but my point is this, the high school
graduate, fresh out of high school can pass that examination much
easier than a college graduate who has been out of school ten years,
so there's something wrong with the very background of this.

Schaefer: Well, I don't know how they validate the examination.
Apparently the Commisston 16 pretty pleased with it, and has extended
it3 coverage Into other professions. I can't defend that; I don't
know whether that is a true statement or not. Our experience with
it has been very successful; in fact I don't know of a single examinee
who wa.t appointed but who progressed rapidly and management Is very
pleased with it.

,'ar:ova,' would :ua.Ze.-,t that. we either ,4pprove or diaapprove or
m-.ke :ome conerete recomnendation; on "he 1-a1n1f'iceation standards so
that we can move on

-.ald. You are 'alking bou" q*ndminial ration, cataloging, etc.?

Canova Yes, the first suggested topic we started on.

'everance. I concur in that. r r-uppose you want an expression
ou" opinion at this point?

e,.ald" I d like to :iave a ntort summarization of agreement or
Sii.agreement, and IIf ;,o o!'z•rree whal .v,%1O feel s.houdd be considered.

±verace. "tou've vot two pe-ople ,,•Ll who sa.:, that they approve
paragraph Isa.
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DeWald: Does paragraph la present any problems with the clarifi-
catlon that we had a bit ago on moving reference people to cataloging
and vice versa?

Parrisl,: Is Mise Canova including the subject matter down in the
lower portion?

Canova: Yes. I included it; it's extremely broad but so far it has
served my purposes and I prefaced my suggestion with the remark that I
cannot come up with anything better.

De Wald: How do you qualify an engineer if this is your subject
specialist? Are you qualifying him as an engineer for a librarian
position or are you qualifying him as a librarian?

Canova: I have not been in a position where the person that I was
trying to get and I was looking for a subject specialist was not also
supported by a degree in library science.

D&Wald: Isn't this subject another one that was never resolved
becaus, of the special technical libraries requiring geographers,
geologists, engineers, medical techniclans--what were they going to
qualif)y him as for library work, as an engineer, or were they going to
use librarian standards.

Canova- I was backed up by a degree in library science. I was
trying to get this man in; he-had a masters in chemistry, but he had
a lot of courses in astronomy, and that's what I wanted, so I was not
bringing him in as a librarian, I was bringing him in as a chemist at
a comparable salary.

Dedald: What were his duties?

Canova. I was going to use him in subject cataloging, but it was
hMs background In astronomy and physics that I wanted, he had a
masters in chemistry.

DeWald: You would have brought him in under the library standards?

Canova: I was not going to; I could have, but I was bringing him
in as a chemist in order to bring him in at a higher grade to tempt
him to come out in the desert. This was In California, and I had a
lot more leeway there that I don't have here, because we had a
special board of examiners out there.



DeVradl: Bob, how lo yx)u feel abot.t thts rubject. le there a
probler• ,n t.hiz .ub.ject rresra?

"Se--aranceý I -.a- rereadtng very qtack..- that part of the pon'tion
classification. LLandards covering the subJect areas, trying) to cee
whether or not the classifier 13 limited to these four subjectr, ar,,d I
am not sure that I know how to read standards well enough to answer
that question. The statement says "these subj|ects are Ident.flied in
the standards." Doee this mean that we cannct have any other" Again,
Mr. Schaefer could you answer thi-. Note page 2 of the Position
Specification Standards.

Schaefer. I think probably you ought to ask that quw-tion of Mrs.
3amuels. Fm sure she'd have a good deal of Intsignt since she's
r :bably 1-r this time pretty well reviewed these standards.

Canova: If our case had not had a degree in library science whi.-"
would have covered him one way or the other, so T wanted to bring In
a person who had a bachelor's or master's in his svbject field, I
would have brought him in as a physicist or whatever he happened to
have been.

DeWald: But can you use him then in a librarian capacity legally
under the regulationO?

Cazova: I would have used him as a subject analyst or the
personnel officer and I would have worked that out. We had many dis-
cussions about saying "well all right after he has been here and he
it particularly good and you wish to promote him, how are we going to
promote him, a& a librarian or as a physicist?" and I said I would
still aim for physicist becauae he could still be usef'ul in other
placoE. Now that has a great deal to do with the interpretation which
your own personnel p.ople like to give to this, and I knew we had more
leeway t:-ere and Charlie would nave Pi .;trorg arg~zent with me now.

tichaefer" That'-P a real basic problem particularly with you people
ina tichnical librarles, and T really doubt if you could support the Job
am a chemist, particularly An a technical. librar.y. I don't believe the
definitlor. oa' pctO.•tion4 or the -erte-, *te defirntione that are con-
talv.ed in thin standard would permit you to do that, and yet that's the
kird -,f ,ersor that yo-,, need. You car .- ualify him to librarian, you
reaily' e-r't. -st up a job In a science or er.,',reerlng field for them.

'•e in, th'-• 'h, do vou •nduc" ,nero' :w "we want yo'i to have
"hem, we traink :,u; need them. A•,,ou m;.t nried thoe, wll.h degrees, you



may need them with let'," say technician-type experience and education,
but how do you get these people? I think that's one of the problems
you shold make a proposal on in this conference.

Severance. Are you 6ayIng that your manning document cannot
include specialists in other fields than 1410T Mine has right now;
I have cartographers for example; this is a separate professional
field.

DeWaO.d: Yes, but are you using them as cartographers or librar!sns?

Severance: I'm using them a3 cartographers to carry out the
misE ion of the library.

PeWald: luu are not using them in catalogIng the books for

example?

Severance- No, they catalog maps.

DeWald: Do the regulatiors allow u3ing this specialist for
catalozing in any case maps o: books?

Severance: i believe the:., do.

Schaefer. By all means, if you possibly can make a recommendation

on this. I think it would be a welcomed recommendatior..

Holloway: Maybe if we stop calling ourselves librarians and
libraries and call ourselves operation research officers we might not
have this problem.

Canova: Could we record one question to get an answer from Mrs.
Samue-s? This one is the one that Bob brought up on these four fields
as set forth in the specifications because the wording of it is in the
position classification standards where it has specialization it says,
.the following classes based on subject matter specialization are
Identified in the standards" but that doesn't. necessarily preclude
using another specialization or a more clorelv defined one.

Llebermanr, What is It v-u ,rant there? Because our positions
are PS&E, all. of our library position.-, are covered, it seems to me,
medical, biology, and social science.

Wesley: That last one is a little bit too broad don't you think?
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Dewald. What are we reading from 7

Canova: Position Claosification Standards.

DeWald: Do they really have anytthing to do with qualifications?

Cazova: They tie in so clo.tely when you are trying to hire the
man.

DeWald- T think Mr. Schaefer answered your question on the first
part of a. so far as qualifying, lidnft he? The acquisition, reference,
and cataloging, and cross-overe, he saw nothing wrong vith this. You
vill have to 4Alk to your personnel people, Bob, on that, io does every-
one agree that particular breakdown Isn't a problem?

Rolloway. Let me throw this out. We have four: administration.
acquisition, catalog and refftence. Perhaps from the discussion, 1*
might be advisable to put another one in there to take care of these
highly specialized scientific consultants. I don't know whether you
need them, but some librariec obviously have need for them occasionally.

Severance* But Bill, they are reference librarians.

Holloway: You don't restrict them to the reference function; you
use them for acquisition.

Severance: All right then, they are librarians according to the
standard.

F1liovay. What I want to know is, should we call them something
else to cover this" I don't know.; I'm 3ust throwing this out.

DeWald Most of your personnel people title your positiona,
iibrarian parenthe-As reference, catailog, and so forth. 7s this
rt,]ectionabie">

Ilebermann, Ours is about like that ,nice we use the same people
ir both exear.

DeWald ?'ill was wondering whether we can add something that
would cnver the *,utJect speclalty.

holloway: Yoi, wosdd u-e them in all four functions, not the first
one, bht you wOu:,oi u-e them In acqut -A I ion, catalog and reference.
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-oul.•n't t~at be actually a separate area then, these

1!ol ! 1.n-. ye'•

Ca.uva: Documentalists have been LickxO back and forth through
" -,ear, and I have been looking for a delinition which Western

,as presented recently, the difference between a librarian
n- I think it's what they call, a documentalist.

quint: I Just wonder if we are not on the verge of Including
within the library, in the scope of the librarian's responsibility, the
information retrieval specialist instead of defining them as sabject?
:,- car't we broaden our basis snd include them? It seems to me the

t.me iE ccminz wun librarians ill have to include this capacity within
their organization and soon acknowledgement of this. as an additional
capacity, should be included in the general approach.

Liebermann: Our personnel people have solved the problem by not
restricting our librarian positions. They will just be librarians

tiAnt: I think tiougl: It mi•pt require special training or
experience.

•eWn': 3.. o•: ti n•'le qvite a few maps, cataloging, etc.
woe::! -o: ,a, th.at • cartographer in n reasonable period of time would
make t bett.er map c-ataloger ",hwi ! librarian without a cartographic

Sevr-a..e: -- arver c toa::r t tt I r i.ir! of qjuestion is, it
"lep•e'-r on T!;e pe-' or.. A-"1:.al." 5 map !I VrarIar has reasonable

': ":L.e ,-.r:~ - -r !J-c:..!e -.:r*. have; maybe hefs
fc~!~ A ~r~ . 'p. ~ !~eto !4.

"•",t:'P: f',i.e e,, ever rw'cher4 tomeo:e al"er !o!noy tl'at cataloging
" :n---.'er," " ear:* o':er t-' book c`,,a o' iL

,. er_..ce. :,, [ ; :::-• ..1eberma.n': .;-ere people in t!:aL
areit nre all a-to-rap!:Prr or cart•x:apia ateizta!ýtr an. they all do
ever ",in:: " are !:'vnved !n Llli-', or -c.uarIn-, organizine,
a " e-v` - ' .2.•t': !t'r '•n•v 'iye re'nre an:l it prerma'!)l: always

"AN-;

.•r-•
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el;'ald: has ar- one ",arl an:, experience Ir movit' from one t;,ype of

mn'er',;- tiat it .i :'e (4if:erert, say "rom publicat'onir an! periodicals?

7evera'.ce" move penple from books to docimentr.

C':ovv. CIo : !.

"~erle: Aren" "he:- tecl.Acal assistants to the director or some
thr.nr: -Ike t;.-%t?

teveran.ee: Well of course, Ir we ret large and specialized enough
like the Library. of Congress, we will eten have all kinde of specialists
within cataloging for example, descriptive cataloger .as opposed to
citb,!ec 4 cetaloer.

"_1eberma~n: I would like to mention we have a contractor who Ir
a:.al:zing coeing reports for us and he is no: using library trainer'
people at all; he started off with chemists, electronics erpineers, ,nd
physlcists verEur these three people. Now, the:y are doint, the came work
that or lilrar-. strtff does as far as analyzinig codlng reports, so it's
jit a matter, It. seems to me, of recognizing thal, these people have a
place in t-.c ]!bra.:-, ant! that they car. do work with a cmall amount of'
trairl•-f-.

>'eUald. !.:r J, z.tz Yas Ji:st joined ounr gro':p and it ma: be appropriate
.o •.hec%: one point wltl.- him. Cre t opic we !ave •'een discussing as well
ar -*-err v• !e.! mirhh ',e Interes'lng to :rou ir th-e business of subject
Epecitarzat'on -iti in librar:.- fieldr, yallficatlon wire and utilization
wore, -eedi:: a- er-in1eer, mathematician to catrlo• "',ok-ts I!.. that "ield.
Prree- '.e-'la*Ion, wuall.'!eations wise. he mist qualify as a librarian.

; -z A-e :- ra:-.-.-p - t*at :o're all pro)"erstor.a lII-ra:f-ane ane!
a e a 1" '1 %: ovle!,& of li.=r- science an" are iri,, people who do not
-:#e a Ii:,,-ar:" kn.wle•.r to do the codtir, t-at somebodL" has established
v ; . P7.. anrtd ro-nebod:- har to make tree coter and somebody has to do the

,"-- :. 'ae "o cre r pport people wi-.o are not librarianr?

DeW.::d ::o, wo% are %a]]'.Ang uhot In a libra.ry that specializes in
a l-' loech'.ical lel, -rir" r,% in a l4bhrarar, who har no knowledge in

i .- "el,! terch ar mee'cal ard law. I- --o!- ,,ere _o sm" an erineering
I bra 1. t,.lI. 1: .echnIcal, could we bring in an. engireer a,:- have 1im

,- . or, referer ce work ar:A -- i.

C- z. ::-Ae-- a!;0 'rom the last panel that o, ca-." -eL it~rarianr
• .;''enr (:. kncr-le.''e. C! yo0 tLer. :-e: t!ý 'r, !ro-.p '.em, and
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rim a If"rar: t.'-z-t..m - '. :.-our profeesional knowledi-e nndti ue secent.ets
t n lo thir kind of wcrk In codting and cliasslfring?

Veverance: I think the question should be restate.. Maybe we could,
but we can Cet b:' with it under Civil rervice, anid If not, do we need to
recognize and delineate the recommendation ar to what needs to be changed,
ro that we 17ar do that?

Gunt7: As I understand the subject matter of your meeting, it is to
come up vlw.h a recommendation to the Civil Service that will enable you
to operate. After all, this is your primary duty, you have a function to
perform. If you see a way of doinr this with the use of your own profes-
sional knowledges, and such aid and assistance as you can get obviously
Pror wl at I have heard, the untrained clerk is not nilly the answer. You
need somebody else, and you are seeking particularly your uiecializations.
You need someone who can handle your ivstem and adapt It to their •'!enti.
"fic fields of endeavor. Do you people feel it would help if you had such
a 'classification; could you attract the scientific talent that you need
to work with in other than this field of discipline.2 Could you get him
into a library to work in the recearch aspect of researching pamphlets
and' Fo rorth'

Severance: I have no thought on that; I've never tried this; I have
no experience in this.

Liebermsz :!: M:oat of them start at 0S-7, I believe. You can bring
in librarians as 0-T if you have the job, and with some of the programs
in the libraries, I don't see any problem in promoting them on to 06-9
and GS 11 and on up. If they have rufficient interest in the subject,
they. co:ld rnre or -o up, at the librarian qoes ar rapid.!- as they could

-- "p e'r#'vhere.

%ntz: I might say thir from experience in recruiting other profes-
rlornal disciplines. At the present time many of the scientists have
opportunitles in glamourous and expandin- fields, and kids coming out of
colle.-. cone ".o v'ork at a place like White sands and they won't come to
vor:- in a Dir:.r!ct Fngineer office where they work on dams and bridges
and dredginir, !hnrborr. The ability to appeal to the young graduates and
to get them to come to your organization and to offer them a career within
:,olur organization is a matter to be considered.

llr•,lr': I don't think we are goir- to rolve the problem of shortage
oe personnel, either in -he library profession or any other profession, by
anyt lir, we are sa3-ing here, and the chances here are '.),at a person who is
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Zamuels: Ma..- I speak at this point? First let me tell you wr-,t I
plan to do. In time I am going to move to the next session and If I take
up a little more o- your time It vill be because I wfll not bother you
a'i:" more a-'ter thic one. On thic point the propo-al that* we develop a
technician rt andard doesn't necessarily mhan that it has to stop at a
0S-7. There seemr to be a precedent in other series. Let me make a
proposition qnd see how it sounds: Suppose I. in addition to the prores
sional librarian standard, develop a new series for librarian technicians.
IT runs from G&-7 up to GS-9 v-Lth an open end at the top. This would
overlap the bottom of ti-e professional series for GS-5, 7, and 9. That
would mean that there woliV! ctn.n_. cide 13" rie ,rn-1 :ire, 11:-t woule
not be doir.j the same work and would not necessarlly be in the same series.
Presimabl--, the technician vould be specialized in one Ind of library
mnction. I i-ave an analogous situation; .I've taken out of libraries;

ma-Ibe we can be a little more objective about it. I did the occupation
sta-dards for laborr.tory', biology ard lborator:., technician, and here
technicianr vorkirn; in a variety of complex procedures, and rcient`' .t,
and _,.per,:irors would say, "look I can't do my job In this la.oratorv
without m- technician; he's much better than a PhD coming to me who
doesn't knuw ho- to handle the glass work in this delicate techni,:ue,
brt ve doesn't know the theor:y; he can't go into a top-notch scientist
job; he never will become a theory technician. but my ceiling is GS.6,
I ca-_1t ra'" nore, biut i have got a man ot-t !-ere who is a scientist and
m:, wl.ole -vo'ram depends on it." So what I did was provide an open
GU 11, - I enlarged laboratories. Sometimes these technicians would
supeervIre other technicians, still never would be a scientist.

.everance: 2cIs is exactl:, the Toint.

tamuels: It is the sane_concept we developed 'or enp.Ineers. T see
no rearon a. alL, I * thisi is te Ractor that we've diect-ssed. wh:. I
co'V,:'t .',o th.is "'or l1-brarla2..-.

-e'al: :'o1Il(I this *sroup like for us to inelvde ir *e sinnarizatior
of or proposals romethirg alon- th.SI line ar one or lhe things that would
Le ilc to -i: our fiele? °

Canova: Ir te 14ll e'qere.

:•'al,': A :e- rer'sr that s!'v' il ,evcýenr'rl ,llec, 1 -r:,r-- techn cia r..
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TT'el "P*- T., o:r example, w.11 not want to 'do ý1lio.rap:Ical
-. l" .jo in'v rk; th4at' not 1....ir main interest.

-rver?.°-ce: :.rirnq 1f'e informpl converrations that we Eave had in
"e "-jrse of , estern-, an- the :iJ ,vefore an@i I -t nirht, one person:aC r't~e~te"' 4~t poesil:lyv we :!ovld develop the 4., ,eries in this rerard.

I do,-'t kno. whet!-er we have talked aho-:t '.In ihere this mornini,, bi:t
= o',i iave a llbrar-" technician let'. sa:, at G.L-I, but that "-e would.. e-er 'e 1:: a manaremen or orv;andzin, or plu-izing tunctior ½n rerrard ',o a

librar,,-; he would be a performer; he could be a supervisor, of course, of
arist,.antr. Th.r might "h'e a recommendation; we miiht want to talk about
i, at this tirie or porsibl;.- later.

De 1al. Yer. I t!'ink we shoild definitel:- get into t he 1411 as well as
tlhe 1410, as a porsible solution to some of the 1410 problems.

,rlnt: I t!:ink :,o- could solve the problem by Mr. Smverance's 1ggestior.,
and b7- .ajkinr propreEsion within the lifrar': complex throiih flurther training
i.: lihrary Ferece. In. other vords, if' the.- want to move from a specialist
and progress fxurt.;ier in the library, the training should be in the library
'Iel! anr" r!:oId be a prerequi1ite. If ou % want the person to eta:.' in a

limited area, you Ehould have the ceriec progresslon for that also. This
would be the only problem in our library systems. You also would have the
•amae k':- oP pro,;revclon; we tealked a. o ,t the 1411 pro~ression in areas
like ac -:'-tionr, ludetirg, personnel, administration, areas which are
A.iporta.it t,: he l2 rar:.', but not specifically within the library profes.

e.lV: -1C,.. 8ae-ne::-' -. o -a(e ao'll 0 1411 e'-..f: elevated i:n its
,.,, ... ... e, " o" mea- t0:.t !-ey would ,eve- 1 ecome elliible "'or th:e

""e"- " "ave:. a. !deas a e '" e idea 'Aas pt° in In
:- e -f ,,t at ,as -' ee !, . ".. .'- i aL1t it o )lI ,ere, I

: -ra - a e " "e1 • a-r*el cxli:'. a -ee -'or, .d man,- o" -.r

S'." •'e , 'I. i~ -! , te'.elop:,' It rar tec':- Ic Iq-' r
a' V! I a o a - a. -. €- !-'rt, " . ' anc! A• e" wo ]• •o0t

, I I ?: , e - t e r.. D " - , -.e -m a ! . t o I " : .€ o vi e e " " ,, .a n eý -'a l ! I[p"& ,~r, p '•. " :': 1 1 Vui *'or; ' e''v.". ''at''

1 , n *.ea" ' a r -"!or .'- ,, orere, lmir1.a, !,,r of ie
:'...i" ,ra t.o, a rn- n reall :v' pro e•-!ora1

0€•'"• ' " e'" a'•esX'.



!7rL'wyei. P wo *i!Wn* e a imnior librar.,a; he -l roins!. to be a
V 1~v**tecl.-Acta-j witt !ts own riirrit~ an, hIs o%.rn -specialt:-.

'Thr *.7 -r. .'im'ein, 0o vou cee an-.- advantwape to tlie tihree Peries
>,re-.1,(ow . exirl.X[F I? 't.ic atomic fl~eld. the accoiintant, acoountino,
'#-C! Ar%':±, aný: 11 pro!'ei-ior/1 level?

arl~l-: v- -o, rece! ,t rpecialized clel-valt1 eries in the library?

(A vorliAve -epl:.- wair indlca*ed b-.- members of the pan'..)

w'~e~-.A clericr& .'ob in ai clerical job.

w !.eriana. I'm~ r1i in. 1ag in -.erms of Air rfleense 17eapons. Our
clericej. h'elp muct have knc'~1edv Ptrmroo~ in all air defense
weapor1E. It comes with the famiitarit~y of subject matter that the
clerk has Rcquired over the yearr.

lphmuels: I'm wonderin~g if the clerk hasn't become a technician.

:'evera'-ce; I tL.1nk thils 4s the point- -u.ere eo y.oii stop being a
cler-k ane where l'o :.oa atart being a technician?

t*ernaMa 1-t-,'r r4rL 11ere~c r.o provision a%, the moment "or
is clerk~ w;.o has become mature ane knowledý-eable in this

lamuelr: `,11 ri1r!t trhe new serie::. he o1~a.:red* series shouild
"Cti:P rv~ :'or iltV

at-, In ere a u%? *-o tak'e a clerkc:x 1 a inc mve him Into U-P
21 l ~e 1vi~e'.e "or one :criv-, a, et Ie' r eli il to

move h=~ up I n tni tw i 1

I 1 ' ea a 1. ~'( .like -.o *!'soc' I

U1 !t,.e o.e I: *, r, c~ee acc~ep ed as 'ar as

ri i.. .I . '" ca:.* 2 .:e'nýore, wror!-

e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! :!'~* ~ b. 1 orrer' in ra:-I'.L' 01. *I'
~1r'i ~~'. ~ 0'Ic 'e 0 rVCpo!.(c' abo'it; !i~e-



Samuels: 1 %hink the machinery is available for you to do these
thin.s now. We have knowledgeable personnel people using what's now
on the books, but I think I can make the personnel man's job ensier
by .barpening these tools for him a little bit, and as someone has
pointed out we've got good and bad librarians, we've got good and bad
personnel people; the ýetter tools I can give the better personnel
will be,

DeWald: Unless someone has an objection, I would like to offer
this as one item for consideration in whatever form we are going to
submit it.

Canova: Would we have time while Mrs. Samuels is here to bring
up the subject of specialists which we have been talking about
before?

DeWald: Mrs. Samuels, we have been discussing the need of subject
specialization in the library but cannot qualify these specialists.
Should we have a series that would allow this?

Samuels: I think you people are going to have to face up to my
basic problem about the relationship of the general purpose librarian,
and this technical librarian. Are these people interchangeable back
and forth between these two kinds of library jobs? Are they inter-
changeable at any level at the five, the eleven, does the distinction
between the special librarian and a general purpose librarian go back
to the end of graduate training or does it occur at some later date?
Do you want a special series for specialists, special librarians? Do
you want that broken out frm the plain librarian?

DeWald: We're not sure.

Samuels: A different series?

Severance: No. (And other panel members said no.)

Samuels: The.- are things which I have heard discussed aid I've
heard some differences of opinion among you and there'e other things
we ought to resolve.

Ratterman: Mere's a great difference in the librarian who operates
a recreation library and one who operates a very technical library -

there's a great difference, not in basic training but in experience.

DeWald: What they're getting at Mrs. Samuels, is this type of
situation. If the library has a highly technical subject field,
let's say engineering, the librarian in a nontechnical library could
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cwe in and maybe might have trouble with the subject filed and hbw
it's utilized by the user to do extractions, abstracting, or analytics.

Smuels: Can you use an engineer without library training and traln

him easier?

Ratterman: No, he has to go to library school.

Severance: I'd like to get back to the point, she said now should
there be separate standards for special librarians and I said no.

Samuels: Separate series, the same as if it were two different
occupations.

Severance: I say no, I iay they should be recognized within the
existing standards rather than having a separate series. I think this
would bring about what you are worried about Mrs. Ratterman.

Ratterman: Mr. Severance has said it.

Samuels: That means that at some place, the five or the seven,
maybe as high as the nine, people are going to be interchangeable.

Etter: Basically those who have been to library school have got
the same fundamentals and background in training from the concept of
the different schools and I still say that those people can go into
all phases of the work and they can apply themselves if they're willing
to learn and they should not be Jeopardized or a stigma should not be
placed on the fact that they are not capable of crossing over into the
different fields.

Samuels: At least at the bottom of the ladder.

Etter* That's right; and you do run into that, those that have
degrees in library science have received the same fundamental class
work and training; your special comes as you progress in your career
and in your field of work. You go toward administration; you go
toward cataloging; you go toward reference.

Samuels: Now, now, wait a minute, that's different, that's not
what we're talking about.

Etter: Yes, but basically their fundamental class w'ork and
their training and their teaching in library school.

Samuels: All right, but the second part of your statement isn't
what we're talking about.
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'Ttter: That goes to their career and tb- phase of work they follow.

Samuels: Just a minute, I have to pin this down. I thought that
what you were saying was that basically you have a library science
and that they may specialize in engineering or chemistryý or, 6ne 'di these,
medicine or law, but those functional breakdowns that you just mentioned
would be part of the techniques and all librarians should have them.

Etter: Yes, that's right.

Samuels: I think that a person specializing exclusively in one of
these functions would be a technician, not a professional.

Severance: Depends on the nature of the job.

Parrish: You have your subject there too after you reach a certain
number of years in the reference that is, as I am, and going into medical,
well then you are more or less setting your own standard there am a
reference and by medical subject field.

Etter: But before you got to that phase you had the same basic class
work and training and subject training as all of us had who got their
degree in library science.

Samuels: And now switch to other phases of the library work within
the medical library.

DVTald: Mr. Parrish, are you saying that you were a reference
librarian in the field of geology and you took a position in a medical
library, and you would not need any subject knowledge of the field.

Parrish: No, no. You have your standard right now for medical.
When I took the job I have now there was a year more experience needed
before I could go up a grade. I mean you couldn't switch without a
certain number of years of experience.

Samuels: In medicine.

Parrish: In the medical field.

Samuels: But granted that ou could switch from one of these functions
to another within the medical library, do seveal of them or all of them?

Parrish: That gets into something else there; personal points.
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Severance: You brought up another point, Mrs. Samuels. I wonder
whether we have fll ccmnunication. You mentioned that if a person is
a specialist he might be described as a library technician and my
answer to that is that it depends on the nature of the Job within
the specialization if1 he, for example, is an organizer of a special
library and has under him these technicians he is really a librarian
under 1410. Depends vyn the nature of the position.

Samuels: Could you have a library technician who was not qualified
ever to be a professional librarian who was specializing in say cataloging
in a large library?

Severance: I don't think this problem would arise because to become
a cataloger you've got to be a librarian. It's part of the science;
it's inseparable.

Quint: I think this interchange of the general versus the Spe 'alist
is conditioned to some extent by the training which goes on within a
library. A certain requirement is set up by a library before a person
is promoted to a higher grade which involved basically special training
within that library specialty.

Severance: I think a very important word has been omitted in our
conversations about the difference between the definition of a technician

and a librarian and the word is "professional"; we nee-d to define if we
aren't clear what professional is. To me this has along with it something
more than how to perform something that has to do with inner-drive and
standards which have set the freedom to make a great many decisions based
as the Civil Service now says on the broad knowledge of the area, thetheory behind it and all this kind of thing; the technician might not

need that at all. A technician for example would be a specialist on
how to order books for a library or how to run a loan desk; a professional
librarian never needs to run a loan desk unless he doesn't have an
assistant to do it.

Samuels: Coiuld there be a situation in a general purpose library
branch where the person in charge of that branch would not be a profes-
sional librarian?

Severance: I think so, for example, if we organize as I think we
are going to, a library for the hospi-ql patients on our Base, we are
going to use Gray Ladies; these are volunteers but there will be a profes-
sional in the background organizing th's.

Samuels: Yes, in the main library.

Severance: Away in the background, but she will never serve patients;
she will hPve to determine what kind of books will be there, and all this
kind of s uff.
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Smuela Before you load iw (gettirg ready to go to Iunct) I fvt
a thing to say. I wat to tell you all how you can rea*h am if yru wvw%
tqget in touch with me, if you are in Washington I'm easy to reach, Itis
Code 129•),xtenrien 5M, at least It vas9 ithth ago4V0hi I left, anr7
.ym-can vr~te me at the main Civil Service Idlding, Washington 25. In
four to six months whenever I finish learning all I need to know about
librarians, I vill have written a standard, .tentative draft of standards
which is distributed routinely through personnel channels; in most
cases the personnel office sends these copies out to .people-.ndeask.• or
comments. -If you get 'such a paper, be as.ough on rm you cian 5caus",
thii is your chance to correct'where I have fa"&•. YbU vit.to besur-e'-
that I get a copy of your comnents so copy me in because the largeness
of our organization sometime all the comments coming through the field
don't reach the Civil Service Commission. Our procedures are such that
every commdnt we get Lust be accounted for,. we edther-have t6--doit the
suggestion or in the margin explain why I did not account for it. You
can be as rough as you want and I can get back at you in the mara' because
they never get out of our files.

Guntz: I may not be back. I have just one question I want to get some
clarification on before leaving. In the discusbiorI of this group on the
qualiffications' difffdrentiations here, the impression I received was that
there is an agreement that the functional breakdovm are adequate, thr.t ic
administration, cataloging, reference and so fortn. I do not get the
feeling that you are satisfied with the breakdown as between scienc4--ni:
law, and medicine, and other technical fields that you are 0dssatisfied
with the application of the standards in that subject speciaiization.

D&Wald: Some are and some aren't; it's questioned

Guntz: There's no agreement.

DeWald: Vo there's no agreement.

The panel adjourned at U20 hours, 27 September 1962, for thl •.c"
hour.

The afternoon session of panel 2 opened at 1315 hours. 7 Septeri-ýC- 1"

Panel Members:
Miss Ruth Wesley
Mrs. Eva Liebermann
-r. 0. W. Holloway
Miss M•deline Canova
It-. James H. Parrish
Mr. Robert 'T. Severance
Miss Mar y} Quint
Miss Freddie Etter
MNi. Helen Ratterman



Mr. Ernest DeWald, Leader
Mr. George Bragg, (WSMR CPO)

DeWald: We are already, of course, off schedule as of this morning
and got out a little bit more a while ago when we were told we had to be
on the bus at four o'clock. This one topic we were on quite a while
"doesn't look very promising but I think we have had enough infrrmal
discussions over the lunch table that we might want to come up with some-
thing, but I want to say one other thing. I'd like by two-thirty which
is our stopping point for the topic on qualifications to go into position
classifications unless this group wants to take more time on one and less
on the other; it's not scheduled here; we can do this as well - go a little
bit through the 1411 along the lines of some of the things that we talked
about this morning and also some of the informal conversations we heard at

lunch about the 1410 of higher levels, eliminating possibly the five level,
etc., go back to the particular area of specialties, if that's what you
want uo call it, sub.o-t specialties, keeping it maybe within the 'ibrary
standards, or not keeping it, whatever it might be. Does anyone hav'e any-
thing particularly you want to propose or have me as the panel leader
propose tomorrow in the final session as One that this panel thinks would
be something to consider?

Quint: Would you restate your question, I'm sorry.

DelT.ald: The question of whether there is a desire or problem subject
specialties? Do we leave this in the library series by aiding something to
it or do we do anything at all? Bob, you were talking with George Luckett

and you might like to comment on that discussion.

Severance: One of the other panels discussed recognizing the special
area of some of the sciences as demanding our gradation of position In

other words, meet competition by considering this needing a higher grade

tian its covtnterpart in social sciences or some other field. The way they
pu, it is this; that there would be three categories of eople in the 14lo-
1411 area; one would be the general or Just libraries, 1i1O as we have now;
the next would be the 1411 including the library technician idea we were
talking about this morning; the extended 1411 which is both clerical and
"technician; and the third would be the science or special librarian in the
science field, and that the same standards of the 1410 standards would
have subparagraphs or a speci'al stc-ion for recognizing this third or
special category. It seems to me that one way. Io define this is to sa, that
you wouLd be solvi:-, a shortage, criticf, shortage qualification area by
classification activities and I'm just sure the Commission would looi with
great reservation on this point. For one thing the'y wo'ild say "well librarians
you haven't even been put on the critical list yet as far as salaries are
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concerned; you have for moving to the first job but you are not yet in on
the salary, you cannot hire a librarian at the top of his grade but you
can hire a physicist at the top of his grade the first time he comes to the
government". I'm just sure this is one of the answers you would get from
the personnel people.

Canova: Well now did you in talking about the library, about the
technician - I had not gotten that impression this morning; it's probably
because I don't approve of it, but I got the impression a while ago when
you were talking that if you want a subject specialist you can bring him
in as a technician.

Severance: I wouldn't say so because you couldn't have a technician
in reference.

Canova: I was going to say I don't approve of it as bringing in a
professional person; if I'm going to be able to bring up an astro >ysicist
I would not want that person as a technician; the connotation as well as
anything else for that person, I wouldn't want him as a professional under
the present set up I would attempt to put him in as an Intelligence Research
Specialist. I know ox' one that we could have used in such position.

Severance" Well, it's my own point of view heri that the libraryr
technician series should not be proposed as an attempt to solve the
scientists anever here; it has to be with the performing of library procedures
in te•-bhnical activities such as a loan desk; and assisting in certain aspects
ol" cataloging, preparing elaborate order forms, this kind of thing.

DeWald: Let me go back a little bit thrn; I had made a note here. Am
I getting the opinion that we want to stay smW Crom the tfm "Library
"lechnician" series.- in other vords extend the 1411 library assistant
series from the seven on up however high we might gc IntO uhis technician
business?

Severance: 'tell you simply ioLld define the 1411 as library technician
and. you would extend the grade coverage.

DeWald: Wold rather call this "Library Assistant"?

-ýanova: Yes, because now it's tied in with the *Ile clerk series.

.uint: Thould it be possible that a third series could take care of
subject specialists?

Severance: I believe this is da-Lerous myself

2Ratterman: It's very danRerous because In the Armiy we 'Aave a Lieuter'ant
Colonel whc retired and he was at one time associated witl, 'he T'.brary; by
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virtue of the fact that he had all this experience with the Army he
Is now a subject specialist and he has about a OS-iI or 12 simply
because he's a subject specialist; he's not a librarian. It opens
the door to people who can enter the field without really - theoretical-
ly they are trained but actually they are not.

Severance: You're talking about qualifications here.

Ratterman: Yes.

Severance: Mhe same principle could apply to any kind of situation
in civilian personnel.

Patterman: Yes.

Quint: If there is a need for a highly specialized and highly
trained subject person within the library complex, how are you
going to fit him into the thing series-vise in our present setup?

DeWald: Isn't this going to be more of a problem as automatiun
develops?

Ratterman: I'd like to know what Mr. Severance has to say as to
why he thinks this is dangerous.

Severance: To set up a separate series? Well, because they would
then be running libraries.

Ratterman: That's right, and they are not librarians.

Severance: Now what Mr. Luckett said was, "let's make them
librarians; let's pay them extra because of their special qualifica-
tions." An illustration, on my staff I have &n oral visual .function;
iC they are illustrator parenthesis medical they are G6-9. 'Why?

Because the subject matter enters the classification, they may not be
a better illustrator or have technical ability, but they know enough
about the anatomy to illustrate highly technical subjects.

DeWald: How do you feel abcut this approach -- thinking no,
about the danger you were speaking about -- let's assume you had a
highly specialized selection and you were in a cataloging area, you
did hire a specialist, maybe you didn't even call th--m librarians on
the basis that the direction of that operation however is by a
librarian. In other w-ords, the procedures in the system under "hich
this thing is processed, is directed by someone with library background
even though subject -,Ise you are using somebody with a science back-ground.
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Severance: The answer, on the basis of our conversation at noon,
that I give, is that we were discussing only 1410 and 1411, and what
we are proposing is to add to 1410 a special category for recognition
of science and giving higher grades; when a person doesn't have science
it is stil 1O410.

Holloway: Let me see if I understand you correctly. We have four

major categories here; are you adeing a fifth now?

Severance: No, I'd say we have three major categories.

Holloway: You have administration, acquisition, cataloging, and
reference.

Severance: May I coient on whbt Mr. Holloway said now. He •aid
we now have four and were adding a fifth; he's referring to the subjects
that I mentioned, physical science, biological sciences and so forth,
and what we would be saying is that we would pick out of this, certain
sciences that would have to be defined so that these people would get
a higher grade because they are qualified in that field.

Holloway: Well, now I'm going back to the a. part, the frunction of
specializations, in order that they fit into that if it's the 1410
series, would it be under reference?

DeWald: Isn't Bob saying that he still has to be a librarian?
Luckett's point was he would now go out and look for somebody who has
a library science degree but in his major he had 24 semester hours ir
geology, and instead of giving hin a GS-7, which would have been the
normal entrance grade, he would give him a ,S-9.

Liebermann: We will still have a shortage, if we are going to
require the library degree, because I know in our own field of engineering
you probably couldn't get enough people with library degrees in engineer
ing to staff the engineering libraries. It's been proven time and again.

Severance: You could get enough to be the bosses?

Liebermann: Perhaps, if a good engineer gets GS-14 or 15 salary.

Quint: If you do set an incentive in t,,e qualiqication for these
special category shortages, we are going to find, I hope, that people
in this field can add these to their present qualificatio;es.

--verance: Hope is the right word.

Quint: Yes, Know.
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De'Wald: We have already agreed about a higher level of the so-called

technician series and now we are talking about putting provisions in the
1410 that would allow for the scientific, or subject specialty area.
Does anybody have any suggestions?

Severance: I'd like to suggest that for procedure we put this down
as our tentat:ve conclusive as of this hour and review tomorrow just
an hour or so before we go to the final sumnarlzation.

DeWald: We may find that we don't have as much time to spend on wage
and salary part of it, so we can come back to the other.

Severance: We'll review your proposed report; in other words, just at
the last hour.

Canova: I'd like that very much because I will thiric that we are
going to have to face up to this, the Western Reserve, and that's not
the only one, has set out that there is a d.Jfinition betveen a librarian
and distinguishes between what they call a docunentalist. I will bring
those definitions tomorrow; I'm extremly sorry I forgot them.

DeWald: Do you think we can compete with universities, and comercialJ
areas on this topic?

Canova: We need to face up to what we will be getting into the
service, and already have in the service, and I know for many years
some have been doing their best to get the Documentalist established
"because of the subject specialist.

Severance: They've loct that battle at least twice.

Canova: Yes, but it's not dead; we're having it and I know of too
many instances, I will not name names, Dersons, who are hitting upon
this who do not have the library background, and they came in under
any nmber of varieties of titles.

Severance: You think we ere going to have to discuss frankly the
"relationship between the quota docimentalist and 4 uota on one hand, and
the libraries on the other?

Canova" Yes.

Severance: I'm perfectyv vwil1lr,. if the Panel vrnt? lfatter.

Car.ovi.: Yo':'ve just :der. :'iooded "he last ,.ew years with all these
announcements on snort zc-.r.es and the Ir."ormation they teac'.; the
are sncsored by library- schools. I 1lke to see *hem sponsored by



library schools, because in the first place I think our own profession
needs a lot of instruction in that field. Many of our problems we can
blame on ourselves, they come right back to us, so that we had better
get to the point, I for one, very definitely want subject specialists
on my staff, and in certain areas I would not require a librarian.
I want the controlling all set up, because I still think we can't get
away from basic principles and practices that have been tried. In the
meantime, if I want to hire a physicist, I want some way in which I can
do it, but at the same time I want it recognized that he is not going
to come in with the same sort of background that I can expect of a
graduate from a library school. I know I have to teach him certain
things, but he has a lot to offer that we are not going to get 4- library
school, and I certainly could not encourage him to go through and take
up a highly special.ized subject major and then add on to that another year in
library school and come out and earn a GS-7 salary. You simply cannot
tempt top leye1 people.

Severance: Can you hire him now as a bibliographer or information
specialist subject field like chemist parenthesis bibliographer? I
don't know if there's such category.

Canova: I would go at it under the Intelligence Research Specialist
parenthesis chemist or physician, just as in the case of Library Assistant.
In order ÷n facilitate our recruiting we have Library Assistant parenthesis
typing, but that person Is required to have typing skill.

Severance: You have name your own solution; we don't have to talk
about that - you've got a solution.

Canova: Well it varies with your personnel office, what you can and
cannot do, I klnow that from personal exerience too. Let me take that
up tomorrow w'hen I have those definitions.

DeWald: Miss Quint, did you want to say something?

Quint- I think it's pertinent to comment that I believe we are in
danger of being defined out of control of information. This same Western
Reserve University had a conference on documentation that I attended, and
their comparison between a librarian and documentalist was. "the librarian
sits with her one book at her disposal; and if the answer isn't in the
one book, she doesn't know what to do. While this inventive documentalist
with his consultants can produce this information." Now this is a crude
analog, but this is basically the way it was made. The problem which we
face in this discuscion is that we have tV make our base broad enough to
bring theae specialists in and still maintain control.
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DeWald: Could we go to the ll4 from the standpoint of another item

which was discussed at lunch time a little bit? The question of entrance

level. What about the present 1411 Library Technician series running
from GS-l through GS-7? Has aryone been able to recruit GS-I or GS-2s?

Liebermann: We have solved the problem over the years by what I
consider a dodge. We bring them in as a GS-3 clerk typist, after one

year nf library experience, you move them into the 1411 series as
library assistant.

"DeWald: That's still -% GS-3. Doesn't this present a fecruitment
problem to you by the fact that he has a year to wait if he can get a
clerk typist job as a GS-3 and then have a GS-4 as a clerk typist?

Etter: Could you bring them in as a GS-3, clerk, GS-3 to GS-5 and
GS-5 to GS-7 as a library aid, and GS-7 to G0-9 or higher aa your technician,
and have that as a training period in your program?

DeWald: Do you think i's da.gerous to get in the clerk series for

the library technician ype work? 'n the event of a reduction in force
you would have many clerks in admini ,rative are"s coming to you.

Canova: T uould like to raise asiother question in connection with
this. I h.ve found it extremely difficult to be able to get ratings for
my librarv assistants atove the GS-5 level. I personally would think
a technician level -hould start at the GS-5 level '.f you had a person

long e. -gh to oe able Co classify him as a technician. I have never
been able tco ge a '-S 7 library assistant rating.

DeWal•: Are you Faying then that the 2, 3, 4, would be a different
title than the 5 aýy library assistant and then go to into 'Library
technician?

Canova: ver, "here you would become a technician. I'm thinking ofl

the library assistant; in the first place I would like to see it
completely divorced from the mail and the file clerk series where it is
tied in right now.

DeWald: Do you C7.el the technician series would run up -o a GS-9
or GS-ll?

Canova: I believe it would. At least they would start pressing
you personally to make them librarians.

DeWald: If you went ahead then, and hired your . oer level, that is,

below the GS-5 level called your library assistants, at what level do you
think that should start? Two, three, or four?
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Canova: I'd start the library assistant at GS-3 without any
experience, because of the pnint you made regarding clerk typistL.
Why should they go in and become a library assistant GS-3 and wait a
year to become a library assistant G0-4 when in six months they
could become a clerk typist GS.. I?

Severance: Why don't we make, for review tomorrow, a general
statement vhich would be that we would have libreay assietant
comparable to 322 which is clerk typist up through 08-3 and 4;
beginning at G8-5 they would be library technicians and they would
go up every step, 06-5, G8-6, 0-7, 0S-8, Gs-9, 0S-10, etc.,
and they wouldn't be professionals.

DeWald: Would you agree to brirg a high school graduate in at
a G0-3 without experience?

Severance: Comparable with 321 - it should compete with 322

Ratterman: They should, because most library rseistants are
clerk typists.

Severance: What I'm saying is, why don't we recomnend that the
1411 series start at G6-3 and include only two grades, GS-3 and GS-4;
and that the qua.lifications for M8-3 be the some as the q-aalifications
for 0W-3, clerk typist.

Canova: I agree with you.

DeWald: Doesn't the clerk typist require taking a typing test and
a general test?

Severance: Well we might make a aistake and t~e ourselves down
with typing. I don't know what the answer is to that; presumably most
of them do typing any way.

Holloway: Why not call them clerk tyl'isti?

Severance: For the reason he defines; if you put on 322 then you
c&xe subject to riffs and bushings frc-a The mhr4,. masa ot 322's; but if
you want to stay out of that you put them in a certain rer'es.

Holloway: All right, so uhat; if they are all qualified to do the
same job what's the differ.-ice, you are just protecting your own
empire.

DeWald: Would not the one you have be better qualified than. the one
you would be getting?
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Severance: The essential point is that the 1411 learns by doing.
This is basic, and once you have had him six months, he's valuable to
you and you don't want anybody bumping him because he's a special kind
of 322, that's the only reason.

DeWald: I think we've pretty well covered the 1411 now with the
diffefent categories but what have we dcne to solve this GS-3 business?

Severance: Are you following this outline? Are we going to get
"to paragraph d.? I want to discuss l.d. on about the fourth page,
"Qualification Standards." I think this is a very important point

to discuss.

DeWald: Isn't this where the GS-3 is falling into?

Severance: As far as I can remember this has to do with 1410 only;
it's qualification standards and I know that some of the people 'ere at
this meeting have a point of view with which I disagree, and I hope
that this group will want to talk about this topic and give us all a
chance to think about it.

DeWald: You mean about lowering the qualificationE to recruit a
GS-5 librarian, 1410?

Severance: I don't know what the man who wrote this means, but
presumably the general principle here is that they are proposing if
you can't get enough librarians who can qualify under the present
standards, that you lower what it takes to qualify them. Then more
people will become available and therefore you can recruit, and I'm
ready to jump to the defense of my statement which is, you don't do
this. You don't get the job done by pulling in unqualified people;
solve your problem in some other way than to lower the qualifications.
This is not the solution to the problem of recruitment. Now the
reason that topic was put ½n here was to discuss that point.

DeWald: These topics were made up by various people on Logan's
program committee. Wouldn't it apMly to both series 1411 and 1410?
"Does thiL hurt you or help you? We should discuss it.

Severance: We've already proposed to ieduce the qualificat 4 ons
standards for the 1411.

DeWald: Right. Now we can discuss it from the standpoint of the
1410. Hav many of you have trouble hiring 1410's? And what do you
think coiild be done about it?
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Wesley: Raise them, don't lower them.

DeWald: Is that really the problem?

Wesley: Yes.

Quint: I think one of the problems on recruitment is the potential
for advancing areas doesn't appeal to the potential candidate. A great
deal has been done in the scientist fields with rather carefully
programed courses in advancement plans, not too much has been done
in the library field. Part of the basic problem is this very shortage
7f personnel which makes such extras untenable, but I think career
advancement is a serious problem In recruitment and if we improved
the quality of our Job opportunities, we would have far less recruitment
problems.

DeWald: Have any of you used the Civil Service Register recently?

Liebermann: Yes.

Quint: We have our own register.

DeWald: In your District?

Severance: On our base, for the 1410's.

Ratterman: HEw do you to that?

Severance: The Region couldn't supply us qualified people; they
threw up their hands at our requests and made us a local board, and
this is true in many places in this country. Cleo Cason has her own
at Redstone.

Holloway: I think one of the things that was suggested at our
meeting in Washington was the possibility of establishing a national
reaister, and that is actually what we were intending to get to in
this discussion.

Severance: Let me put this business in paragraph l.d. in different
words and see what you think about it. Suppose we would say the present
qualifications for a GS-9 would be a college graduate with a ll' ary
degree, and one year of successful experience as defined in thL
qualification standards. Suppose we would say that should be qualifying
for GS-U not for GS-9, and moving backward would mean that as soon as
you leave library school you start out as a GS-9.

Wesley: That's all right, the experience is riot so much value.
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Severance: Now this is one way to say would a reduction of
qualifications help recruitment?

Rattermmn: No.

Wesley: You think experience ought to be in there?

Rattermaan: I don't think reduction in qualifications would do.

" Wesley: He said experience in the qualifications. I think the
experience could be left out, Mr. Severance.

Ratterman: I don't understand that.

Severance: Actually there's another point. What the qualifica-
tion standards do is this, they say that for the job as described,
that is the GS-ll, reference librarian, it takes the following
qualifications for a person to perform that successfully. Now, we
are willing to say that a person right out of library school with one
year's experience is ready for GS&11, reference, or that a person right
out of library school with no experience whatever is ready for a GS-9,
as defined in the standards. As you all know, they now come in as a
GS-7, and if you have a position upgraded to a GS-9, they can go to
a GS-9 at the end of one year.

Wesley: That ý_ertainly temp's people who say, "I'm not interested
in. anything but university refererne work."

Severance: If we wanted to recommend this, we'd have to be abl-
to prove ovr point. To perform GZ 0 work you don't need any experience,
only need education, right out of library school.

Wesley: There are so many hazards. Think of all the red tape and
having to get the clearances. Wie have to offer something to offset them
or we will never get the first-class people.

Severance: The reason I have presented .his problem is to stimulate
". discussion so we'll understand the point. This is another thing that

we might want to discuss with our colleagues tonight and discuss it
further tomorrow.

Quint: Of course, this bring- In another point too. If we should
decide that one year qualifies a person as a GS-9, then when you have
people on your staff with ten or fifteen years, you are going to have
to upgrade your structures with this qualification change; it would
"nean ail upgrade of your structure. It wouldn't actually be a drop in

the standards in one sense, would it?
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Severance: "7e are getting into definitions now, definition of
terms. Actually you would not have to necessarily upgrade positions,
you just qay what the person has to have to qu&lify, if less than is
nCei required. Y - 'qk him out of library school as a G0-9 instead
of as a CS-7. Dow 12m aseizA-g another thing which may not be true,
and that Is that all librarian positions are graded at GS-9, or
above. The only riason you ever have a GS-7 is because you won't
qualify a person right out of library school and as soon as you get
him qualified you move him into a GS-9. There is no excuse what-
ever for a GS-5.

Quint: I think this may be a practical solution to the problem
that we may be moving toward the master's in library science.

Severance: Well what we would then do would be to say yes to
paragraph l.d. We would like to see the standards lowered, and then
we would have to define the way in which we would like to see t em
lowered, if we agree with it. Now I would not like to see the standards,
the educational standards lowered for minimum qualifications, ,nd this is
what some people are going to propose. Let's start taking people with
12 hours of library science to an undergraduate minor and qualify them
for a 08-7. I don't agree with that at all, but some of the library
jobs presumably can be performed successfully by the opinion of the
supervisors by a person who ban an undergraduate minor in librarianship,
and no graduate work.

Quint: I think in many specialized libraries this is not true.
In most libraries, in any library I've vorked, I wouldn't say it's true.

DeWald: How do you feel about qualifying 1l4U after appropriate
experience for the 1410 GS-5?

Severance: You are saying that one of the ways to qualify
professional people is by bringing them in as 14 11's, and then let
them gradually, step by step, qualify to the 1410? This I'm opposed
to personally.

Quint: Yes.

DeW• ld: Why?

Severance: I think that this deiNnition of professional librarian
that we started talking about this morning requires that which you get
by a couple of college degrees and the broad subject etudy that you have.

Wesley: Or the philosophical background part; I think you have
to have it for the right attitude.
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DeWald: Aren't you faced with this business of supply versus

demand? If you don't have the supply what do you do about it?

Severance: You don't lower the standards that -way.

DeWald: Why couldn't you try being very selective? Would not
some 1411's eventually be capable enough for professional series?

Severance: We can name some of the best librarians that we have
at this meeting here who are not even college graduates and some who
have no formal degree in librarianship.

DeWald: Doesn't that point out that this approach on 1411 vould
be satisfactory?

Severance: Ought to send them all to library school, possibly
at government expense.

Liebermann: They can qualify under the government training
program; but they have to maintain a certain average.

DeWald: Aren't many agencies promoting GS-5 1411 whom they feel
have the potential because they are not able to gec the people? I

Severance: I would say, you can't define a 1410 position at
GS-5; there's no such definition. The lowest px-:forming Job is a
GS-9, a GS-7 works under the supervirion of a GS-9 and you can't
define a GS-5. There is no such thing Mg professional fork at
GS-5 level.

Holloway: You've got them all over.

De•.alc: Don't :,our standards cover the GS-5?

Severance: What I'm saying is this is the position we should take.

Quint: Yes.

Wesley: Yes.

S-verance: And I have been able to swing it and I'm suze other
people have too.

•uint: It seems to be the consensus that the professional series
shozad start with a GS-7, and preferably that the beginning librarian
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with a master's should be a GS-9.

Severance: And in the sane respect, I'd like to see us propose
that any position which Is classified at GS-9 and for which you are
recruiting at GS-7 ought to get a brand new graduate at that level ant
that that first year be considered an intern year and that this
person's experience be as broad as possible. Now as it stands now
you've got to work a whole year in reference before you can qualify
08-9, reference, but this nerson would be actually more valuable if
he worked three months in cataloging, three months in acquisition,
and three months in reference; then he could go into either cataloging,
acquisition, 3r reference.

Holloway: That is fine for a big library like yours, but most of
the libraries you couldn't possibly work it. We have a small staff in
our case; we have two people. "•here are many people here with staffs
of six or ten people. We couldn't possibly move them around li'e that;
we couldn't afford it.

Severance: Agree.

Holloway: Maybe we need some system where we could afford it; but
right now we don't have it.

Severance: What I want, I guess, is permis sive approval.

eWald: A-e you saying now that you would do away with che GS-5,
140O?

Severance: I sure would, but remember Y,-'ve got 14U GS-6's and
G8.7's already, and you are going to have CS-8's and 0&-9's. 10's, and
possibly ll's.

"7ollovay: What you're saying is that we are not mpking enough
use of the 1411 series; we are neglecting thsat.

Severavce" I could not malr that observation; I could superficially
of cotr-r. but I know that it's taken ma- five years to get as rar as
I did this past June with the present standards of cornvincing our
clsvl•ri.:ation people that 14L's should go higher than GS-5's. The
pattern when I went to Maxwell was that you become a GS 1411-1, then a
2, then a 3, then a 4, then you be--'e a 141--5, then 7 and a 9. We
broke this down and most of you hAve had it of course. We made a
distinction though between a professional person and a person not
professional. We established a media for professional, but not by
grades. We have a meeting of our professionals, and if a person haB
a higher grade but is not professional, he doesn't come, because we
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recognize professional people as having special responsibility and
qualifications.

Quint; Isn't this too developed in some of tie larger public
libraries in which they have an administrative and purchasing and
other staff support dutieF -hich are essential and yet not basically
professional, and we are just approaching the same kind of organization
in our larger units.

'. Etter: In this structuire about which you are speaking where
does your person fit? He has to major in library 3cience with just
a first bachelor's de~gree?

Severance: We wouldn't take him in the first place.

Quint: But you might See him in as a G-7 in your thinking.

Severance: Well actually you have people like that, but theoretically
we wouldn't take him . Our position is that we are a university and we need
the general education more so than many libraries do, but I feel that the
liberal education that is represented by the imdeleted bachelor's degree
is the thing that is basic to librarianship, and if we don't have
that plus a little bit of knowledge if hom! to run e library, we aren't
going to have very strong professional people.

Quint: If you set the master's at a GS-9, you woul- have incoming I
GS-.7's at the bachelor's.

Severance: I believe at the prepent time a merbon can qualify

as a GS-7 but I think a GS-7 requiies two degrees, doesn't it?

Etter: Yes. Bachelor's and a Macter'e.

DeWald: GS-5 requires a four-year or AB, or whatever -ou call it,
GX-7 is one year's additional experience or a Master's; GS-9, t'io
e.ears.

"S-verance: Our local Civil Service Board avoided some of these

problems by defining in the announcement that we would .ualify only
for GS-9 and up, and we defined only catalog, acquisition, reference,
arA administration, and omitted general librarians, so if a base
librarian sends in a 57 we qualify Jt from the point of view "do you
want to be a reference librarian, acquisition or whatever", and if
they want to be a base librarian we write back and sa. "sorry, our
announcement doesn't cover that.'

Liebermann: I have a quection for 1*. Severance. It's based on
this whole discussion. W-qhat happens after they beccee a GS.11? How
long cau. you keep them before they will be going somewhere else? With
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ary experience yoU would promote them.

Severance: Well we donr' now.

Liebermann: You don't?

Severance: We follow the standards which takes that to reach a
GS-9.

Liebermann: Then another year for an 11?

Severance: Of course, there are positions graded GS-U and certain
positions are graded GS-9 and you don't get to the G6-11 until a
vacancy occurs; you don't get pruomted just because you are qualified,
but you get praoted when a US-U vacancy occurL to which you can be
promted.

Liebermann: We're not restricted; at least that is not in our
policy. We bring people in on training jobs for Information retrieval.
We start them out as 06-9's and with a year's experience they go on to
a 08-U., but you see you reach a point where you can't promote beyond
that. I only have two 0S-12'e and my question is, what are you going
to do with all these US-l's that you are going to have?

Severance: Agali I say when these people are qualified they should
be encouraged or supported by the head librarian in seeking careers in
other places of the goverment, and Jimy von't mind my using him as an
example. Jimy cam to me and said "I want to be a medical librarian,"
ao I found a job for him in medical librarianship and recciended it for
him. It meant we lost an excellent reference libraripn, but I think
this is the way it ought to be throughout. I know that some people
don't buy that.

DeWald: Our time is almost gone. I will jot all these down and
we will go over them tomorrov. There are one or two other item on the
recruitment page that I want to try to anser.

"Quint: May I add one more point? If this is true in the upgrading
in terms of W6-9's, in the 14U series it does follow that we upgrade
in term of higher grade levels, too.

DeWald: Aren't you going to be raced under the Civil Service reg-
ulations of ecu,&t!i- "Pnd/or" experience; that when you qualify someone
vith a uasters as W8-9 the urn-s:ould apply to another with five years
progressive experience?

Severance: Well., Ernie, I didn't reconownd that. I presented it

for discussion only. I didn't say that )ou should be able to do that.
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DeWald: Lets move to paragraph g. on recruitment of 1410 and
the effect of the exam requirement. Do you agree to drop this
because of the study on the tests.

(The Panel agreed)

Paragraph h. of the agenda would involve the idea of publishing
vacancy, I think this came up down at Fort Houston, and no one
knew there was a vacancy; in other words, other librarians who
were 08-9's somewhere else did not know the vacancy existed. Do
you have any ccmen;s on this?

Etter: As I understand it, y)or GS-7 grade is local announcement,
your 08-9 is at Fourth Army level, you GS-U1 is nationwide.

Holloway: No, no it isn't; it's still at Army lev.l. I had an
interesting experience coming back on the bus. You know they have
been trying to get a job as head librarian at Leavenworth for 'me
Uime; it's a fairly good job. They've been v-iting letters i
Paul Burnett, to you, and I guess to all of us. On the bus I ran
into someone who didn't know about it and is interested in it, he
is a very good person so he is going to look into it now.

Severance: The man who is librarian there, is here.

Holloway: Well there's another situation behind that. There's
been a survey made. Anyway they've been recruiting and had very few
applicants. The same thing happened at Fort Sill when I left there,
they recruited for three months and had three applicants.

Etter: I was turned down on that because of my Special Setrrices
reference; they threw my application out because I had been in Special
Services all my life, and I'll tell you it's quite disgusting.

DeWald: Item 2 speaks of a list of available librarians, would
such a list, at least Defense wide, be useful? I believe Army has
already stparted along these lines.

RattermAn: Isn't there a publication called "Librarian Positions"
nationwide?

Wesley: You have to pay for it.

Ratterman: I've forgotten how much it is.

Severance: I'm very much in fav-'r of both aspectc of it.

Ratterman: There is the "Librarian Exchange."

DeWald: Who do you think vould be a good organization to do this?

Holloway: Back in the old days we did cooperative printings in
f workshop now here's a chance for us to put out something for the
use of eve-Yboody.
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DeWald: Lets move to paragraph g. on recruitment of 1410 and
the effect of the exam requirement. Do you agree to drop this
because of the study on the tests.

(The Panel agreed)

Paragraph h. of the agenda would involve the idea of publishing
,acancy, I think this came up down at Fort Houston, and no one
knew there was a vacancy; In other words, other librarians who
were C08-9's somewhere else did not know the vacancy existed. Do
ytu have wj comments on this?

Bl ter: As I understand it, your GS-7 grade is local announcement,
your M•-) is at Fourth Army level, you GS-UI is nwtionwide.

Moiloway: No, nc it isn't; it's still at Army level. I had an
interesting experience coming back on the bus. You know they have
been trying to get a Job a• head librrian at Leavenworth for some
time; it's a fairly good Jo6. They've been writing letters tV
Paul Burnett, to ynriA, and I guess to all of us. On the bus I ran
into someone who didn't know about it and is interested in it, he
is a very good person so he is going to look into it now.

Severance: The man who is librarian there, is here.

Holloway: Well there's another situation behind that. There's
been a survey made. Anyway they've been recruiting and had very few
applicants. The same thing happened at Fort Sill when I left there,
they recruited for three months and had three akplicants.

Etter: I was turned down on that because of my Special Services
reference; they threw w-- application out because I had been in Special
Services all my life, nd I'll tell you it's quite disgusting.

DeWald: Item 2 speaks of a list of available librarians, would
such a list, at laast Defense wide, be useful? I believe Army has
already started along these lines.

Ratterman: Isn't there a publication called "Librarian Positions"
nationwide?

* Wesley: You have to pay for it. I
Ratterman: I've forgotten how much it is.

Severance: I'm very much in favor of both aspects of it.

Ratterman: There is the "Librarian Exchange."

DeWald: Who do you think would be a good organization to do this?

Hollcway" Back in the old days we did cooperative printings in
t. workshop now here's a chance for us to put out something for the
use of evee'ybody. 
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Nolol•,nv: I'd like to see a recommendation from this group
that thr werkahop group to come up with a committee for publishing
such a list. ' like to present that to the whole group tomorrow.

Severance: I think we should talk about it before we vote on it.

DeWald: What do you have in mind, Bob?

Sevetrance: I dcn't think that the publication for placement
of the 1411 series is anything like or as important as the i4i0.
I think if we made proposals, the two ought to be separate. If
we car, get anywhere with the 1410, let's try to do that.

Delald: Isn't that the more significant problem area?

Severance: By the nature of the animal, the 1411 is not going
to move around very much.

Canova: Until you get up to the technician grade.

Severance: And you are going to have certain exceptions there?

Canova: Your market for the most part can be your local market
to satisfy your screening for it.

DeWald: In other words, if we did propose a 1410, wouldn't it
be likely if we got something like that through, we could always go
at the 14&U at a later date?

Canova: Yes.

Severance: My own feeling in that iC anything like this is to
be done, it probably would have to be done at the departmental level
rather than at the Department of Defense level and therefore as the
Army has already made progress, the best and most practical thing now
would be to try to let the Air Force and Navy follow suit, rather than
to propose it to the Department of Defense as it says here.

DeWald: You don't think that it would be practical to get in to
the Defense level?

Severance: Since the Army is already involved In it, I would say
this would stop it. Thsy are not going to want to change the program
while it's ctill working.

Hollo.ay: They were going to use this as an office tool too, as
I understood it.

"Severance: Harry Cook's Command Librarian Conference for Air Force
Coamand Librarians was held in June and this very same thing was recom-
mended to him. This is another reason why I think it might be wise to
try to do it by service for the time being.
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DeWald: And then what? Interchange?

Severance: Interchange lists.

Canova: Do you get Harry Cook's Book Tips? It is monthly
I think. Every once in a while you will s~e a notation cf an
opening.

Sevecance: Of course I'm interested in it, if we could work
it, a replacement service, one in which person's background is
analyzed. lou write in and say I need such and such a person with
such ane such qualificat4 .ons and you would be sent a sumary of
people you could consider.

Etter: In the Army Career Program they are now in the process
of analyzing this information and it has been submitted and is at
DA level, and that is what the next phase will be. That was a lengthy
detailed report.

DeWald: The one person here who would know the most about that
is Agues Crawford.

Etter: I was talking to her about it and she said they hoped
to go into thaL within the next three months.

DeWald: Does anybody have any suggestions on wiat Bob has
mentioned?

Quint: Would it be possible to recommend that a standing com-
mittee might work up a suitable procedure?

DeWald: This is along the li'ie of what Bill was saying earlier.

Quint: Instead of doing the mechanics of trying to think it out
now, turn it over to a committee and see what will be the most de-
sirable way of doing it. I think we all agree that it's very satis-
factory.

DeWald: You think, Bob, that some comittee out of this work
shop of the Navy-Army-Air Force could by correspondence work up
some procedures?

Severance: I don't have any strong opinion on it; I do feel
it ought to be done by a service; this means that it would be differ-
ent in each service; the Army is already making progress. The Air
Force is already getting ready to propose it through officea channels, j
and my first thought is, we simply say it's a fine idea and let's
promote it.

Holloway: Bob, I have a question, maybe you can answer this. There
was an artic]e In the paper not too long ago about the Air Force plan of
mobility of civillan personnel. I didn't get much information, but could
it affect this? I presue it could.
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Severance: I don't recall the details of the article but
I know it didn't mean a cross-the-board moving of people like
officers are mcved. It had to do with a few people that need
certain kinds of Jobs in more or less a higher level of limit-
ations.

DeWald: Would it be practical for someone like the Civil
Service Commission to issue a vacancy-type list of all Federal
Service vacancies in this category? •

Severance: Why don't we say that we favor the idea and
that we would like this workshop to suggest that the military
librarian might set up a comittee to pursue this matter.

Holloway: What I had in mind is this, if we had a quarterlv
bulletin (and we would have a difficult time getting a staff for
it anyway), that would be an ideal place to publish vacancies.
14y suggestion was that the Military Library Division reccumend a
committee to come up with these proposals.

Severance: It's all right with me.

Canova: Is this a project of this body?

Severance: The continuity is Just the Division; the Division
Bulletin is the one we are talking about, it seems to me it would
be appropriate for a Divicion Committee to do it.

Holloway: Yes, but we could make a recmndation to the
DivIsion?

DeWald: Would it be desirable that they have it Federal wide;
or Defense vide? In other words assuming you couldn't get a total
picture of this at the start, a committee of this type would at
least get the military elements to feed into the quarterly bulletin
and bring up the list as a starter and maybe work toward the final.

Severance: Yes, and if the ccmnittee came frcm Vasbiigton,
where people kuow what's going on and can work together, you'd have
to leave it ap to them to decide what steps to take and what's
appropriate, what they might recommend and push by the Army, and
the way to push it for the Army versus the Air Force, these things
are iumnittee-type activities. Scmewhat in the same connection I
would like to see us proposing that the Federal Government, pres,=n-
ably the Civil Service Comnission, each year send a professional
librarian representing the Federal Government to the Library Schools
to discuss with the students, careers in Federal Libraries, not just
libraries in the Air Force or what have you, but careers in the
Federal Government fur the librarian. Mmberp of my sýaff have
taught in library schools and they come back and tell us, and others
have gone off for courses, that the state of knowledge is extremely
wc. about working for the Federal Government. There's a great deal

of misinformation and a great deal of pre..vice as a matter of fact.
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Etter: You'll also find that they are only aware of
overseas positions and they are not aware of a great dea-
of Federal Service right here in the United States at the
library school level for students.

DeWald: Who do you propose will do this?

Severance: I think somebody to represent Civil Service
Career in the Federal Government, not just the military.

Ratterman: I think that's a wonderful suggestion.

Wesley: I think so, too.

Quint: I've tried to kick around with some people the idea
of having a program by which library ,chool faculty would come
into vorthwhile productive contact with Federal Libraries. Perhaps
the only time they would have available would be on summer schedules.
If there was some way in which we could get a program like thi- so
that library school people would visit one of our libraries or work
in it and have intimate contact with the actual work of one or more
federal libraries, I think a good deal would be done which would
support recruitment in Federal library service in general. We talked
a little bit about funding it from the National Science Foundation,
and one of the other things we talked about was putting these people
in at the accepted service category, but I think the nub of the problem

when we talked it over was to make this productive for both the library
school and the library. This contact, even if for a short time, should
be productive; we shouldn't have people just sitting around saying
"no this isn't the way we catalog," they should get into it.

Severance: You have in mind if you indoctrinate the faculty
members you could get long-term benefits?

Quint: Yes.

Canova: Some action by the Department of Defense? There is a
setup by which they can do it if they have someone who is interested.

"Quint: I think it might be worthwhile as a project to give the
military librarians group and see what practical difficulties there
are in bringing this worthwhile contact into actual reality, because

-. there are some libraries that already have status with the outside
field, certain libraries, the Library of Congress and some other
libraries, are recognized by library schools, but they happen to be
the exception. It would be worthwhile to extend this acceptance.

DeWald: How would you propose to talk to faculties? Are you
thinking about the total libraries throughout the United States?

Quint: I thinh you. would have to have a steering committee;
you would have to coordinate with Civil Service, and you would have
to coordinate some of our career II-rarlanre. You'd have to plan it
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quite a bit ahead of time. You'd have to plan it almost on a
fellowship, on an honor basis.

DeWald: Could these so-caL led representatives visit library
schools, and brief students and faculties at the same time?

Quint: I think you have to show the faculty. You can talk to
them but they have to experience the thing and see it and live with
it for a little bit longer time than tbis person-to-person contact
because some of them are pretty sales resistant.

Parrish: For what period of time would this student work be done?

Quint: I was thinking of terms of facul.'y in the stumer; it's the
only time they would have free time. I thinK faculty is the big man
to sell, then we get up to students.

DWald: Are you actually thWnking of bringing tbh. faculty in
during the summer?

Quint: These are the ones I'd like to see converted.

Severance: If we make the proposal at this time, it's Just like
the one that Holloway mentioned, it ought to be sent to a committee
of the Division to work on, study, and see whether or not it's
feasible.

Holloway: Do you want to talk at all about the Civil Service

Commission having a National Register?

DeWald: You mean toda~

Holloway: Yes.

DeWald: It's the only other one on there.

Holloway: The way the registers are working right now, they are
almost useless to most people.

DeWald: I think Bill is talking about registers like you have on
your board, Bob. The Fourth Region might have another one, the question
it whether it should be published as a national one regardless of where
a board gives the exam.

Severance: I certainly agree with your o'servation on that. It
doesn't work like it is, and a national registei- night be the answer.
I think this is another one of those topics on v'.ich we need to make
some specific recommendations.

Holloway: We have to recommend this to the Civil Service Conmission
and give our reasons for it.
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,•nt: Somewbat in the light of' this, is the problem of
overseas librarians transferring back to the United States.
This national register might be of' help ia this area. There
chould te more positive coordination of persons seeking jobs
from overseas areas, and having access to such national register.

De,,%ald: We will adjourn until tomorrow.

* The Panel adjourned at 1555 hours, 27 September 1962.

The Panel convened at 0830 hours, 28 September 1962.
(At the Hilton Inn, El Paso, Texas.)

PRESENT: Mr. Dellald, Leader
Miss Madeline Canova
Mr. Freddie Etter
Mr. 0. V. Hollomay
f•rs. Eva Liebermann

Mrs. Elizabeth Milner
Mr. James H. Parrish
Mrs. Mary Quint
Mrs. Helen Ratterman
Mr. Robert W. Severance
Mrs. Ruth Wesley

(Two visitors from Tech Library:, W'vM)

Liebermann: I would like to mention an experience NOL had in
having faculty members work at the laboiatory. I know ws were
6aLking about it yesterday, and I'll just throw this out for whatever
it's worth. NOL had tried that for a number of years, and I thlnU:
this past smter they ceme to a decision that the only ones who
bene~itted hnom the program were the faculty instructors, that .labo.n
atory got nothing in the way o" further!nw, the recruiting: efforts. a-
%r :-s ar:.duating engineers anO, physicists were concerned.

De•'ald: We were supposed to rtart yesterday afternoon on posiP r
clusslfication standards, but I thini- we were going to sleep on one
on the !tem "'the subject specialist." Does anybody care to make a-

* rem-rks on this?

* Severance: What were we going; to discuss about that?

TW•'o.d: I thin]: we sort oi got hung up on another series or
special pare-.ra.h in the 1410.

"£e';erance: I had fialt for a lor4 7 time that this is on a topic
t1,a' comes vp next which serms to me zoes to one of the thirs .e
ný(1ht -we to classify the Jobs easier, would be a del~neat1ý.'! i.!
these stands!-ds with examples o; the ý:inee of Jobs we are iro•..-
a,.. :l-h as, let's say, teciý-.ical -ese&.-ch librartan, and be

avea 1it'le B!1. more abovt which kind o" librar'- a,., wlal k:*&:•
c' jobh performed, clr.snif'ication pýrblemr, vould, in ny opnor.,
eacier. 7he .tatement I m mraking is tilat. the clasa!•ier's lo'
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presumably would be riade easier if the present standards
without being changed at all had more delineation of types
of jobs that we're talking about. 7n other words it wouldn't
be necessary to set up a special category but simply to use as
examples the kinds of libraries we are talking about, if they
mention by name research libraries of the Army or of the Air
Force or of the Navy, describe what kind of library position
this is and presumably go on to say that these people would
come under the libraries, parenthesis, physical sciences,
because the classification possibility is there now. It has
to do with the classifiers using the document, the difficulty
that comes with lack of clear understanding on the part of the
classifier, what the librarian means.

Quint: If the librarian's job in these different series
were indicated, and the requirement r'or experience in the
physical sciences was an integral part of the materiel and
useful on Job, would that show thd training experience require-
ment that we were talking about yesterday? This is the question
Mrs. Semuels posed, "Is general librarian freely interchangeable
with the technical librarian?" Well, if in your notes this
technical librarian's experience and training were defined, it
would be helpful in practice. It isn't, I don't believe.

Liebermann: We had this problem not too long ago, when our
classifiers were required to classify our positions with inform-
ation retrieval procedures being considered, they had a great deal
of leeway because they were able to g6ie us the grades we wanted
for the work and yet no where in the standards is that spelled out.
Perhaps if we confine it too much we are going to have difficulty
with some classifiers who will not consider anything except what
is actually written out.

Mr. Severance: I think that is a good point. In the past I
have made the glib summary that present standards were written by
the people in Washington who did not give eno'igh attention to many
of the kinds of libraries in the field, and also the standards
written were too heavily handled by the Library of Congress, by
the Directors of the Departmental Libraries, but that's a glib
statement; it probably couldn't be supported as fact. The standards
seem to be pretty good but they don't go quite far enough and don't
delineate enough, but I don't know what enough is. I think fnr
example my special kind of library ought to be mentioned in the
standards by name as an example of the kind of library the govermnent
has. It would certainly make the job much easier at the Academy,
at the War Colleges, at the Ccumuander's Staff Colleges, because we
represent a special kind of library which is, in a sense, unique
from any of the others, and this is why I'm saying, Ernie, that
maybe we don't need to set up a special category, but simply to
say that the standards with a proper explanation would be suitable
now to make a special scientific, technical library.

DeWald: Did anybody check to see if there was a language
paragraph in this 1410, language requirement?
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Milner: Yes, there is.

Severance: Which would be a classifiable point you mean?

De'ald: Yes.

Severance: I don't recall one.

* Delald: I was wondering if adding a paragraph on subject
speciality similar to the language one might be good?

Severance: I suppose then we are faced with telling you our
opinion of what we want you to report about technical librarians.

Patterian: Certainly tbh one compiling a specialist should
have a higher rating even if it doesn't have a higher recognition
by the Federal Government; this is quite an accomplishment.

Quint: I think there's some precedence for this. In the
State Department awards are given to people who have learned
languages and the amount receiveC vades with the difficulty of
the language. Perhaps there's some precedence here for recon"zing
the valze of certain languages in special libraries and allowing
for it in the rualifications. It woul-d be one way to get some of
the specialists that you want.

De:Tald: lr. Parrish, in the library you are with now, do
they have any medical aides in cataloging?

Parrish: No.

Severance: Well, Ernie, the Dosition we have to take is that
the person who writes a new position classification standard should•
attempt to delineate appropriately the technical librarlan's probleir
m"eld, and whether we think it should be by special arrangement, or
rome other way, might be left up to the Commission to decide.

De1WId: In the standards?

Severance: Yes.

Milner: Is there some place where a purely documents librarian
can be placed and she doesn't have anything to do with books?

Severance: I think thic is exactly what we're talking about;
we earp trying to determine the technical libarian, but I think we
all feel the present standards don't give enotgh guidance to the
classifter, and we are trying to decide what position we should takke
in the way of recommiending what should be done to help the class'tie-i
".n the future.

quint: Ma.ybe what we're trying to say is that somehow or ".hc

other certfain elements should be Inclided In this, a;:d these are
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languages, special subject qualifications, special duties
such as documentation, &nd machine documentation. Those
four or five areas ohould be included in this concept some-
where, but we don't know quite how.

Severance: As an operator, one who manages a library,
I would say that first we need position classification
standards which create a position at the level properly;
then when you use the present qualification standards, which
are in terms of years of appropriate experience, and education
in some cases may be substituted for experience, the appro-
priate experience phase gives you the opportunity to tell
your personnel officer what experience you require for that
job. You could say he mst know French; he must have a degree
it, such and such; or he must know Chemistry. You do it that
way rather than have standards be too specific 't seems to me;
this is an advantage for all of us, but we'll have to have a
clear understanding with our personnel people about what standards
they want to set and let them have the reason for it, of course.

DeWald: Don't you feel thit this standard, which is dated
1907, is better for us than the old standard?

Severance: Much.

Milner: There are areas that are not covered in it.

Ratterman: Those classified, technical documents are the
most exacting documents in the world, classified in cataloging.
There's no appreciation whatsoever in the standards for it.

Severance: Therefore, Ernie, what we're actually saying is
that there's not enough here, rather than being too much.

Canova: When this standard first came out and I read it,
to me it was obvious that someone on the committee was looking
after the interest of the medical librarian, because they were
much better covered.

Qunit: Would this be a crazy idea or would it be practical?
The Ptandard we have here is excellent and generally quite flexible,
but we might have guidelines for various areas, there might be some,
working paper which would classify working and technical libraries,
that might be used to classify someone working in a medical library.
Would this be practical, using this general concept and having guide-
lines for large areae?

Severance: That would have to be part of this document.

S•uint: It would, yes, but it might claiify the difficulty,
the position of the classifier.§ 88



Severance: They do sent out bulletins; T have one in
the front of mine; as far as I know the only additional -

It' s called "Classification Standards Explanatory, Memo-
randim NWunber 1, for GS 141O" and it clears up a point,
tnteruretation between librarian, general, and librarian,
ad•innistrative, so that-they do that sort of thing. Let
me tell -ou what I have suggested to Mro. Ssmuels T
.;uggested that it's absolutely impossible to hold that
"these position classifications can be such a clear guide
to a classifier that the classifier can do a Job that is
reasonably good in so many 4 -a+'stnces, that therefore the
number is some sort of consutation with a librarian or
with a person who has a broad view and a broad background
on the problem here and I have been asking her, "Could you
put this as a guideline in here, that let's say the library
ip being set up from scratch without anybody there. Vhat
doer thMs personnel officer do? Where does he go for help?
Rov does he see that it fitA In'.' Where does he get inform-
ation? Not for someone to tell him what to do, but someone
to delineate things for him." T don't know vhether she wIll
accept this or not but I think that's the answer myselr.

r-_Wald; I wanted to ask you and T think you mentioned
something about docmients. Have you had problems with this
;erle� In the documents area?

Mi1ner" Yes, very definitely. We had one cla.:sifier In
oar civilian personnel office at one time who was on the
track of getting something done about our documents librarian,
but she quit and vent to lRedstone Arsenal.

WeVald: ',Iiat are you using? ",hat are yo,, calling Youzr
doewment people?

Milner: ýIell she's Just practically a clerk-typJst now.

1-e•ald: ro you have *lu3t one in this area?

Milner: Yes.

Ral.terman: This same problem is true ".f the cleasifficatfon
analyst. They Judge the lbraria'a and the libra-y ais.stante,
down there Just like they were Plasrifying fiction; (there' m
a great deal of difference betjeen a technical document and
fiction), but there's nothing in Ahe standard that gives credit.
to the assistant doing the technical. document-,s.

DN1ald: It sounds like there are individual personnel
problems.

Milner' Not able to interpret the ntandards.
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Severance: The way we work, i make the decisions about
where to put functions, vhlh has a direct effect on the
career of ;he person. I call it administrative control.
I might say, "here's a good man; we've got to keep him;
we want to get him promoted." E'o we give him enough responsi-
bility so he can be promoted, and I mcre thing around solely
for that reason, but we write all the Job descriptions and
do all the classification. And then the classifier comes
in and looks at it and sayG "this is fine" or "this isn't,"
then we have a meeting of the minds about it.

Canova: I've never experienced having anybody else
write then. We've always had to write them, and indicate
the level.

Milner: Well we write our own yes, but we don't get
cooperation on it.

Ratterman: We write our own too, but the classification
analyst don't seem to thirk there's any difference between
fiction and technical documents.

Severance: Well you all will remember, if you read the
position classification standards recently, that the part
where it becomes very very difficult is the part where it
says over and over again that the level of the job will be
determined by the size and importance of the library, the
agency it serves, its importance to the government This
means somebody has to put an interpretation on it

M•lner: Who is going to judge?

S-verance: That's the weakness of the standw-ds. in

my opinion. I'm not sure there's aLnything you coiLld do to
maxe it perfect for the classifier in the way of writing
a luideline. We can approve it, and this vould help In the
problem you are proposing Miss Ratterman. The kind of
material handled should be a point of consideration in
classification.

Ratterman: We hare a panel oft )ficers who meet every
FYr4a',. who are representatives from each department in
the school, to advise the cataloger in the dociments collec-
tion. 7bcuments cataloging is so technical and scientific
thai those officers convene every Friday to advise her on
subject headings and subject mate-lal WIen you cr-seder
eight Army officers &hd their salares. it seems some consider-
ation Is iustilled as far as analyts go.

Severance: Don't you thin!- that the principle Is that a
more definite guideline recognizing diff1c,.uIt material should
be prepared in the standards Por the classifier?
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F÷.•erm: e~.I think sno.

LI eberi.•nr: It the Nav-.- rues t 1 2brarlans have -round
(h.t I• they can show their classifiers a cowmarable
posit.on description in the grade that they want. that
exists somewhere else in the Navj area, they don't have
aiy diffl-w-,ty, I kniw that otu job descripionrs have
traveled far and wide throughr"t the Navy, and even over
tnto t he Amy area. Miss Craig at the Naval VWeapons

ILboratory has been able to get several. of her jobs
upgraded on the basis-of the fact that they are doing
the same type of work that we are, and she's had no
rrobl.em with classifiers If she can show them those
position descriptions. I think what Helen neees is
to get her hands on some comparable osEition descriptions
and tie them in with the work being done in her school'

Milner. It a.l1 comes down to the action on the
installation doesn't it? There is no overall requirement,

Severance: Unfortunately we have what amounts to
isolated libraries. -nd that's why I ke~p going back to
the no int that the classifier should have available what
v'e might call expert consultation. I don't see any other
aunswer to it I frankly do not.

Milner: And if the classifier has a very local, very
crfrped view of things. she doesn't get anywhere, and that's
what we are up against.

Severance: Of course the next step In the answer to
this among militar.- librarlans is. what about tle rossibIlty
of a consultat.!nn that has to do with the organizaticn of the
library preprams of the different services: it varies amon,
the three services. The Air Force, as most of you know. has
a s 4 .aff ofri.cer. who is rsponrible staf.vwide for q11 typps
of libraries in the Air Force. This is not true in the Army.
nor is it true in the Navy, so the pattern is different and
the situation has to be handled in its own light.

Iilner: Air Force School Libraries are under the same
program.

Severance: Mr. Cook is the Staff Officer for all Air
Force libraries whereever they may be: whatever purpose they
may have; and only one regulation controls all libraries

DeWald: Does this indicate an advantage if you were
out in some small area and the top echelon wasn't recognizing
your library. Could someone at the headquarters level at
Washington give some assistance?
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Seorerance: The only thing, the Air Force is a big
operation and Mr. Cook can't keep his hands on all of this
but the theory is there.

Etter: Doesn't the breakdown in the ccomand with your
Air Force program go from Barry Cook down into your command
librarians that they represent at that level and they could
be contacted?

Milner: W. have a peculiar situation. I'm a librarian
for two militauy schools, the Adjutant Gene-al's School and
the Finance School, and we've always been under two chiefs
in Wha-iington. Now with the reorganization of the Army we
are under COWAC and under the Post Conmander, who doesn't
know our lxbrary, doesn't have anything to do with the schools,
and coLld care less about us, so we are getting nowhere either
in getting our people classified or in getting procedures
liberal enougl, so that we can purchase books under our regular
library business. I do think that you have to have some kind
of situation where the top people recognize your importance
and recognize that you exist.

Patterman: I think it comes back to Mr. Severance's
recconendation that there would be a coordinator for the
classification analyst liaison.

Severance: Miss Ratterman, I was not proposing that
a position be established for this. I wba proposing the
idea that a classifier should have access to whatever ways
are appropriate under those conditions to help them.

Ratterman: How could you arrive at that without a
position established?

Severance: Depends on what agency you work for. In
my counand I am the comand librarian and the operator of
the library system, all the base libraries and other things
are branches of my big library, so I sit on the General's
Staff an Officer of the Libbrary Program. In addition to
that I am the Oimanling Officer of a major element of the
cmmd, so this kind of thing is no problem here, but that
represents an ertrvae case. You are in the Army, aren't you?

Nattema: Yet.'

Se'rrance: And you're in a research library? Isn't
there a Staff Officer! The Army Research Librarian for the
Anmy as a whole, not for the school libraries in the Army.
ie vhut he's talking about; the Army is talking about the
possibility of establishirg such a staff office. Miss Crawford
is a Staff Officer for the base or post, I believe the Army
is a post library, general libraries is a better term I think.
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Milner: But there's nobody for school libraries.

Severance: That's right; I've been hoping CONARC
would set up such a position.

Holloway: I think much has been said here, but not
specifically said is the fact that when you get to an
isolated post where you have very few libraries there
are very few possibilities for the classification people
to learn about libraries. They either don't know or
they refuse to recognize what actually exists. Now a

"* nnumber of years ago the qualification standards came out
in the position standards. Theoretically the personnel
was supposed to review those. review the present library
jobs you had and make any changes. 'Ves1 our people looked
at them for a total of ten minutes and said it doesn't
affect us in any way. They refused to compare the present
library Jn'hp., .. the new standards and it took fight from
Fort Sill to get then to read the things. Well, if we have
this attitude it sews to we Civil Service can do something
to insist these people read these standards and apply them

where appIl cable.

D•Wald: After coffee break! we will have until 11:45
to complete our discussion on position classificacion. If
we want to say anymore about the other, maybe with the notes
I've made we can review them and see if we agree as to what
I will discuss with the other Panel Leaders at one o'clock.
and then come back together with the entire group to see
what summary we are going to propose.

The panel took a coffee break at 0930 hours. 28 September
1962.

The panel reconvened at 1000 hours, 28 September 1962

All panel members present prior to the coffee break were
again present.

"DeWald: I think Bill Holloway has something he would
like to say.

Hlloway: I have two things I want tc say; one suggestion
to make with a few preliminary remarks. I think this has been
an awvfull good anel. I thinz -;e've all gotten a great deal
from it and I would like neruonally to thank Ernie DeWald for
the -ay be has run this affair the last two days: I think he's
done an outstanding job. Don't we all agrec unanimously?

(A hand of applause waas e9Itended Mr DeWald).



Holloway: Now second1 x- suggestion in this; there is
not too much time left for us in this panel and Ernie has a
number of things he has to write up to make his reccmmendations
to the group this afternoon and I would like to ,suggest that
we finish up our discussion within a very few minutes, say
fifteen, if at all possible. After all we have talked ,urselves
out, so he can have an hour or hour and a half this morning to
begin working on his report. I think it's much more important
that our recomenedations be put in good understandable shape
before he goes to that meeting. I think that most of us have
said what we want to say; we have our ideas across as to what
we want, but he has got to get it down in a presentable form,
so I suggest we finish, and give him the rest of the time.

Wesley: Sounds good.

DeWald: I would like to add to that in a question to the
group Just as a matter of assistance in reporting to the later
group, how do you think would be the best way to present the
panel report to the total group?

Severance: That's your report to the whole group?

DeWald:' The combined report to the whole group.

Severance: I have .--oplete confidence in your Judgement

Holloway: You are going to have to get together with the
other pantl leaders and made some uniformity.

DeWald: Yes.

Etter: Fr"m your speaking to the different groups, has
there been much variance in their discussions or have different
points come our from these groups!

De&ald& No. I would say that quite a bit of what we have
here was overlapped. There are a few thlngs I've heard that we
seemingly haven't gone into too much, but not too many.

Etter: I think the total group might be interested in the
variance or points that might differ.

DeWald: This is what we might do this afternoon; ve will
eliminate or combine those that are identical and aAA those
that are A.ifferent from the various panels so tha& it will be
the total picture from the panels as a whole.

Holloway: Why don't you five panel leaders select a
spokesman and pick out the major reccmmendations that come
out of' the panels and present them to the group for action
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and see what they want to do. We have to decide what we
want to do because we only have two hours, and out of that
two hours there has to be some plannning on what we want
to do next year. Any proposals to be made and whether we
will appoint committees now or later. Somebody is going
to have to decide how we should go about this thing; If
we are going to present anything to the Commission or
Department of Army, and how are we going to do this. Do
you think this can be decided this afternoon?

Canova: Well your course of action will vary somewhat

with the kind of proposals you are making.

DeWald: Yes, that's true.

Quint: Perhaps it might be practical if you have
proposal which is accepted unanimously it will present no
problem. but if there is one which needs general discussion
because of difference of oininion, maybe it could be circulate",
to the members of tht workshop for opinions.

DeWald: What I don't like to see in anything like this
is you sit down and come up with a lot of suggestions and
quite often they die out because there were no conclusions made
If we merel, throw this out to the total group, and it stops
there, we've wasted our time; we have got to complete the thinq;
therefore some group or individual, should start taking whatever
action is necessary to see that these things can bt accomplished.

Severance: Who is the president of Military Libraries
Division, George Luckett? Any committees that are appointed
would not be committees of this work shop but of the division.

DeWald: You feel that the Military Libraries Division.
of SLA should handle these items?

Severance: Ernie this is a White Sands Conwerence: this
is not a meeting of professional organizations. s(, the techni-
cality here is that any committees would be appointed for action
"would have to be got ir' by the Military Libraries Division

Quint: Has George Luckett elected to have a discuEsion

later'

DeWald: No.

Quint: Would he meet with you arid formulate a plan for
presenting it t( the 3roup?

DeWald: If we discuss this as a total, we'll get George's
views on it. Well do you want to talk anymore about standards
or do you want to go through the notes that i have and make them
so that thley are clear, concise anid agreed upon?
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DeWald: The first item I have looked as though it was
unanimous within the 11ii series. I had ic in two parts
and I am going to pull it together. We have as number one,
the GS 3 qualifications changed or propose that they be
changed to what the 08-2 is now. In othfc words high
school graduates would qualify under sirilar .equirements
to that of a clerk typijt. Is that a definite agreement?
At the same time the 0S-3's and.l's irt a series might be
called librarv assistants. (The Group conctirned), Second.
grades though possibly 08-11 would be called Library
Technician, but not in the 1410 group. (Tie Group concerned).

We never did settle, the 11110 eries. I have a note here.
Do we want to propose that the stendards carry a specific
statemen, sacehere that would allov say an extra grade for
someone who would have a science requirexent?

Severance: I'm not vorryinr about the qualification
standards in this regard; I'm worrying about the classifica-
tion standards and I tend to refer to the idea I expressed
earlier this morning and to the one We discussed yesterday
I think that actually we are talking about the same thing;
it depends on how we go about doing it. I think we all
agreed that at least there should be clear delineation.

DeWald: &w- about 1 proposal along this line, the
classification standarl bt so delineated that a classifying
person could easily interpret the special subject require-
ment when it exists.

Wesley: Lee, I think it should.

DeWald: In other words have it so worded that the
classifying analyst will be able to recognize there is a
difference. (General agreement on this idea). Would we
like to propose that someone with a master's degree qualifies
at a 06-9. and along with this, possibly consider eliminating
0S-5 and have OS-7 as the starting or entrance level?

Wesley: Sounds right to me.

Severance: We proposed it, but I'm not sure we all
agreed on it. We are going to have some difficulty with
that.

Deaid; You are going to have difficulty with it, with
a group not being able to handle a 06-5 in a 1410.

Canova: But your library technician is going to take
care of a great deal of that.

Severance: Maybe we ought to tie this statement to the
proposal of a library technician series in the higher levels,
and do away with the Grade 1410-5 altogether.
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DeWald: Are we agreed that we think GS-9 should be a
library school graduate without experience?

Severance: It seems to me the most we could say. we
could make this as a suggestion rather than a recommendation.
If it is in line with the educational attainments of other
professions, the people with a graduate degree would start
at a G8-9 without experience.

DeWald: Our reasoning for this would be to attract more
people toward the library service. Do .you also want them to
"eliminate the 08-5 1410 category?

Holloway: les.

(The grour agreed to this approach).

rDWald: I hayr owhere that sounds like it's a committee
type action also. A list of vacancies preferably federal wide
but for the time being defense wide.

Mr. Severance: I'd make it more general. I'd say the
committee's job is to see what is feasible in the way of
central placement service. Let them decide whether it is to
be a list or whether some other system might work.

DeWald: Did you want to include in this the library
positions which exist?

Severance: I'd leave it up to the comuittee to study all
angles.

DeWald: We will suggest a study on positions that exist
as well a.s vacancy announcements. Does this have unanimous
agreement?

(All parties to the panel indicated a positive reply).

The last one I had, involved a suggestion about a national
register by Civil Service rather than on a regional basis.

Severance: I think there's a lot to be said C'or it

Quint: Would it be within the responsibility of the

worhshop to -ecommend that a study be made of whether we
are in a critical shortage category or woild that be an
automatic thing for Civil Service to do?

DeWald: World you want to make a statement to the total
rroirp today thet this panel feels that something should be done
and to look into it?
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(All members of the panel indicated a positive reply).

The panel closed at 1100 hours, 28 September 1962.
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Panel 3

Miss Clara J. Widger, Leader
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
Fort Leslie J. McNair
Washington, D. C,

Panel Members:
Mrs. Kathleen Carnes, U.S. Army, Watertown Arsenal, Watertown,

Massachusetts
Miss Marjorie Clopine, U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C.
Mr. J. H. Conway', U.S. Army Command .6 General Staff College,

Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas
Miss Helen Devore, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington,

D.C.
Miss LaVera Morgan, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,

D.C.
Mr. Walter L. Necker, U.S. Army, Quartermaster Food & Container

Institute for The Armed Forces, Quartermaster
Research and Engineering Command, Chicago,
Illinois

Hiss Dorothy Parker, U.S. Army, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
Mr. F. E. Randle, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona
Mr. Chester Salmon, U.S. Army, Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, N.Y.

Conclusions:

In setting librarian standards, recruiters must keep in mind the
difference between a popular librarian and a technical librarian. It
was agreed by the panel that even though these two fields are in the
same family, they are different in contents, but yet, there should not
be a break between the two fields. Problem: If a person is a professional
popular librarian, how much credit should be given when applying for a job
as a professional technical librarian? Also, therr'. should be a definite
point whereby recruiters could easily determine whether a person is
qualified for a librarian position or not.

There is a great need for professional librarians. It was recommend-
ed that when hiring librarians, the national registers should also be
searched. It was stated that college graduates (with a librarian degree)
are going into private industry because of !Lack of interest in Civil
Service and because they can earn equal or better salaries in private
industry. It was recommended that Civil Service recruiters go into
colleges and encourage library majors in Civil Service work. It was also
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recommended very strongly that more college students be hired in
military libraries during the summer, this would probably increase
their interest for Civil Service work. Approximately 90% of the
panel had the experience of having hired a few students during the
summer vacations and were very satisfied with their work.

The panel recommended very strongly to hire high school
graduates as clerk typists at the GS-2 and 3 levels and place them
in libraries. Approximately 90% agreed that these employees could
become very valuable in library work within some time. The panel
agreed that professional military librarians could teach these
young recruits on the basis of on-the-job training. It was agreed
that a well trained typist could do a very good job and serve a
better nurpose than a poor librarian. It was recommended that Civil
Service recruiters also go into high schools and encourage students
in library work. The panel stated that high schools were teaching
only the Dewey Decimal System, and that they should go deeper int,
the library field; also that there should be some examination some-
what different from the plain clerk typist examination for those
students interested in library work and these examinations be given
in the high school.

Approximately S0% of the panel had the problem of having some
positions with an immense workload and yet they could not get the
job up-graded, for the reason that responsibility is the main factor
when up-grading positions, in this case they couldn't get another
space of the same grade either. It was recoindnAeA that they should
give performance awards, very good performance appraisals and see
that these employees get step raises within grade in less time than
normal, providing the employee is doing an excellent job despite the
tremendous workload. The panel suggested that when a supervisor is
considerirg giving a promotion, he should ask himself, "How much of
my work is my employee doing?" Another problem was the fact that
supervisors have to go through too many channels when hiring personnel,
this takes very long and consequently the workload keeps increasing.

It was strongly recommended that there be three break-downs in
the librarian field. A Library Assistant (Clerk Typist), a Library
Technician, and a Librarian. It was also very definitely recommended
that the I year experience requirement for recruits at the GS-2 and
3 levels be deleted. Also, that "Library Assistant" be part of the
title for clerk typists working in libraries because it will stop the
kidnapping of Library Assistants (Clerk Typists) to other typist
jobs outside the library.
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Panel 4

Miss Dorothy F. Deininger, Leader
U.S. Navy Bureau of Naval Personnel
Washington, D.C..

Panel Members:
Mr. Fred E. Croxton, U.S. Army, Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala-

bama
Mr. Dwight Lyman, U.S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, New

London, Conn.
Mr. Martin P. McDonough, U.S. Army Artillery & Military School,

Fort Sill, Oklahoma
Mr. Anthony McGraw, U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Research Labora-

tory, Wright-Patterson Air Foi-, Base, Ohio
Mr. William J. Nesbitt, U.S. Air Force, Continental Air Command,

Robbins Air Force Base, Georgia
Mr. Paul ShanK, U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Chart & Information

Center, St. Louis, Missouri
Miss Josephine Sullivan, U.S. Army, Army Library, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Egon A. Weiss, U.S. Army, Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
Miss Catherine L. Zealberg, U.S. Army, Army War College, Carlisle

Barracks, Pennsylvania

Background.

The panel considered the U.S. Civil Service Commission position
classification standards and qualification standards for the librarian
series, GS-1410 in relation to the knowledge obsolescence and
explosion characteristics of the 20th century, its effect on librarian-
ship and an employment market in which there are few qualified
librarians

Recommendations and comments:

1. A revised introduction to the series is considered necessary
to provide a frame of reference of librarianship in 1962 and its
expected development in the future. The library's role in society
today requires more active participation in information programs and
emphasizes the librarian's educational and cultural responsibilities.
With the changes in communication, information retrieval, automatic
data processing and application of electronic techniques to librarian-
ship, a flexibility is required to allow for developments in methods,
management and usage of library sirvices. it should be clarified that
libraries draw upon a variety of materials using many communication
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media and techniques to accomplish the library's mission. Librarians
are z-arching for and adapting technological changes to control the
increased flow of materials, meet demands for new services and shortage
of professional librarians, using other disciplines as they contribute
to the libraries' goals.

2. The qualification standards with the functional specializations--
administration, acquisition, cataloging and reference are generally
satisfactory, as are subject matter specializations currently listed in
the standards.

3. Because of the state of the employment market, special emphasis
on recruiting of librarians to federal service is essential.

4. The panel does not desire that the qualifications for librarians
be lowered. They suggested instead that librarians in administrative
positions reengineer positions sc that •rofessional librarians' talents
may be used to greatest advantage.

S. A higher ratio of clerical assistants and/or library technicians
(in lieu of GS-1411 series) to professional positions may help the man-
power problem. Mrs. Samuels commented that other discussions led her to
believe an improvement could be made in the breakdown of the series by
types of libraries; i.e., academic, special, general rather than by
functional operations. The consensus of members of Panel 4 was that a
core of basic philosophy and profussional knowledge was common to all
types of libraries. The materials, techniques and zethodology dIffered
among those libraries of necessity as the library fulfilled 1'e mission
of the parent institution. A parallel with the educational rield was
pointed out.

Editorial comment After further thought it occurred to me that
ttere is a parallel also with the ALA organization, You may
recall that after a management study, the Association was broken
down into type-of-library and type-of-activity di-isions. The
type-of-library division is concerned with a)l activities that
afftct their types of libraries and function as agencies for
broad overall consideration of policies, programs and operations
from the type-of-library point of view. The type-ot-activity
divisions are concerned with the fuictional, technical and
resources fields related to their designated interests. There
might be some point in breakinq down administration by type-of-
library, but keeping other functional specializations. The
successful crossover between types-of-libraries by many librarians
tends to minimize the significance of such a breakdown. This is



of couise if the librarian continues his education and keeps abreast
of the current developpents applicable to various library situations.

6. Lack of uniformity in evaluation of qualifications by different
regional offices of the Civil Service Commission or boards of examiners
was noted. The hope was expressed that the equivalency tests would take
care of many of these difficulties. However, it was suggested that
closer adherence to comparable rating scalz% and more careful analysis of
the nature and level of work performed by the applicants through a
voucher system was desirable for consistency in rating.

7. In the classification standards more accurate definitions are
needed and they should all be i., one place instead of with discussions of
functional specialLzat'ons. Additional pertinent definitions should be
added to cover such functions as selection of library materials.

8. It should be recognized that small libraries with a ine, two or
three man professional staff have a situation in which the librar.ans
cross over the lines of functional and subject specialization. The fre-
quency of this pattern in which an individual takes responsibility for
more than one function should be acknowledged and more attention given to
this type of position.

9. Regulations should permit assignment and use of specialists in
other series to a library staff as appropriate to perform their parti-
cular duties iii limited areas of library work. The neLd for this type
of service exists, but too frequently any er-ployee attached to a library
is forced into the GS-141C series whereas the duties require only a
limited background and knowledge of librarianship. An example is use
of GS-1083 series, technical writers, for abstracting of technical
literature.

10. The librarians, GS-9 and 11 descriptions should also indicate
that many p~rform independently and operate less under direct super-
vision.

11. The staff functioning of librarians or major department heads
should be given more consideration. Most responsibility delineated is
that of supervisor or director rather than the librarian as developing
and transmitting the library concepts and programs to higher levels.

12. Trainee positions, GS-4 or 5, were cited as valuable in large
libraries. The steindards should permit hiring of college graduates at
grades GS-4 or 5 under u formal training agreement that the employees
obtain formal library school education. Mrs. Samuels mentioned the
statistician series as permitting the trainee.
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13. Consideration should be given to permit a bonus grade for
program administration comparable to that in series such as traffic
management, CG 2130-O.

14. School librarians for secondary and elementary schools
should be recognized as employed by the government and provision
both in the qualification and position descriptiou stanuards for
them.

15. The imbalance of treatment of the various functions was
commented upon. Cataloging is overly-detailed in relation to the
others, as noted in the section on establishing cataloging policy.
Either the cataloging descriptions should be simplified or more
comprehensive definitions added for other series.

16. Throughout the descriptions of functional specializations.
greater stress should be on evaluative judgements and implementing
policies in terms of the mission of the activity served,

IT. Acquisitions descriptions failed to indicate the scope of
the complexities inherent in this function. MateriaJ selection and
identification in some libraries require highly specialized subject
or bibliographic knowledge, familiarity with rare book trade procedures
and so forth. "Other materials" should also be spelled out to indicate
the variety of films, reports, maps, etc., handled by many libraries.

18. In reference standards particular emphasis should be placed
on interpretive services rather than utilization of materials in a
given library. The need to draw on outside resources and inform-
ation services becomes increasingly important with the tremendous
growth in volume of publications and reports, and requirements for
more comprehenive literature searches.

19. The need for more emphasis on non-supervisory type positions
at the.GS-12.levels in specializations such as reference with emphasis
on bibliography.

20. More career development programs and npportuni ties for
transfer and promotion of librarians in the government are desirable

toretn qualified experienced employees. In many instances. anto retain q a ii d e p re c d e p o e s n m n n t n e , a

individual activity does not offer promotion possibilities and it
ir difficult for an employee to learn of appropriate vacancies in
other agencies or areas. Steps should be taken to prevent further
loss of key personnel through executive development,

21. The continuing education of librarians is important in
these times. It is recognized that training courses in management
and fields related to librarianship such as ADP are offered. There
is need for extension of this kind of training and for provision
for librarians to participate in more of their own professional
workshops or refresher courses.
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22. tdbrary technicians were proposed in lieu of library
assistants in the present GS-1411 series. As envisioned, this
series would begin at grades 3 or 4 and be Saled'6n transfer
from the clerical series. It might also be posuible to enter
at grade 5 level if candidates offered college or business school
education. Tests of clerical aptitude and typing ,us necessary)
mathematical and verbal skills would be qualifying. This series
would provide a more clearly defined career pattern for workers
in libraries, probably through the GS-9 level, Transfer to the
1410 series would only be if a candidate met the entrance require-
ments of that series.

23. The use of library technicians would not exclude clerical
workers in libraries for limited duties. Technicians' duties would
be comparable to those of library assistants with adeitional duties
in limited areas, many of which are now often part of a professional
librarian's position. Examples are simple original cataloging,
handling and processing Audiovisual materials.
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Panel 5

Mr. James J. Slattery, Leader
U. S. Army Quartermaster Training School
Fort Lee, Virginia

Panel Members:

Robert Bryant, Defense Logistics 7'udies Information
Exchange, Fort Lee, Virginia

Cleo S. Cason, U. S. Army Rocket & Guided Missile Agency,
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

Harry F. Cook, Headquarters, Dept of the Air Force
Director of Military Personnel
Washington, D. C.

Agnes Cr-awford, The Adjutant General, Department of the Army
Washington, D. C.

Mary L. Durkin, U. S. Army Aviation School, Fort Rucker,
Alabama

Margaret L. Gallegher, U. S. Naval Avionics Facility
Indianapolis, Indiana

Carolyn Kruse, U. S. Nava-l Ordnance Test Station
China Iake, California

lachlan MacRae, DP-fense Research Board, National Defense
Headquarters, Building "A" Ottsa
Ontario, Canada

Joeephine G. Magee, U. S. Army Signal School
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

Elaine Simpeon, Military District of Washington
Department of the Army
Washington, D. C.
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McRae: Is that a specialized term "as they affect the
major average?" What is major average?

Crawford: Hai will the program start?

Cook: How many know where the Qual fication Standards are?
Statement of the X-818 Standards are in Examination Announcement
277. (Mr. Cook read paragraph No. I from "Evnerience, Training,
other Requirements for Pbsitions at Grade G6-5" 24 semester hours
of library science as the minimum educational qualification to
become GS-5 librarian. Is that good?

Crawford: What about the case of 24 semester hours as
opposed to 31? 24 accredited schools have 31 semester hours

Cook: Do you consider the 24 semester hours for a GS-5
and eligible for GS-7 after one year as sufficient?

Cason: Does it say in the Classification Standards that

a GS-5 is a trainee?

Slattery: There is a mention of it.

Cook: There was one suggestion made that the trainee
should be a GS-7.

Crawford: I sent out a questionnaire to a number of people
on this same thing and I-havy o recommendation that the opening
position should be a G8-7 and a Masters as a GS-9. This parallels
the education series.

McRae: In subject material....

Kruse: You cannot g&t far in changing requirements in our
profession without changing requirements in the scientific fields.

Crawford: Keep In mind this revision is for 10 years. Do not
limit yourselves to today....

Slattery: Nov about the 2A vs. 31 hours? Do you think this is
satisfactory or should we get into the area of whether the standards
meet or are satisfactory to our needs?

Slattery: Do you have a hard time convincing your people
this is a professional job?

Cook: I think this is something Mrs. Samuels was mentioning
when she said, "Is this a professional or non-professional job?"
Once the determination has been made that it is a professional
job then we should determine the salary.

Magee: You have to convince the analyst that this is not
a job of checking in and checking out books.
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Cook: There is a law which says that Civil Service Commission
can establish requirement only when there is enough training
educational requirements to qualify (Doctor, Lawyer). Civil
Service Commission says you can be a librarian without going
to library school. You cannot say whether you are a librarian
or not. The Qualification Standards accept Civil Service Rules.
The exemination announcement says you have to have a Masters to
be a GS-7, but you can substitute experience for education.
At the present time there has been developed an educational
equivalency test. Those substituting must take this test. If
you apply for the librarians' exm and you do not have a library
degree you have to take the test. The test is passing or failing.

McRae: The use of the test would disappear by attrition in
time, wouldn't it?

Cook: If standards of librarians are high (retained such as
for lawyer)0 If they were established then maybe.

Cason: Dois this test replace the one the exam gives?

Cravford: This test took its place. It is a test on suoject
fields. It parallels in major subjects that which is given in
library scnool.

McRae: A test should be established for those of quality for
recognition, there are qualificatione to meet those presently
employed.

Cook: Librarians in the future will te less plentiful. The
problem of recruiting librarians will be more difficult. Library
schools are not turning out enough graduates to meet the demand.
Supply of librarians must be increased tremendously.

Cason: If the library profession does not fill these jobs.
chemists and engineers will take over.

Slattery: This is what we are trying to do. to set minimum
standards to get these people.

Crawford: What I'd like to see is a person with a masters
come in at a higher level with the job more defined. Let the
job go higher and not have the librarian doing semi-professlonal
or clerical work. Have the library assistant series go higher
so that those who who have been there a long time (cannot enter
the next grade solely by time in grade). You can have these
people who have specialized under a Pnctional chief. You should
have a staff of specialists so that you could train these people.
I don't like the title of library assistant. Many times it is
turned into "assistant librarian."

McRae: You could have the specialist go to a top salary ns
an administrator azd managed 't:- someone at a lower level.
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Crawford: Army librarians have a management person in
the library. There is agitation to put this person in the
library series.

Cook: You should have two categories in the 1411 series.
(1) Library assistant up to GS-4 and (2) Library technician
for those who don't have professional training GS-5 to G8-9.
Leave the ii1O series as it Is now. Have another series for
librarians who should be specialized in reference, bibliography
cataloging, and still another series for computer people, manage-
ment people, and other sources of occupations required to operate
the library.

Slattery: We are concerned with the first three. You can
go up to a 15 on specialized series.

Cason: Question series you can go up.

Cook: In 1410 series up to GS-13. GS.5 is recognized PL
trainee in 1410 series.

Cason: I cannot see the GS-5 as a trainee. (Mrs. Cason
read part of the standards in connection with GS-5). It could
be the head of a small library whose professional assignment is
of limited difficulty.

McRae: Mrs. Samuels said the only way to get more people
into the profession is to write lower standards.

(PANEL concerned that she might do this)

Crmford: The library assistant series needs the greater
amount of work so that you can bring people into the profession
but leave the 1410 series alone.

Slattery: The biggest point to arrive at in the discussion
of the 1411 series is wbat do we feel we need to do to get,
intelligent, qualified people and vrhat can we do to give them
some indication of how they can develoD. 'ow there is a dead
end; they can only go so far.

Cook: There is the pressure o: tryinq to get 'nto the 14l0
series You will have a person in tbe 141L series who is fariliar
with her job and has to train a prof'essional librarian just roming
in. Thev r-pen. thiE. The difference is that the professional
planned to be in the '_ibrary '-eld and the person in the 1411 series
got into it by accident.

Slattery: he technician series would solve the problem
of the lhlo pressure.

Crawford: The librarlars ,-ýemselves de'ea' tieir own prpose.
A librarian who hae a person rn the ll1 series whom she wants to
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keep will fight to get that person into the 1410 series.
The Army is working on a mobilization program with the
idea that a person will have an opportunity to improve;
the librarian can go from one library to another. In
the library assistant series, if there is no opening in
one place they can move stations.

Kruse: What should we work for on these Qualification
Standards?

Cook: We should try and get people of 1410 category,
but you still are going to have to accept them in other
series.

Cook: Have the group recommend that we try to maintain
highest job standards in 1410 series.

Cason: You' dc not have to select the person who is on

the register. If you have anothe• person to choose from.

Cook: There are three people to choose from.

Cook: The problem is you cannot tell those who passed
the exam that they were not accepted because they did not go
to libr•_ry school.

Crawford: Back to the question of 24 vs. 31 semester hours.
Is there a commission that can define library science? (Scme of
the courses that are offered and accepted as part of the 24 or
31 semester hour requirement you would be surprised). Would it
be permissible for this group to ask the education office to
evaluate the schools that offer these 24 and 31 semester hours?
They could make a survey and say something like 19 out of 24
hours are acceptable library courses.

Slattery: Basic number of hours in library science.

Crawford: State teachers colleges give a Bachelor of Science
degree in library science for teacher librarians. These people
can turn around and by passing the FSEE test be eligible for
1410 series.

McRae: Let's ex)mine what we accept as acceptable courses
in library science in library schools which are not, before we
point the finger at anybody else.

Crawford: For instance children's literature offered to
teachers, something that is used in the educational school.

1.1agee: There are some accredited library srhools also who
have courses in administration and people come out of library
school who cannot catalog a book.



McRae: This relates to what I was saying, the examining
of other library schools.

Slattery: The analyst says library science is not a
professional job. Until the time comes that the library
profession arrives at an accepted standard this is going
to be batted around. Until we can convince the analyst
that this is a professional job.

Cason: Shouldn't the G8-5 1410 series be thrown out?

Cook: Then you would have to do away with all of them.
for instance the engineer. Although they never bring them
in as a G8-5.

Cook: Classification Act-5 used to be P1, W8-7 was P2,
GS-9 was P3. I think somehow this relates to the law. I
don't think we can do away with GS-5.

Cason: I think this examinaticn announcement is written
backwards. The part of the masters degree should not be the
substitution.

Crawford: Paragraph "A" is four year course of study in
an accredited college.

Cason: Vhy not start with Masters Degree?

Crawford: Let's make this the 1st recommendation. That
paragraph "A" begin with Masters, what is paragraph "A" now
to become paragraph "B", and paragraph "B" to become para-
graph "C".

Crawford: Let the library standards begin with MLS with
the exceptions listed.

Cook: (Mr. Cook read from the examination announcement the
part on eval'.ating education). A -Aill time day school course
must include a minimum of 30 semester hours or equivalent.

Slattery: Are you going to spell out the number of semester
hours?

AliS,•-No, any accredited school gives a Masters.

Kruse: How about the 5th ..ear`

Cook: See the announcment.

Crawford: Have parag:- aph "A" read:, A person vith a degree
"from an accredited Americ&n Lihrar. Associatior school enter as
a GS-7. 1tose with a BS and 24 semester '.':oiurs or more In library
science and "raduated 'rom a school accredited b- rerional or
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state accrediting associations enter as a trainee GS-5
and after one year be eligible for GS-7. The person
who takes the library examination to come in as a GS-5
and after one year on the job also be eligible for GS-7.

McRae: Is the one year period between GS-5 and GS-7
a training period or for experience?

Cason: It should be a training period all over the
library instead of Just being in one place.

McRae: You could standardize an examination for all
people at the 5 level and then have an exam at the 7 level.

Crawford: It would be almost an impossibility. The Civil
Service Cmission might want to make the graduate with a Masters
take the test.

Cook: It would be a discouragement to the person gradusaed
from library school.

Cook: The solution would be to narrow the number of jobs
/ that the librarians do. Create another series for the specialized

fields. Take the clerical dvties out of library jobs. get these
technician.

Crawford: I like Cook's thinking, even sub-professional
should be in two series with the library assistant and ter1 el.-
cian, not in three series. Th.e second series could be broken

Cason: Can a GS-1 or 2 be classed as technicians?

Simpson: The term technician should be changed because
there are too many technicians in GS-1.

HavP the aid for the >eginniin! o' series, the assistant
,ioi middle o- series, ane the technician -or the one who hae
acquired a skill.

Crawford: Recommend that lhie 1411 start as librar- aid,
advance to assistant, then to techlci'an, beginring -rade
GS-2 to G,`-.

Kruse: I would like to see G6-2 or 3 as a typist.

Cook: Can the typTist become the library assistant?

(Cok: Let's have r-s Sam-'els tell us whether the library-'s
clerk regIster cean be utilized 'rom the clerk-typist series.
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Crawford: The Civil Service Commission tells us that a
person in the clerk-typist series has more opportunity then
a library assistant. Let us make it the clerk-typist and
have an avenue from the clerk-typist to the library assistant.

McRae: Librarians are quite convinced that skill gives
them full credit in the Job by taking personnel. We try to
identify these people too low in the game with library
activities.

Crawford: We have come to the point of whether we feel
that the 1411 series should began as GS-4. The grades below
that to come from another series into the 4 area. If they
want to become GS-1411 they must.

McIae: There is a fundamental problem. I have scientists
on my staff, some of them are doing library work. These people
are in their career field. Are you going to emphasize the library
training or the scientific?

fruse: If we are to attach a librar-' premix" in the physical
sciences. We have in the Qualification Standards an alternate
requirement for The Technical Librarian.

Cook: The limitation on that would be the Electrical
Engineering graduate who wanted to work in the library. Now
the Electrical Engineering graduate cannot transfer over to
the administrative field of library i.e. cataloging, acquisitions,
reference, etc.

Slattery: Perhaps we shouldn't emphasize subject speciali-
zation.

Cook: No compromise.

McRae: The basic prcties fa should we t&me a person with
lower training?

Cook: You can i'ind this combination. Thne major in math who
went to librar:y school. From the recruiting point o" view if' it
was known that this specialist could bec-me a librarian by goin5
to library school and that the grade, etc., would be as high....
The standards u ' now have discourages these people. I1 you
could inform them earlier....

Kruse: In the scientific f'ield some o! them are not interst•l,
but some could be if the comparison was the same.

Crawford: The Army is workin.j on a program whereby the
librarian who is in a different ft-nct!onal specialization vil!l
have the opportunity to advarece i.n a specialty, suc- as
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acquisitions. '4.en "ou are ready "4r a GS 0 but don't
have tbe space an0 there is a reference openin-. then
yo;, can .ake V1. A1l librarians who are admtnistra-ive

can. change specializarions. The experience of working
,rit.. budget, personnel, etc., is the same in all functional
specialties. rTere will be mobillzatlon throughout the
career program so that yor -ýtnn fet Lhe best person.

Crawford: There will, be a board in Washington. When
-ou have an opering for %. GS r you will in your requirements,

send them to the board, those requirements will be fed to
the IH! rachine, .nT all. cards meet'~ng the requiremenme s will

be ptulleO. The board will check the quai!ifications agairr ;
what you are aslrn~C "or. Those meeting yo*r requirernent
will !ave a f'e-ezrve to apvply.

SC1,atter:-: Let Is rev. *ew the recomendations ve have
considered. (1) The fasters degree in the examination
announcement, (P) Two areas for the 5 levet, (3) Th.e
aric, assistant, and technician series. The GS-2 to GS-4
and n-le or clerk-typist. Are you going to havre the title
nssistunt or technici&n?

Crawfore: I don't like "assistant..

Cravforil: _. hav-P bL.en asked to bring ip something not
in the Federal Ser!'es.school librarians th:at are employed by
the Army !n Europe. T-ese librarians heave no recognition in
th- standards. They ha'we been librarians in an organization
w't :.tumerou- vo''rnec and ye•. tVc:.- :annot :ount that experience.

Kruse: In oiscussing the Qtalificatior Standards the
altornate requiremef-rv zhc-.Jd be thrown -uL. ha-;,e a recommendation
mado: or using ceci-lisss rather then calling ti-em librarians.

irecr:o-.-i .tn ha• the:irt¢rnate reur~:•s'--r Ubrarlnan GS-5

only be deleted Crom the Qaification Standards -or the GS-1l2 o
series. Delete ca!ing these people with subject specializations
librarians.

Cook: The Army library haa a l- -livision. He is a lawyer
not a librarian, where would he be classifiedr

Kruse: In the lawyer series.

Coo!-: Suppose someone with law experience...,

McRae: Thie British recognize a group in the series called
information n,,-i-,tVts.

Slattery: I% all evolves -round the question of spec.allsts.
How can we let them retain their Iden'Aty as sp-cia.tl.sts?
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Crawford: If a lawyer wants to work tn the library

he can go into the technician series.

Cock; Would you be doing away with law librarians?

Slattery: Which would you consider first, the lawyer
or librarian?

Cook: You had a law division in the library, what series
would you put the job in?

Schaeffer: Do you need a librarian in the law library?

Krupe: ?Riose people who have four years of college with
a specialty are now called teehnical librarians.

Cook: Dr. Rcoer, Director of the National Library of
Medicine. He in an MD who went to library school and is now
director of library ?nd aloo on MD. Could the director of
that libi .xy be an ordinary librarian?

KrXme: It would be left up to the person who is hiring.

Kruse: Why don't se remove the alternate requirement for
technical librarian GS-5 that does not meet the requirement for
Technical Librarianxv

Cook. Th" t will. do %way witn people getting into the field.

Slattery: This is a, avenue of interest that does not meet
our requirements.

Kruse: If we delete alternate requirement, subject specialist
attached to librarian seriee shoul6 be classed in their on subject
speciali st r--iýes.

Schaeffer: Urless the specialist is practicing in his pxofat.-
sion then he cannot be clX.-ed In that •eries. The chemist in tht
library w:ill be applylng his kn•rledge 1-t he .,ill not be a
practicing chemist.

Crawford: What about the lawyer Librarian, he is not actually
tracticing as a librarian.

Schaeffer: What would you cell him? Technician?

Simpson: What about research specialist?

Cason: iAe library ol Congress has chemists assigned to
their e2ries. They are not under Civil Service Regulations.
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Crawford: Now about library technician, parenthesis law?

Slattery: The question is getting qualified people and
recruiting them. If I was a physicist why would I want to
be called a librarian instead of a physicist?

Crawforl: There are not too many in that category.

McRae: I have a man who works for me for about a year or
two in his field then he can go back to his practicing field.
These people who are interested in going back to their specialty
can go back.

Kruse: A person who has experience in his field is much more
qualified.

McRae: Definite place to work with us but do not close the
gate. Make it a temporary arrangement and they can go back to
their practicing field.

Slattery: Agnes feels that there are quite a few who are
willing to lose their standing in their specialty in order to
work in the library.

Slattery: Let's check with Mrs. Samuels about which people
would "prefer specialist-librarian or librarian-specialist.

Crawford: In the Career Development Program, specialist who
have library training at a GS-9 are they goina to be able to go
to Ft. Leavenworth as a G-11. If you had en opening and it was
at a level where it would go to Washington, you would send in
your requirements. The board, CPO. and librarians would review
those that meet the qualifications along with the qualifications
that cannot be fed into the machine. Those at the GS-8 thru 11
level would be reviewed by major command, those above GS-11 would
go to Washington.

Slattery: Back to the 0S-5 level. Do we put down as a
recommendation that an increase of recruitment could result if
the specialist was allowed to retain the title of their specialty
and wanted to work In the library because they were interested in
the literature of their field rather than practicing in their
field.

Slattery: What about the semantics of the Qualification
Standards. Do all interpret them the same way? Do we under.
stand each other when talking "shop"? If not, then maybe we
need irtotrnal clarification. If ve -o not understand ear'h
other then how can we #Ypect the analyst to? Is there eay
thing we need to define the help the analyst?
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Kruse: There is a great deal of room for improvement
in the Position Classification Standards. Librarians
understand them but the classifier does not.

Si ttprv: Perhaps this is the aree in. which to make long
range recvindations.

Crawford: In the Qualification Standards, the second
page of tho librarian series, what does everyone think about
"experience" in grade structure?

Kruse: If they are substituting graduate study.,..

Crawford: Look at the GS-7 Librarian Series and GS 5
trainee only. Should that be changed to no experience GS-T
and one year progression?

QUESTION: How is it possible for a GS-lI to go to a
GS-15 in three years?

Schaeffer: There iE a mizrin requirement of three years
to get fr-om a GS-Il to a 15, but you have to be able to do the
work in the next lowest level.

Schaeffer: (Mr. Schaeffer told the panel that Is some
series the fact that a person was in the upper third of his
class made him eligible for a higher grade. He s..a~ed that
perhaps the librarians mig'it like to consider this.)

Cook: We could have the 4 year college graduate who has
24 hours in library science and who was in the upper third
of this class come in as a GS-T.

Kruse: Do we want to be able tc ccmupete 'he recruitment
with civilian organizations? If a grau-4te with MLS is in the
upper third of this class he can come in as a GS-9. This will
give us an opportunity to compete for recruitment of these
graduates.

Slattery: Do they not recruit at a higher step level within
a GS-7 other then step 3 without servict?

Schaeffer: Yes. however it must be because there is a
shortage in service and you must be able to prove it.

Crawford: It is almost impossible to prove that.

Crawford: Why not saý librarians that graduate at the
top third of the class may be employed as a GS-9.
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Simpson: I have a question about the person with 4 years
service and then graduates with a Masters in Library Science.
Can she come in as a GS-7 step 4?

Schaeffer: No.

McRae: Why not set up the job permaaently as a 9 and hire
as a 7. then you can tell them that they can get a .9 without....

Schaeffer: In the United States we downgrade the position
and as soon as the experience is obtained the position is upgraded.

(PANEL: Decided to make a recommendation that the graduate
of an ccredited library school (AIA accredited) who is in the top
third of his academic class be hired at the GS9Q level).

Cravford: (Mrs. Crawford brought up a point for discussion
concerning retired military personnel who when on active duty
were administratorr of q library or, as in Special Services had
under their jurisdiction the library. These people did not nave
any library experience but because of what they put down on paper
were able to enter the 141O series in as high a grade as a GS 9).
This type of work should be under non-qualifying experience.

McRae: We lick that problem by setting a maximum amount of
dollars the retired military person can earn as a total from
retiremern.t and salary.

Slattery: Ours only applies to officers, not enlisted men
and not reserves.

Slattery: Do you want to make a blunt statement concerning
this?

Cook: Take it down as we see it and put it to Mrs. Samuels.

Cook: There is no library career field for these officers in
the library, such as Special Services who has a librarian running
the library.

Cook: The examination announcement says GS-o and above do
not need to take the examination, These people using that as
experience takes them over the GS07 level.

Cason: Have the applicants who qualify on the basis o"'
experience alone take the examination.

Kruse: In the Civil Service Regulations in Pasedena they
may be required to take an exami-ation.

Crawford: In the Arnmy Career Procram vou don't have to
take the examination for advancement. A pe'rson who takes a
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library course in administration will have 2 more points.

Kruse: Perhaps another way, on this panel which I am
on ve are able to subtract points fnr the number or ,vars
which a person is not actively ix. his library position.

Cason: I propose the written test provision be changed
to" Applicants who qualify on experience alone must pass an
extrance exam.

Crawford: Put it under "non-qualifying experience."
"rite in there that military assignment does not qualify as

library experience.

Cook: Why does the screen test stop at GS-5 and GS-7
for experience alone, couldn't it go higher?

Crawford: There is time for us to build into the standards
that a man does not qualify because of military experience.

(1) All persons who qualify on experience alone should have
documentary proof, or should take a por tion or all of the exam;
the portion could be the administrative pert.

(2) Military experience not allowed.

Guntz" You might consider this from another point of view
alse. It should be to include persons who have administrative
supervision, that iL civiliani persons instead of Just military
personnel.

McRae: Why not say jurisiec~on for library does not
constitute library experience.

Samuels: Have you discussecd the positive education require-
ments? With positive education requirements no e4ulvalence....

Cook: Veterans Preferance Act, no minimum requirements
except !'or Science & Technology, Public Law 250.

CCumuels: If' you specify positive education requirements
there can be no exceptions, however it is such a rigid require-
ment.,..

Crawford: ThIs equivalence test makes it of no concern.

Samuels: You can write in the Qualification Standards,
the positive education requirements or equivalency as
established by the test.

QUESTION: Should test be at al levels?
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(PANEL discussed with Mrs. Samuels the following
recommendations: Those who have a masters degree from
a school accredited by ALA to begin at GS-7. The C&-5
trainee grade for those with 24 semester hours in library
science from a regent approved school and those who pass
the examination. After one year the GS-5 would be eligible
for promotion. Mrs. Samuels concurrec ).

Samuels: You have to write in the GS-5. Congress says
professionalism begins with a bachelors, also write in that
GS-7 is an advanced training level.

Crawford: We would like to add that the graduate with a
masters degree who is a superior graduate may be employed as
a GS-9.

Samuels: I established positive education requirements
for statisticians for the Bureau of Census and the Agricultural,
After the requirements were established they could not fill the
jobs so what we did in this case was to establish a provision
to hire statisticians who did not have a BS degree with a
requirement that the agency provide a formal training program.
The Bureau of Census program paid the tuition to the school in
Washington. The Agricultural had no schools available so they
worked out a correspondence program with the University of
Florida.

Crawford: Not in library school. No accredited school
will give correspondence courses.

Cason: Correction, there are correspondence courses for
undergraduates.

(Mrs. Senuels discussed with the panel the method used in
establishing standards. She told the group drafts of the stand-
ards were distributed through channels and added that if anyone
fel' hE- would not get a copy, he should contact her. Mrs. Samuels'.
address is: Main Civil Service Building, Washrigton 25, D.C,
Code 129, Extension 5002).

Samuels: Other groups have talked about making a change in
the title of the 1411 series. Have you discussed this? (The
Panel reiterated their suggestions on the change. Mrs. Samuels
suggested the title of library assistant be used with the GS-3
grade and the requisite be a high school graduate.

Samuels: What is the difference between a GS-T technician
and a GS-7 librarian?

McRae: (In regard to Mrs. Samuel's quecion Mr. McRae read
two paragraphs from a facsimile offprint of pages 556-561 of
"Management of the Public Service." One paragraph referred to
the library, and the other to technical officers).
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Crawford: (Statement directed to Mrs. Samuels)
Agencies should have more programs to recruit librarians
and send them Lt a work study. In the Army it has been
done but it has been difficult. I do know within the
Army there have been groups like the accountants and
engineers who can do it, but when I have tried to get
training spaces for libra,'i-- they look at me like
they don't know what I'm talking about.

Samuels: In one econmic environment there is one set
of procedures and in another almost a contrEdictory set,
same places in the....

Magee: There is a contract for training in our place,
we found out about it zoo late, but now the kids are going
to school and will be reimbursed at the end of the semester.

Crawford: Study fcur years ago. The Department of Army
should have a number of slots to be able to send these peopl e
to library school and have the same nimber who are going to
school working, then those that are in school could work for
a while and the otherL go to school.

Samuels: If you want to make a recommendation in this
meeting..,.

Akers: U!hite Sands has one of the biggest cooperative
programs.

Croxton: If you ircrease the stature of the library
assistant is it likely to cause difficulty in employing
otherethen library personnel?

Samuels: It would be difficult only in so much as what
we require in the standards, first in the technician, the
librarian, and the specialist.

"ýroxton: How about the law librarian?

Samuels: There is a job called medical records librarian
and they are unhappy with the title of librarian.

Croxton: They might be called medical records specialist.

Croxton: Let uL pursue ýhe physical sciences in some other
agency. A term called technical records analyst or others are
used to describe the Job in the assignment to do work is
scientific literature. Now I am concerned about what the ti-le
of library technician will do to the.,.Some of these people
don't want to be called librarians, they want to be called
physiciste.
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Samuels: Suppose the library has two positions, both
grade GS-7.

Kruse: The technician is limited specialization, knowing
only one area of work by function and not able to transfer to
another function, such a position would be more apt to be in
processing, descriptive cataloging, acquisitions and circulation
NOT in reference or bibliography.

Magee: We have a branch library in which the library
assistant does a little bit of everying, but she is under very
close supervision, if not by personal contact then by phone.
In the branch library where the librarian and not the library
assistant makes the policies and are carried out by the
library assistant that would..,.

McRae: What kind of educational requirement would you
write for a technician?

ANSWER: Basically high school.

Samuels: The technician overlaps the clerical in many
areas. I worked on a series for biology technician and the
biologist told me that he could not work v thout the manual
skills of the biology aid,

McRae: I called all senior clerks in and asked them which
title the-, would prefer technician or chief clerk. The: said
chief clerk.

Samuels: In the biologist series they wan!. to call the
GS-3 and h's biology aids instead of technicians.

McRae: We should not put a tag to those people who do work
which they could do in any other field: they should not be called
technicians. We tend to look at these people from the top down
and dongrade, rtither then looking at them from their field.

Samuels: (Mrs. Samuels citing a certain series "•oi
illustretion said some protessionais tend to look at non-
professions as low-level people. yet when it comes to the
work they put professional standards to the work the
non-professtonal must do.)

McRae: This is related to the idea of not pu'tin' them
in the library 'ield, so that he" will 'e able to ,;et into
another field.

(PANEL agreed that these people sho Id retairn their
Identitc' so that they could change mýelds " the:, wished).
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McRae: Then these people can take a break such as
the scientist who works as a scientific information
officer.

Croxton: There is a question as to whether the
physicist would come in if the title changes.

Kruse: The sciertist is there because of the
information he is treating, he critically evaluates the
information. The librarian is a specialist in recording
information and....

Samuels: The heart of the occupational standards is
to determine the grade level. AE'a supervisor you know
what makes... I would like to write criteria on what the
reality is... Assume the role of the supervisor and look
at the Prv"-l-nt who has two years exnerience on the job
as a G0-7 and the job is now a G9-9. How do you know?

Kruse: The basic fault of the present standards is
that they are not clear to the classifier. We need to
define the differences in complexity. Classifiers do not
understand that a corporate author entry is more difficult
then a personal author entry. We need to define these
terms for the classifier.

Crawford: Librarians could develop a glossar[y of terms.

Kruse: You could take cataloging and define what is of
complexity, take reference and define.

Slattery: There are a number of points that have come
up in conversation...Or the question of getting into the
decinition of library speci-Ities -here is an ari:cie b:
Ralph Shaw about the function o- int'ormation service and
1 ibrarians.

McRae: Ralpi: Shaw mares 9 point that we fall to
recognize. In describing the librarian's job the iqa.ss!-e-
looks at the written material and says this is a clerical
job. Shaw said in a paper that we tend to shy awayv 'rom
the word "intellectual."

Slattery: Let's review -he points we want to recommend
to the preliminar, meeting of the grotup leaders.

1-!rs Crawford asked the gro,,:p to think about a centrsl
register as opposed to the rerIonal register. Some o' the
questions raised were: Wo,.,ud rerruitment be slower from a
central rel sLer? Wolld the centra. register do away with
the loc:al bcarC? 'What would happen if there was a person
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available in your area qualifying for the position you had.
Would private industry hire that person before you could u
get to her through the register?

THE FOLILO-ING POINTS WERE REV W BY THE PAMEL AND APPROVED
AS RECOIMENDATIONS O RBE MADli:

(1) 1410 Series
(a) Will require masters in Library science rather

then fifth year study to start at the GS.7 level with an
option for the individual in the top third of the class to
come in at the GS09 level. (The preceeding applies to
graduates from an accredited library school recognized by
AIA).

(b) Graduates from a regional or state accredited
school with a minimun of 24 hours library science would enter
as a library trainee GS-5 becoming eligible for promotion
after a year of satisfactory service.

(2) All persons who would qualify on the basis of
experience alone without professional library training
(24 semester hours) was18 take the entrance screening
test from which they would qualify according to experience.

(3) 1411 Seriet-Library Technician should be applied
to those individuals who qualify b,, experience Grades GS I
through 9 with an open end. The minimum educational require-
ment for GS-q library :;echnician to be high schr 1 education.

(4) Add under "Non Qualifying Experience" • Experience
involving only administrative duties as part of the overall
assignment.

(5) Persons in other pro'essions (Law, Pnl:.-sical and
Social Sciences) will retain their identity in their specific
disciplines even thoi7gh the assignment ma- be in a library,
assigned to the staff of' a library, so long as his actlivi-.,es
are primarily in the basic discipline.

(6) Delete "Special (Alternate) Requirements :'or
Technical Librarian (GS.5 only) in the X-118 Qualification
Standards.
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IV. MEETING OF PANEL LEADERS AND PROGRA41 CHAIRMAN:

Cowgill: The thing we should decide on here is the final
editing and transmitting of our report to George for sending on
to the Civil Service Commission. Do we wish the panel members to
receive the notes from Margaret's people?

All: I approve.

Slattery: I think George is going to have to do some work
himself.

Cowgill: May I suggest, I am assuming that Margaret plans
to issue a book of proceedings in toto, that a lot of what went
on might not be beneficial for submission.

Hletrick: I think it might be better to edit them ourselves.
I went over all the things, double-checked them, and found that
the group agreed this is what they wanted to do.

Cowgill: Will it be useful for you also to see what the
others have done? It might be possible to send each leader all
panels' works.

All: I think it's a good idea.

Slattery: Let me ask one thing, will we get these from
Kargaret? Do you want them sent back to you?

Cowgill: Yes, i will serve as a channel to look over and
send them on to George.

Hetrick: Shall we make any comments?

Cowgill: Yes. What you will probably want to do is com-
plete drafts of what you receive.

DeWald: What ycu basically will be working with will be the
afternoon's work. This other will actually back them up.

Slattery: At the same time he might want it as a point of
reference for his work.

Cowgill: If you do this first, you can tell me or George.

Slattery: One point was brought up--at least it came up in
passing--the advisability of getting some of this material through
to our own agency people to make them conscious of what is going on.
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Cowgill: I am not only going to send the official copy to the
Comission, but will send copies to the individuals here and to the
Navy and Air Force. We could send them to Headquarters toc.

DeWald: When Margrett comes through with the final proceedings,
see that our personnel people get a copy.

Slattery: What I had in mind was an official transmission to
the personnel people.

Cowgill: I will send the agency personnel offices one. What
is really left out of here is the Defense Department. We have repre-
sentatives here, but we have not officially recognized them.

Deininger: You can take care of that by contacting me; and I
will find out and be able to tell you.

Slattery: This is a different story. Actually you cAn say
Holloway is Department of Defense. He is Defense Supply Agency.

Cowgill: Starting here, would you each like to spend five

minutes discussing this?

DeWald: I will start.

Hetrick: Panel I. Mrs. Samuels visited our panel first, and
asked for a definition of special libraries and special librarians.
We thought with these two definitions in mind, this workshop could
recomend that a separate series to support a special librarian be
broken out of the existing 1410 series. We also recomend that series
1410 be developed up to and include Grade IS. The higher levels are
not spelled out. The announcement says 1S; the standards do not.

Deininger: You are going to want to start with a general intro-
duction as to what we did and why we did it.

Hetrick: These are not the actual context of each of these.
These are the suggestions we recommend for modification, and our
suggestions will be related to the organization of the two documents.
This is the first thing--our definition.

Deininger: Ours began with an introduction to the fact that
librarianship in essence is developed into interdisciplines using
all forms of comamnication media. The emphasis is placed on the
fact that the difference between professional librarian and a tech-
nician is shown by the professional responsibilitie: in relation to
the informational, educational and cultural matters.
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Coigill: go are integratimg the two approehes to the sme

preblem.

DeWald: Was your troop recommending a different series?

Hetrick: Yes

DeWald: My group was opposed to it.

Hletrick: We don't know is what the commission will do. This
is only a recommendation.

DeWald: I was going to suggest to Logan, where there are these
differences--what this panel had in mind in thit particular respect,
against what I had in mind, are at least different. All they would like
to see in the job description is a description specific enough for an
analyst to determine the specialist as against the general background..
They want something put in there. I feel this is already there because
languages, for example, are not clarified to this degree.

Iletrick:. That is a qualification rather than a standard.

DeWald: The grade is different because you required it on that,
job. A lot of libraries are having trouble with their personnel offices
for that reason.

Slattery: Do we need a separate series? The question came up
about this question--Librarian-Physicist, Librarian-Medical, whatever
you want.

Cowgill: Did you arrive at a definition?

Slattery: No. Our recommendation is that chese people who are
specialists retain their identity in their own field. The point is this--do these people want to be considered as librarians or keep their identity?

DeWald: They are afraid to have a scientist or mathematician as
a scientist or mathematician do a library activity or function. They
don't want them in there. They still feel its a library profession.

Hletrick: A mathematician can help you to manage a library.

DeWald: You wonder why documentalists are coming in? It is the
librarians' fault. %hat do you think they are going to do? •:Wen auto-
mation comes in you are going to have a documentalist do it.

Slattery: Persons in other professions, that is, law, etc.,
will retain their identity in their specific discipline even though
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their assignnt my be in the library or assigned to the staff of a
library so long as their activities are p•irarily in their basic disci-
pline. They are coming into the library as a subject specialist not
as an administrator of a library.

DeWald: The majority of my panel is very hesitant about this.
They feel once they get up in theit subject areas, they want to get
in there. It should all be supervised by a library individual. They
accept this but they feel that later he will work himself up in this
position. Otherwise, he will get out of there.

Hetrick: I think it is happening.

DeWald: With automation coming, if we could get these subject
specialists under the librarian, even 13 and 14, we will run that
operation. If we don't, it is going to be done by research specialists.

Hetrick: That is the reason we want the librarian specialist.

Widger: Our feeling on definition is more or less the way
Cathie had it. They felt that the librarian technician is more
desirable.

Hetrick: We recommend that a librarian technician be estab-
lished (reading definition.) We gave as our reasons (reading reasons)
and we recommended some qualifications with it.

Cowgill: Is that true of the other panels?

Slattery: In a new series, but not in the 1411 enlarged to
technician.

Cowgill: There is no disagreement?

DeWald: I have a disagreement. My panel does not want a
different series.

Cowgill: Whether the technician should be a separate series or
expanded in the 1410?

DeWald: The point is this; you have been submitted the remarks
of our panels. YoU can report this. My group does not want to come
out of the 1410. They feel that they can get enough qualified librarians.

Slattery: Ours did not want a separate break-up. They felt we
can get sufficient librarians with subject competence where it is necessary.
It is our feeling that these specialists who come into the library retain
their identity in their discipline. They are not professional librarians.
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Cosll: Do ym Meo a special, or included typ at series?

Deinipr: Ve wat into the faet that you bad to define a special
librarian today. Yo had to alte .11 the librarians' tools, and that
to acocmplish this, me wanted our professional Ubrarians--that we
thought the functional specifications as broken down, the thing that
was important was--that came under all librarians, is the basic res-
ponsibility s information consultants as pertains te '.nformational
and cultural nspects of the work in dealing with their specific
clientele, camparable to education. This doesn't mean that if you
were in a special library, it would make you different. To accomplish
what we are aiming toward, to contribute toward this goal of librar-
ianship, we felt we could do this better with the market as it is today.

We would be advised to develop a library technician series in lieu of the
library assistant series. People would come in from clerical series or
come in directly. We felt that this could go as high as it was necess-
ary, at least to an 11; that we had precedents for this; that in addit-
ion to the technicians, you use specialists for special jobs in the
particular library.

Cowgill: We start with definitions. Will it be all right if
I say we. have resolved--

Slattery: One thing that we did mention in our panel--there
was a need for a glossary but this should be developed by the library
profession.

Cowgill: What do you want me to do?

Slattery: Why don't you start with the 1410 series.

DeWald: Our panels were designed to start off with qualifications.
We discussed joining 1411 and 1410, then we went into job classification
standards. I don't see just how we can give this to Logan in this
sequence. Basically, all seem to agree with a few differences.

Hetrick: What we had said was that the librarian technician
should be established to supersede (reading reasons for series).

DeWald: I would like to add this. My panel suggested a very
similar thing, They used the term librarian technician series. They
do not want the GS3 and 4 to be called library technicians. They
want them to be called librarian assistant or aid. They would want
GS-2 to be a disappearing thing and to have the GS-3 able to come into
service with a high-school background and a test similar to clerk-
typist. This might be difficult to use, two titles with a given series.

Cowgill: The qualification standa is you want is 1411 series
expanded and titles changed to library technician to include screening
test for the entrance level it GS 3
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etrick: Ve tmt the typing test mIght be desirable. Sow
at the girls might be osd to typiAm" a •=e •tmight be used as a
stack aid.

DeWald: I would like to se this open.

Slatterys We are pretty well agreed on this. I think we are
conscious of this problem.

Cowgill: Anything else on i14l?

Hetrick: We said no specialized experience and that any 4-year
college graduate should be started at G8-5 or 7 level.

Cowgill: Is there any serious objection?

Deininger: There would be no cross-over unless they met
requirements of the librarian series.

Cowgill: On to the 1410 series.

DeWald: I got the feeling that they dLdnt want to see a separate
series. They want to stick librarian as a series.

Deininger: These other series can be drawn on to supply our
need but they do not need to be called librarians.

Hetrick: We wanted parallel series to librarians.

DeWald: This would weaken your professional, if you are going
to insist on them people quallfyixr as a librarian and then in their
specialty. I don't think you can find anyone with both backgrounds.

Slattery: We.don't want both backgrounds. We want their
subject background but we don't want them in as librarians.

Cowgill: There are those who believe that a separate special
series should be broken out. Then there are those who believe the
librarian Is an integrated series but th-.t it has its specialists
within it.

DeWald: My group wanted to have a person with a master of
ecitnce degree qualify as a G8-7 along with this the starting
entrance of 1410 be made a G8-7 and eliminate the 5.

Cowgill: Did Mrs. Samuels indicate that there is a legislative
barrier to this?
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Slatter: We camdo It. ie aw hvprec 9s for the 1•1o
entrance,

DeWild: They said this providing there is a professional series in
existence that hus alrady met the preoedento This Is sowthing they
wanted me to look into,

Slattery: The 08-7 would move to 05-9 after one year, if
satisfactory.

Deininger: I can't agree with you, because I know by law this
is not possible. You can put it in as a suggestion. You cannot
require positive education requirements at this level.

DeWald: They said that someone with a master's degree or the
equivalent, if an individual has an equivalent to the master'a in
experience.

Deininger: Although they are not within our group, there iq
the school librarian. There i )uld be a suitable standard of reccgn-
ition for elementary and secondary school librarians as government
librarians.

Slattery:" Those were graduates of accredited library schools,
moving from G0-7 to 9. Those who come from a regional or state
accredited college with a minimum of 24 hours of library science.

Deininger: We wanted a career trainee program, formerly
spelled out and provided for in the librarian series, under a con-
tractual arrangements You put him to work &nd you give him a
librarian GS-5. He is employed contingent on whether or not he
goes to school. It can be done.

Cowgill: Anything further in qualification.

Deininger: Yes. The breakdown by functions in their analysis
of position standards--they may prefer to break them down by type
of library but it is immaterial if they recognize the responsibility
of the librarian, regardless of the clientele which they serve.

Hetrick: We recomend that they run up to 15 to be comparable

to the announcement.

Cowgill: That is all on the qualifications?

De'iald: I have only about 3 items which are not qualifi-
cations on with one.
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Cavoll: Pm'r the positim c1ositication standards let's
start vith 2All. AV bsod a~ttmmnts?

DmVaUd: Position clsweuifostion to lIkUi, our grmV did not
discuss that Pa~toulA~r this.

Covgifl: Could ve sq in general. everyone is agr'eed that
Gs-1~4 1i definitely needs rewitingi

All: Agre ed
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v. TH FINAL 53X13 Clr TIN WRS VKNBUE:

piend at 1100 hwors, 28 September a962.

Covgill: We have a lot of things to cover in a short time and
I know it's necessary that we leave here promptly at four o'clock, so
if I reverse what might be the logical arrangement of order of business,
we can get to what Is, in my opinion, and I am sure yours, the necessary
routine business first, and then to the purpose of the irksb"p, later.

First and absolutely necessary I think in terms of our responsi-
bilities towards our host and our hostess is to remember to tell the
proper people how much ve have enjoyed our stay here. I'm sure we
should also recognize the special efforts of our panel leaders, and I
perhaps did not make clear during the first meeting that also some of
our panel leaders doubled in brass on our program advisory comittee,
so that they actually were doing two jobs; such people as Mrs. Hetrick
and Mr. DeWald were advisors in the development of the program as
well as serving as panel leaders. Miss Bonniwell, Mr. Burnette, Mr.
Cook, and Mr. Holloway served as advisors and gave valuable advice and
support.

In order to meet our responsibilities so far as time, I would
like to make the next order of business our choice and selection of
our next year's workshop operation. I have been informally app-
roached in regarab uv a possible host, and I would like at this time
to have Miss Liebermann make a formal proposal to the group concern-
ing her office in this regard, Miss Lieberma-m.

Liebermann: The Commander of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
has extended an invitation to the Military Librarian's Workshop to
hold their next meeting there. They are located at White Oak, 6ilver
Spring, Maryland.

Cowgill: Is there a motion from the floor in that respect.

A motion was so made, seconded and carried that the next wok-AX
Shop be held at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Mgtry-
land.

Cowgill: Is there any further proposal in this regard?

A question from *-c "'nor: 'fnat timi• of year?

Cowgill: I'll get to that in a minute, and then if there is
no further comment, our next host for the Workshop will be the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, in White Oak, Silver opiing, Aaryland. And now
can I ask Miss IAebermann for a proposal, or have a motion from the
floor for a proposal for assistance to help her in this regard, that
is, the program chairman?
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Ihebermwwn: I would like to suggest DwiSht -Lymen of the nd&-o

water Sound Laboratory.

Cowgill: Is there a motion in that respect?

A notion was made from the floor, seconded, and carried.

Cowgill: Then we have our host and the program chairman.
Now I will ask the host at this point, P! there a desire to dis-
cuss the date at this tim?

Liebermann: Yes, we would like to have as firm a date as
we can as there are always a lot of meetings and conferences held.

Cowgill: Is there any special negative problem to bring
before the group before we discuss the date. Is there a certain
time which would be absolutely impossible? It's just a question
of knowing this far ahead of tine.• I would appreciate a discuss-
ion from the floor.

Holloway: I'd like to suggest that the host be allowed to
come up with a proposal for the exact date, subject matter to be
presented to the Military Library Division in the next four months,
but let her give us the complete details of her proposal as to
when, where, and how.

Cowgill: Do you mean that such proposal should be placed
with Mr. Luckett, is that correct?

Holloway: Yes.

Cowgill: No adverse comment? All right I understand it's
the group opinion that we will come together, that Miss Liebermann
will propose a specific date to Mr. Luckett, the Chairman of the
Division. Miss Liebermann, are there any further comments you
want to make?

Liebermann: Not at this time.

Cowgill: I'd like to say for Miss Liebermann's and Mr.
Lyman's information, I have a file here that I'll be glad to
send to you. It may not be as helpful as it should be, but you
can be guided by it, if you wish. Are there any further announce-
ments an),ne would like to make, specifically with regard to the
lorkshop activities? If not, I would like to make a personnal
announcement. We lost the presence of one of our Air Force
members through the death of his mother. Mr. Nesbitt left this
morning. I an sure if you did not know, you feel very badly to
hear this and that he has your sympathy.
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Harry, do you have anything to say on transportation?

Cook: We are all squared away; we have to be over there
at seven-thirty for eight o'clock take off.

Cowgill: Over to Base Operations?

Cook: Base Operations.

Cowgill: The next order of business is the general dis-
cussion and assembly of the recommendatcions of the individual
panels.

Zenich: Are you going to have a coffee break? You've
already paid for the coffee break, yoc, know, and it should be now.

SHORT BREAK

Cowgill: I thot.ght I'd first approach this from the point
of view of format. We discussed it with the panel leaders and I
am putting this forward as a positive proposal, and I'm hopeful
that it will go forward, of course, but the discussion mist be
short because of our limited length of time.

First, I am proposing that these recommendations as accepted
be stated in a general sort of way, so that some details and differ-
ences of opinion which do not appear here will appear in the recom-
mendations. For editing, we propose that the recommendations of
each panel, which have been assembled in condensed form by the panel
leaders, the individual proceedings which the staff of M4argrett's
library were kind enough to take down, will be furnished to the
panel leaders, who will be responsible for editing them. This edit-
ing job will then be sent to me for a brief introduction and per-
haps some other collateral remarks. Then it will be prepared in
the form of a final copy which will go first to Mr. Luckett as Chair-
man of the Division for the formal transmittal to the Civil Service
Commission. You, as panel members, will receive copies, but this,
of course, will not be the official copy. Is there any discussicn
concerning this procedure? Also the individual copies will go to
the personnel representatives who attended this conference, and to
the personncl office in the Defense Department, Army, Navy, and Air
Force. Now for the general statement concerning the recommendations.
I will divide that into the program sequence and begin by discussing
the qualification facets, first the GS-1411 series. It was the gen-
eral consensus in all the papels that something wotild have to be
done about this series, that a rewrite was necessary; and that this
rewrite in general should take the form of grade expansion of the
job series, with more definitive qualifications; that a new name--
library technician--should be recomended for this series; and that
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this series should include a screening test for an entrance level
at a GS-3, with possible opportunity for a GS-5 college entrance
level. Do any one of the panel leaders wish to comment on that
general recommeiidation in terms of their individual panel?

Hetrick: Our panel did not conceive of this as possibly
drawing top entrance people, but that it might well be business
trained or high school graduates who could be trained on the job.
There is a possibility we could draw college trained people but
this is not likely.

Cowgill: The flexibility would not be objectionable in

this respect?

Hetrick: No.

Cowgill: Moving quickly on to the 1410. This is where a
fundamental difference of opinion occurred between the panels so
that it is impossible for me at this time to make a general one-
shot recommendation. The fundamental difference is this: As to
whether there should be established a further separate series in
recognition of certain technical specialties, a series which would
not be within the library 1410 series, or whether the further rec-
ognition for technical specialization should be incorporated with-
in the library series. I think there was general recognition by
everyone that the present series is adequate with respect to rec-
ognition of the existence of technical and subject specialists,
but there should be a better definition of a special or technical
libr. an, and that the introduction to this series stould include
an up-to-date definition of librarianship, inclusive of all types
of librarianship. There were certain individual recommendations
in 1410 qualification series concerning entrance level, and the
journeyman level of a master of science and library science, that
is without experience, be established at the GS-9 level providing
that there was precedent within other professional series, which
of course would make the GS-7 level the trainee or entrance level.

Now I understand there are possible barriers to the accom-
pli3hment of this, and this is the reason why this statement was
made with the proviso that this has already been accomplished
in other series. There is also a general concluded recommend-
ation that suitable recognition tte given within the standards
to the need for government school librarians. Also that there
should be a formal recommendation for a trainee career program,
and that this career program should be for•mly describee in the
library series, such a program sheild include a contractu"l agree-
ment with the individual at the tije of his emplcyment.
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Severance: Question. Does "school" in this sense mean
military colleges rather than secoadary schools supported by the
Federal Government?

Cowgill: I think it includes both, Mr. Severance.

Now moving on to Job classification standards. In 1411, it's
obvious that the Job classification standards in this series need
some rewriting, and this includes the matter of a fundamental def-
inition of what a GS-1411 is, whether or not the series is to be I
given a new name. In 1410, there is as a corollary to our prey-

ious discussion of qualification standards, a necessary reexa-
mination of the library field and what a librarian is, with more
specific examples within the content of the standards which will
enable the standards to be more informative guides to the analyst
and to improve recognition of the individual differences between
Jobs and job levels. There are the general, re~ommendations that

we will make. Are there any individual ccmments from the panel
leaders? Are there any individual coents from personnel? Mr,
Schaefer, as a representative would you like to state in a gen-
eral sort of way if this type of recommendation is meanin&ful.
to you?

Schaefer: Yes, it is., particularly if you will back it
up with some of your problems that have precipitated these
recommendations; I think as they reach the Commission they will
reach a sympathetic ear.

Cowgill: In terms of the format then, you want more
specifics, yes I can see your point for a clear statement of
the problem0 In other words, what we believe to be the problem,
what we propose as a solution, and the reason why we feel this?

Schaefer: Very definitely.

Severance: In this respect Mr. Schaefer, do you think
that the originel proposal we have adopted for submitting
these recommendations to the professional association and

then to the commission is the proper channel and would be
"stronger, than if we tried to go through the military channels
and not through t+.e professional association?

"Schaefer: I can't comment really because I ha- 't made up
my mind on whether one method would be more effective tahbf tl',e
other. I think both are acceptable. I think eventually, ha.etear,
the Commission would perhaps recognize the need more if the agen-
cies were behind the reccuandatlons, but I don't think this is
essential.
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DeWald: I would suggest, Bob, that since there would be
three services basically in the defense level area, that you have
one of two choices; if you submit it directly to the Commission,
yoe should send a copy to the appropriate representation of the
three services in the defense, or pass the same copy through each
of the services to the Commission. This might give the support
he's talking about; otherwise the Commission, naturally, would
turn around and come back to the departmental personnel who might

not be aware of what circumstances are, so I think this is a w
definite tie-in. We've got to decide whenever the Military iDivision
of SLA submits this (they are the one to do it] as to which direation
to go.

Cowgill: Well each personnel representative will have it,
but perhaps it should be proposed that the personnel headquarters
will have a copy also.

Schaefer: In the final analysis tho Department of Defense
in the separate branches, have supported this conference; has
funded for it and have paid you people your allowancos to be here
and you owe it to them to turn in ycur product to them, so I
would certainly recommend that you at least give them a copy
right away.

DeWald: What you could run into by grng through the
service channels is that one service acc.pt.0 and passing it on ,

in their own way, and another postil.,, not agre'ing. I'm wonder-
iiig if maybe we could go dirert to the Commiss-ion with copies to
each of !e services.

Cowgill: Well I think I heve understood what: Mr. Luckett
desires in one reapecr, and I think Mr. DeW.ld is right, and I
agree with him thtt t'et official proposal should come from one
person. The inform'tion ane copies will be made available to all
other sources of ii~terer:. Do youi have any further comment Mr.
Severance?

Severance: Innicrted a negative reply.

Cowgill: Are there any other individual comments from the
floor? Mr. MacRae ?

MacRae: I would like to make one comment to the effect
that if you are intending to keep these sessions international
with respect to some of us -coming from Canada and also you have
people from non-defense agencies in the United States here, that
you would be far better to go through the professional cnannel
entirely. As Mr. McFarland said, this is not--what would you say--
it is not a session of the Department of the Defense mceting here.
this is a professional gathering.
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Cowgill: I didn't mean to exclude you in copies, Mr. MacRae. I

MacRae: Forgive me, but if you are going to bring people in
from other countries, the cowsounication from the group, intern-
ational group, would best be through the professional association
to which we belong.

Cowgill: Are you implying also that your personnel cffice
would---?

MacRae: I don't think this really.

Cowgill: We could not make any recommendations through
your area. I

MacRae: No, I am thinking of SIA. Recommendations to your
interest would certainly be of interest to ours in comment anyway,
maybe not in detail. j

DeWald: That would be all right.

Cowgill: All right.

Unindentified speaker: Our recommendations as to the 1410-
1411 art they not going to affect the Department of Defense and
the Department of Commerce. Certainly they will.

Cowgill: What we are doing, what we can only claim, are f!r
the military and it will have an effect surely , but we could
get in the position of staffing this thru innumberable othe- sources

DeWald: Wouldn't this be a Commission responsibility?

Cowgill: Yes, the Comrission, I'm sure, wii see that the
others are properly considered, and of course the Commission may
fcel, even lean over backwards in this respect, because they've
had an opportunity to meet a group of aiiiary librarians, and
the military librarians are a littl.e morr irticulate aad a little
more aggressive than some of the others, so we took this risk.

Hetrick: It seems Co me that aithough we are speaking for
the military librarians, we are speaking as gover'urert librarians
first, and military librarians second, are we not?

Cowgill: I agree with you from the prpcticil pciat of view,
but as Mr. Schaefer said here, our product is owing to the Defense
Department, and thiis is uur fizsz alleiance. Drofessionally we
are librarians and we are military librarians, but our command
source, the military one, iaplies some the precedence, from the
point of view of this group-
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Unindentified Speaker: In other words, you are not sending
recommendations to the Department of Interior librarian although
they may be influenced by these recoinandations?

Cowgill: Margrett, how are we on the coffee?

Zenich: They are about ready to bring it in.

Cowgill: I will just take a moment or two pore here and then
we can have a coffee break. I think we have covered the major points
here in a general sort of way, and I hope that one would not feel trt
there's anything frozen in my statements here, as there will bo
alterations and that the panel leaders will expand and provide the
details as necessary for any sort of recommendations. Is there any
further discussion on this point? If not, I think we are actually
going to get through the meeting here very quickly.

DeWald. In fairness to my panel, I don't know about the
other panel leaders, I have four other items which had really
nothing to do with qualifications and job standards that we had
ideas on. I don't know how they feel about me presenting th-,
here. I will have them appear in the final report.

Cowgill: Well.

DeWald: I may say the reason Logan doesn't have them, is
that we didn't have enough time to furnish all this .to him, in that
one-hour' meeting.

Cowgill: I don't think it would be inappropriate here for
you to make a statement, although I think we probably should not
get involved, this will come out in detail, but if you would like
to &make a statement, Mr. DeWald, would you like to do that now?

DeWald: i didn't want to gyp my panel. We had four items
which didn't fall under the two main subject catagories and they
were these: We felt that a committee under the sponsorship of
The Military Division of SLA, study and propose, if necessary
the following items: l. The feasibility of a central list of
vacancies and the total existiAg positions in all defense libraries
to be issued in a quarterly bulletin. 2. Study and recommend a
national register, if appropriate, of available personnel to be
issued from a central point rather than regional. 3. Study the
possibility of justifying the 1410 series as a critical and short
supply area, and in order to allow the top of the grade salary.
This is, I understand, somewhat difficult but we want to .4nject
it. and 4. The possibility of various librarians annually to visit
library schools as Civil Service Representatives for the purpose
of briefing and explaining the Federal Library Program, the
idea being hei-e of possibly attracting more towards the Federal
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Program. These are all I had. Are there questions about any of
them? Thank you.

Cowgill: Would any of the other panel leaders like to make
a biief statement concerning any additional recommendations or
statement of their panel?

Slattery: Several of the things that Logan mentioned were
covered in our panel with minor changes which I shall not go into
here. One point that the panel discussed was inclusion in the
nonqualifying phases of the announcement that experience or pos-
ition assignment as a library officer while in other assignment
duties be rated as nonqualifying, in other words that assign-
ment as a library officer in addition to other assigned duties
be included in the nonqualifying area. A second point was that
the subject specialist in many areas retain their identify in
their own particular discipline, even though they are assigned
to a library staff and are performing work in their own subject
compass, but they are not librarians; they are subject special-
ists. Thank you.

Cowgill: Mr. Cook? 4

Cook: I just thought I'd Lention one other matter that I
we discussed and it was that the people entering the librai-y
series with experience only as a qualification must take the
educational equivalency test at all levels, whereas now it's
only taken at the five and seven level. If they come in with
sufficient experience to entitle them to a nine or above
they don't have to take thp educational equivalency test. A
number of us felt that this should be a requirement--further
screening or further _gauge by which people have in the past,
before they could be considered within the 1410 series, been
required to pass.

Cowgill: Perhaps some of the others would like to have
a further definition of the educational equivalency test. Do
you mean the one that is now established?

Cook: Yes, in the announcement 277, it says there will
be a screening test for the people who are submitting exper-
ience only to determine whether they are eligible to be con-
sidered as a five or a sever,and it stops then above the
seven level. There is no educational equivalency test, it
goes back to the evaluation method which was previously used
on the five and seven level so that our recommendation was
that everyone trying to enter the 1410 series at whatever
level would have to take the educational equivalency test
when they are entering with experience only and no education.
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Croxton: Do you mean no education in library school?

Cook: Yes, that's right, the professional library education
requirement now is 24 semester hours at the GS-S level or grad-
uation from an accredited library school and a master's degree at
the seven level.

Croxton: I might toss this out, that this requirement
would mean that some of the top people would have to pass the
equivalency test, is that right? Particularly if they don't
happen to be in the library series right now.

Cook: Well if they are not in the library series this
doesn't apply.

Croxton: The point I'm making is this. Suppose your job
is already established as a librarian job, you are director of
your group, but you have a chance to take such a person. Are

.you going to turn his down because he hasn't had library work
formally? If you are going to ask him to take an exam, he might
say he's not interested; I'm afraid you might have a roadblock
here, especially in an area where it's hard to get your more
responsible people. I'm trying to vote against it; I'm trying
to talk about a negative that could be pretty important.

Cowgill: I think you can see there are some fundamental
issues here which we have raised; fundamental issues which
will have to be resolved, and will have to be edited into our
recommendations. Sc I anhoping that you will be somewhat
understanding and will not be expecting recomendations to
meet you at your offi-e Monday morning, but the opposite
phase of that is that we are not going to put them off; we
are going to have them to you as soon as possible under the
circumstances.

Deininger: May I ask for clarification? If we have
not rentioned specific recomendations which are in the
individual reports, you will draw those out and perhaps
include them in your final report. It does not mean, be-
cause you haven't mentioned them here, that they will not
show up later.

Cowgill: That is right, yes. I indicated that my
statement here is a general statement, due to time limitation and
because I'm sure individuals here would like to get away as soon
as possible and would not want to got in a detailed session.

Is there pny further discussion?

While Margrett Zenich is here, now let's do something abqot
it.
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A standing applause was given in appreciation of her hospitaiity.

Zenich: I'm sorry but I don't have a thing to say except that
I'm sorry thaLt now the business is over, we couldn't sort of let our
hair down ancd get together for another 24 hours and have fun; it's
fun to enjcv yourself but when you have so many things on your mind
it's difficult to relax a little bit. If I looked a little dumb at
sow. of you and nodded my head, I hope I went ahead and did what
you asked me to do. I am 5, glad to have had you all; I'm grateful
that you took the trouble

Cowgill: Thanks again, )4argrett, With this I will close
except for this statement.-i's sure everyone here knows Mr.
Luckett,..and knows how to get in touch with him. He is Professor
George R. Luckett, and he is Director of Libraries, Naval Post
Graduate School, in Monterey, California, and myself, name, Logan
Cowgill, Office Chief of Engineers, Washington 25, D. C.

Holloway: Logan, we've paid tribute to everybody today
except you, and I think this is a good time to give you a hand
of applause for the wonderful job you've done.

A standing hand of applause was given Mr. Cowgill.

Cowgill: I've certainly enjoyed being here and my job was
a lot easier than some of you are trying to make it. With that,
I think we can retire to our coffee, and the Sixth Military
Librarians' Workshop is formally adjourned.

The Workshop adjourned at 1505 hours, 28 September 1962.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS:

The conclusions tc follow are not presented in the order which
they were developed or discussed; but rather in an order in which the
least controversial, from the participants' viewpoint, will precede
the most. In addition, the first or least controversial conclusions
are stated somewhat more briefly; and since, of course, no votes were
taken on specific points of issue as such, no attempt is made, or could
be made to quantify or weigh opposing points of view in the more contro-
versial conclusions.

As further background, particularly for the reader of these
Conclusions, who is not acquainted with the membership of theimilitary
Librarians Division, this Division, and hence the Workship, includes
librarians employed in widely diverse capacities whose common tie is
employment by an agency of the Department of Defense, or one of its
contractors. Thus the membership includes those whose individual posi-
tions require a high degree of subject knowledge training and/or experi-
ence, as well as those whose positions are more nearly akin to be found
in public and academic libraries. Such diversity of past experience and
present responsibilities cannot help but be reflected in these Conclu-
sions, as well as the discussions reported in the Proceedings. The
editor only hopes to reflect fairly the existence of this diversity and
its sometimes opposing interests; he cannot resolve such differences, nor
can the Civil Service Commission, through its standards, impose an order
or agreement which does not in fact exist among librarians themselves.
More on this point later in one of the Conclusions.

Finally, these Conclusions, if they are to improve effectively
personnel management within military libraries, must be implemented, not
only by such changes in the standards as may occur as the result of these
or other recommendations; but also by day-to-day actions of individual
librarians in recruitment and job assignment.

The Conclusions of the Vlth Military Librarians' Workshop concerning
C.F.C. qualification and position classification standards and personnel
procedures in military libraries were as follows:

A. The GS-1411, Library Assistant series, qualification and
position-classification standards, as now established, is inadequate.
The absence of grade level evaluation bases are particularly noted.
The explanatory statement implies situations found only in large,
general type libraries where there are requirements for a number of
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more routine positions to work under the immediate supervision of a

professional. Such positions still exist, but to an increasingly
less degree, especially in the federal government, where the impact
of expanding programs of technological research has lead to the

development of many small, but highly specialized library facilities,
Such libraries have an urgent requirement for non-professional person-
nel capable of exercising considerable responsibility in day-to-day

operations and with a measurable degree of subject experience or
training.

B. Case studies discussed and individual experiences described
showed that important areas of responsibility, especially in the
management of technical information, have been omitted in the GS-1410,
Librarian series, position-classification standards, so that local
definitions or interpretations may prevent equitable grade level
evaluation.

C. Present GS-1410, Librarian series, position-classification
standards do not provide recognition for librarians employed in
government elementary and secondary school programs for military
dependents.

D. The wide dispersion of librarian positions in the Department
of Defense has the result that the average local position classifier
and evaluator has little experience in this series; so that any
revision of the standards themselves not withstanding, there will be
continuing problems of inconsistency in local interpretation and
app3ication of the standards. In legal terms local personnel offices
have little opportunity to build up a background of case law to sup-
port more consistent interpretation of the statute law, in this case,
the standards themselves.

E. The absence of basic courses in science and engineerin•g,
docuaantation, mechanized storage and retrieval of information, in
the curricula of most !ibrary schools, as well as the limited number
of library sch-cl graduates of any type, croates an ur.gent necessity
for a practienble alternative to mandatory library degree require-
cents if the viability of the GS-1410, librarian series qu&d3fica,ýion
s'an•(irds and recruitment needs are to be maintained,

r. The rapid advance3 in techni:al inforwation and library
management, and the development within the Department of Defense, as
we'i as other fcteral agencies with large research programs, of
Zevrsate t 'nrical information programs and channels of command, are
beyond the jp~city of the present GS-1410 librarian series position-
claui'40cation standards to cover as a htomogeneous series without the
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addition of further functional and subject speciality options. Since
this conclusion was the subject of considerable controversy, it is
obvious that this type of an internal disagreement among librarians
themselves cannot be resolved by the Civil Service Commission, its
standards, or by a professional society. However, it is recognized
that individual librarians, and the profession as a whole, will suffer
restricted developement, and even difficulty in maintenance of the
status quo, unless there is some resolution of thir problem, either
by a compromise in regard to the parameters of libririanship, or a
formal recognition that professional partition is necessary.

E. Standpatters felt that with some minor revisions both
qualification and position-classification standards could be made
to meet the brave new world. Compromisers felt that additional
options for better recogniticn of new functional and/or subject
fields are required. Purists (or radicals) would be satisfied
with nothing less than the establishment of an entirely new andseparate qualification and position-classification series.
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VII , RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based upon the conclusions reached in Part VI of these Proceedings,
the VIth Military Librarians hereby resolves that the follorinq-Iems-
mendations be transmitted to the Civil Service Commisaion..'.ythe Chair-
man of the Military Librarians Division, SLA, with courtesy- catis to
the Headquarters personnel offices of the Department of Defense, Arry,
Navy, and Air Force, the personnel specialists who attended the Workshop,
and the participant from the Canadian Department of National Defense:

A. That both the qualification and position-classification
standards for the GS-1411, Library Assistant seTies i reised to
include these-changs:

1. The name of the series to be called: Library
Technician, as more properly descriptive of the duties
and rqsponsibilities in the series.

2. h•* grade scale to be expanded as the basis
for a practicable career development prograk in this
series by including in the qualifications standards:

a. A screening test for the entrance level
of GS-3.

b. College training options, particularly
in allied subjects, for the entrance level of
GS-5.

c. College training and/or substitutable
specialized experience requirements for higher
grade levels up to at least a grade GS-l1.

3. Redefinition of the series which will provide
recognition of specific areas of responsibility and duties
which can be equitably distinguished from the GS-1410
series at all appropriate grade levels.

4. Serprate grade level descriptions for equitable
Srecognition cf i.-:-casing functional or subject respon-

sibilities, as well as supe1-s-,ry responsibilities.

B. That the GS-1410, Librarian position-classificati.on
series to be revised to include:

1. Expanded functional statements for acquisition,
cataloging, and reference which will recognize the
special and different skills now being required to handle
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recorded information in other than the conventional
library formats, such as technical reports, computer cards,
tape, microcopy, maps, charts, audio, etc.

2. Expanded explanatory statement paragraph to
eliminate untrue implication that the Library of Congress
is the only government agency having "highly specialized
professional librarian positions." Examples of specific
other agencies having such positions could be cited.

3. Expanded explanatory statement to add a type
example to cover libraries in the elementary and
secondary school programs for military dependents.

C. That the Civil Service Commission prepare and distribute
an evaluation guide similar to the Manual for Evaluation Stand-
ards issued by the Department of the Army for certain selected
job series, and the CSC Guide for the Evaluation of Positions in
Basic and Applied Research, (June 1960); which will cover the
GS-1410 and 1411 series so as to provide detailed or example
guidance to local personnel office in the interpretation of this
series.

D. That the educational equivalency test developed for
entrance at grades S and 7 be expanded to cover entrance at
grades 9 through 15 with both functional and subject speciality
options.

E. That the GS-1410 qualification standards include a pro-
vision for formal recognition of an approved career trainee
program established under individual contractual arrangement at
the time of initial hire whereby the employing agency may upgrade
employees subsequently qualified by off-the-job education in the
pertinent areas.
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ViIIo SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

Military Librarians Division

1 July 1963

Mrs. Jane B. Samuels
Division of Prc',_- and Standards
U. S. Civil Service Commission
Washington 2S, D.C.

Dear Mrs. Samuels:

In accordance with your recommendation, I am
enclosing herewith the Conclusions and Recommendations of the 'Ith
MIilitary Librarians' Workshop, held at the U.S. Army White Sands
Missiie Range, New Mexico, 26-28 September 2562.

As you remember, the Military Librarians' Work-
shop is an annual event sponsored by the Military Librarians Divi-
sion of the Special Libraries Association and hosted by a military
installation of one of the three services of the Department of
Defense. The theme and purpose of this particular Workshop was:

personnel standards and practices which affect military librarian-
ship. Participants, from every kind of military library or infor-
mation center, inrge or small, met in five discussion panels of
ten members each, and in sessions t- aling -ine hours, to discuss
the effects of the Civil Service q .lification and position-classi-
fication standards upon their operations. You and personnel speci-
alists from the military services rotated among *he panels during
their sessions so as to be available for advisory comment.

Therefore these Conclusions ard Recommendations
represent the distilled results of deliberations, and do thereby,
with the qualifications noted, represent the collective recommenda-
tion of the military segment of professional librarianship in the
Federal Government.

Sincerely yours,

Logan 0. Cowgill

Chairman
Military Libraries Division
Special Libraries As.sociation
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